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ALBUQUERQUE
Albuquerque, New Mexico, Tuesday, October 3, 1922.
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"This,"
said young Bessie Wallack today to District Attorney Ban-to"is the day of atonement.
I am a bigamist, put me in

U.S.

TURK SOLDIERS

When Greeks Evacuated Smyrna

n

OPPOSED

2.

n,

AGENTS

ISTIGE

BRANCH BANKING

BIGAMIST,'

DISTRICT ATTORNEY
IS TOLD BY WOMAN

PRICK

OF

BELONGINGS

Representatives ot
e Bureau Converted
Drinks to Their
wn Use, It Is Alleged,
am

Al-ih-

VIDUALS ARE NOT
RMED BY GRAND JURY

Used for Private Con- mption, Distributed to
lends and biven to ra- bred Institutions,
Oct. 2. Charges
ghington,
certain representatives 01 me
rtment of justice'' converted
own use large stocks 01
kit
F seized In the enforcement
tihlhltlon laws were made in
jclal report filed today by the
ct of Columbia grand jury.

report assorted that tne
was removed from the ware-use- d
by the department for
fee purposes and was used by
(fficials Involved for their pri- consumption, for distribution
rsonal friends and as Rifts to
fed
Institutions. There was
harge that any of the liquor
Hisposed of Tor financial gain.
gal withdrawals covered in
eport were declared to havered between July 20 and SepThe Jury did not

br 11, 1920.

the individuals who were in- their
d, but declared that
ct "cannot be too severely

mned."
No Action in Prospect.
the department of Justice
ials indicated that no action
n prospect, since the offenses
lalned of were by "former
fries of a former adminlstra- of the department. William
rng, chief of the department's
u ot investigation, confirmed
large stocks of liquor held in
ustody of the department had
Ippeared" between the dates
Boned in the grand Jury re- 'Iclals of the department estl
that "several hundred caes
sorted liquors were removed
Hy from the
departments
The value was
tee cache.
of
$100,000 by
upwards
Wright, counsel for Frankh. one of the interested ownMi. Wright recently filed suit
1st Frank Burke, former chief
e department of justice's bu-investigation: P. J. Ahem
Menry P. Alden, employes of

cluwrnrt

ep&r.nw-Pt-

Joy

unlawfully removed his cll- -llquor from custody and conId them to their own use. The
is now pending in a local
according to Mr. Wright.
RT OF LOOT TAKEN

TRAIN ROBBERY
F0UNDJNFRUIT JAR
A

"Where is the proof?" requested the detective assigned
to question her.
She produced two marriage
certificates.
The first showed she was
married In September, 1921. to
David Siegel. She didn't like
she
the wav he treated her, cersaid. Then she showed a
last
ot
her
marriage
tificate
month to Antonio Verzty.
Her request was granted.
They put her in jail.

COUPLE CHARGED
WITH ARSON AND
GRAVE

ROBBER!

Louis Police Suspect
There Was a Plot to De-

St.

Insurance

fraud a Life
Company Out of

$6,000.

(by the Associated Press.) Fred Mueller, prosecuting attorney of St. Louis county, late today issued warrants
and arson,
charging grave robbery
his
against Harry P.. Brenn and diswife, in connection with the
covery that a body found in
Brenn's garage at Oakville, Mo.,
which was destroyed by fire last
Tuesday, was that of a young
woman, and not Brcnn as it was
presumed originally.
The warrants were issued on the
to
strength of information sworn St.
by Dr. Rolla Bracy, coroner of
Louis county, who announced that
his opinion, Mrs. Brenn was withInformation
about the
holding
crimes with which she and her
husband are charged.
Mrs. Brcnn was taken into custody last Wednesday by detectives,
who declared that the body, found
in the garage ruins, was that of
Miss Celeste Schneider, which was
stolen last Monday from its grave
in Mount Hope cemetery.
The police say that in their
It appears that Brenn
and his wife intended going to
Germany, Mrs. Brenn's home, after
J6.000 life insurance
collecting
which Brenn carried.
No trace has been found of
Brenn who left home last Monday
before the fire. The body- of the
young woman was found, lying on
an automobile standing in the fire
:
debris.
,'Krai. 'Brenn
steadfastly has
maintained that she knows nothot
the alleged plot, which the
ing
police accuse her husband of en
Repeated
gineering.
questioning
by detectives and deputy sheriffs
to
account
failed
her
has
change
of the garage fire and the disappearance of her husband, who,
she said, is dead, having perished
in the fire.
St. Touis, Oct.
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cloudy, possibly show- (Horth portion Tuesday night or
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Greek troops in Smyrna preparing to embark before Turkish occupation.
in, the soldiers paraded through the the windows to witness the deparSmyrna, apparently, was
bands blared ture of the Greeks, who left on
military
holiday attire when the Creek streets
army evacuated the city. While) forth and the residents crowded transports.
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QUESTION GIRL1
IN NEW

DUB L! E MURDER WITH
of

-

co-o-

-
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n,

two-ho-

ot

the

JUSTICE

district

attor-

ney's office in applying for a supreme court order permitting the
removal of Rev. Hall's body from
its receiving vault in Greenwood
cemetery for the purpose of a
It is expected
thorough autopsy.
the court order will be obtained
tomorrow.
In addition to examining Miss
Mills, Prosecutor Beekman today
questioned Louise Gelst, a maid in
the Hall home. Sidney Carpenter,
a first cousin of Mrs. Hall appeared at the court house here today
but was told he had been called by
mistake. At the time, it was said,
a drawer containing letters had
disappeared from a bureau in the
Hall home and that tho prosecutor was trying to learn what had
become of it.

BANKRUPTCY PETITION
FILED BY MOVIE STAR
,Los Angeles, Oct. 2. Mildred
Harris, motion picture actress and
former wife of Charlie Chaplin,
filed a petition in bankruptcy here
today in which liabilities were listed as S30.000 and assets 1 1,500,
which, the petition declared, was
the value of wearing apparel anu
claimed as exempt.
Miss Harris exocuted the petition
at Duluth, Minn., where she was
engagement
Tilling a vaudeville
and it was forwarded her for filing.
Two long Illnesses and lack of
for many months
employment
brought about her present finan
cial condition, according to word
received here from Miss Harris,
She eald that after settling with
her lawyers she had but J6,r00 left
of the money which Chaplin gave
her.
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Slain Choir B. of R. T. and 0.
Approximately
Leader Believes Authoririers Ready to
ties Are Not Trying to
Pay and Rules
Find the Murderer.

Daughter

E ME COURT

BROTHERHOODS

JERSEY GET AGREEMENTS

New Brunswick, N. X, Oct. !.
daughter
Charloit Mills,
of Mrs. Eleanor R. Mills, choir leader whose body was found beside that
of the Rev, Edward W. Hall, in a
field on September 16, was again
brought into tho investigation of
the double murder today.
Tho girl's- fUst. active participation in th fr.ifi oo- mM Inst week
when she appealed to Governor
Kdwards for old. with the result
that tho governor requested detec-- 1
tives of the state police to
erate with the local authorities..
Today Miss Mills was taken by a
detective from her class in high
school to the office of Prosecutor
Beckman wljere she remained for
two hours.
Commenting upon her visit to
the prosecutor, she said:
"They wanted to know what
right I had to go totoGovernor
and ask him
help me got
I told them that I had
JuRtice.
every right and I believed thoy
were not doing anything to find
the person or persons who killed
my mother. I told them this was
reason enough.
Not (Jotting Anywhere.
"From the questions they asked
ASSOCIATION FORMED
il am convinced they are not get
I am heartily sick
ting anywhere.
BY OFFICERS OF THE
and tired of answering a lot 01
ARMY RESERVE CORPS questions when theyIn might better
finding the
employ their time
If no one else is intermurderer.
of
2.
Officers
Oct.
Washington,
at least I am."
the reserve corps ot the United ested
The girl also said that up to date
States army completed organiza- no member
of the church conRre-gatlo- n
tion of the Reserve Officers ascalled on her to express
has
sesfirst
the
at
sociation today
with her in the Iops of
sion of their three day first an- sympathy
mother.
Officers from herWhile
nual convention.
Miss Mills was voicing
all sections of the country, repre- these criticisms, the work of insenting the reserve forces of the vestigation was progressing here
army which are divided into nine as well as In New York and Phila
attended. Today's delphia.
corps areas,
meeting was devoted principally
Charles Collins, a county deter-tivColonel J. W.
to organization,
went to Philadelphia
Delafield being elected chairman where today
he said he learned from a
of the convention and R. E. B.
Mrs.
Philadelphia detective that some
McKinney, secretary.
20 took
Hall on
The convention will be address- garments September
a
firm
cleaned
to
be
by
ed tomorrow by Secretary Weeks in that
city. Records of the cleanPermaand General Pershing.
establishment he said, did not
nent officers of the association ing
show the exact nature of the work
will be elected Wednesday.
done on the clothing.
To Remove Hody.
ISADORA DUNCAN
In New York, representatives
ADMITTED of the New Brunswick authorthe
received
ities

New York. Oct. 2. Isadora Bun-cadancer, and her young Russian
detained yesterday
authorities, upon
by immigration
adtheir arrival on the Paris, were
United
States late tomitted to the
examination
day after a
before a special board of inquiry. toIsadora was in a bad humor
night and she didn't reveal much
alhappiness over finally being
lowed to enter the country.
came
I
"Tfiey held me because
from Moscow," she said. "What
did they ask me? Oh, they wanted
to know if I was a classical daneer.
I told them I didn't know, because
my dancing is personal. They wanted to know what I looked like when
How did I know? I
I danced.
never saw myself dance."
was
officially stated that
It
broadly speaking, the department
an attempt to maintain or raise the of Justice detained the dancer belevel of prices by a system of cred- cause of her long residence in Rusits which will make it easier for sia and gossip that connected her
government, and
producers to secure cash advances with the soviet
before sale of their grain. Both because It was suspected that she
plans will fall. There is a big ex- might be a courier for the soviet on
portable surplus that must be dis her ostensible dancing tour of this
posed of on a world level. A sur- country.
plus will always control the price
of the grain that is sold for domes ELECTRIC LIGHTS ARE
tic consumption."
USED TO ILLUMINATE
The speaker said that "not much
has boon accomplished by the-n- g
OHIO FOOTBALL FIELD
ricultural bloo" but the danger Is
by no means over, for "the whole
Columbus, O., Oct. 2. Electric
tendency of the government at
flood lights were used to IllumiWashington is paternalistic."
the nate Ohio field today when Coach
The annual report placed
number of direct, associated and Wilce put the $hlo State univer-a
affiliated members at 4,145, declar sity football squad through
ed no trade disputes nad been arbi practice session which lasted untrated by association during the til after dark. Plays usedSatur-day-by'a
had Ohio and Wesleyan, next
year, and that 18 members
been expelled for failure to arbl
opponent, were stimulated
trate or abide by arbitration. Its by a second team scrimmage.
finances were reported in , good Practice will he held nt the new
stadium later in the week.
condition.
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R. C. and Condition Said to Be Seri-

49

Car-

Sign New

Contract.

Met

by

a

Lash;j

ous; Sutherland Takes
the Oath and Becomes a
Member of Tribunal.

Constai. (noplc, Oct. 1 fby the
"The cries of
Assocatcd Press.)
tho CliriMtian refugees of Smyrna
for water and food are met by a
said Ur. Ksther
Turkish lash,"
Lovejoy, ot New York, president of
the American Woman' hospital,
who has just, returned here after
a week's survey in the stricken
declared that
city. Or. I.ovt-Jothe world has not been told the
l'i.-I honor.
an
ot
real siory
"There iiro still several hundred
thousand Christiana in Smyrna and
the interior whose Uvea are in peril
for tlio time limit of the evacuation has expired." sho said. "Only
Providence knows what their fate
will be. The crowds on the quay
aro so great that some of them are
pushed into the sea. Women stand
waist deep In the water holding
Ihelr babies aloft in their arms to
save them from drowning.
.Mm and Women Itobbcd.
"Turkish soldiers are systemati
tho lnon and
cally robbing
wrenching rim;s from women's fingers. The wretched sufferers are
willing to be robbed if the robbing
can purchase life,
"At night tho Turkish soldiers
commit excesses
against women
and girls. Only when searchlight
tho harbor are
in
from the ships
turned on them do they desist. In
terror of tho Turks the refugees
are packed in thousands in front
of the American consulate.
"There are more than 100 mothers who gave birth to babies. Some
I
were delivered whilo standing.
attended many. Somo of tho inexfrom
nn
within
hour
fants died
posure, but the mothers clung
to the bodies ot the little
things."
Dr. LoveJoy said that a Turkish
soldier, mistaking her for a Greek
woman struck her heavily with
of a rifle and left a
tho butt-en- d
mark. This soldier was about to
strike her again when an AmeriShe decan officer intervened.
clared that she saw two men attempting to escape by swimming
out to a boat. They wero discovered by Turkish soldiers, who fired
on them. Tho shots went wild nnd
American blue Jackets, in a motor
boat, were able to pick up the two
men.
Children Torn From Parents.
One of the officers, asserted Dr.
Lovf Joy, witnessed a Greek woman
cut her throat and then hurl hernd drown.
self, into tJti water
Americans at home, sin? i'ald,
not begin to visualize the terrible
anguish of the refugees as their
loved ones were torn from them.
Children are being sep.vnted from
their mothers and the fathers sent
Into the interior.
Refugtes who were evacuated
must pass through a series ot
gates, she said. Dr. Lovejoy de
scribed how, at each, the refugees
were stripped of all their belongings, including their money anl
their clothing. In some cases the
women were forced to undress so
that they could not take any funds
with them.
pill-full- y

.

Washington, Oat. ?. The su
premo court reconvened today af
ter the summer recess for tne
October term and after induct
ing into office former Senator
of Utah, to
Georgo Sutherland
nil the vacancy caused by the
Justice
resignation ot Associate and
adJohn It. Clarke of Ohio,
mitting to topractice nt35 thattorneys,
Whitu
call
ndjouricd
flight UMirV- Z:t wither
House for the usual visit of re
Negotiations began this nv.rnlng spect to the president.
between a committee or executives
"v
headed
When the court,
headed by W; M. Jef tars, general Chief Justice Taft. entered at
the Union Pacific, and noon th eold senate chamber in
manager-ohead of the trainmen
W. Ci.
capitol. where the sessions
and li. E. Sheppard, leader ot the the
of the court have been held for
conductors.
years, tho chamber was crowded
Only two main points were at while a long line stood In the
tne
named
and
Mr.
I.ee
said.,
Issue,
corridors seeking admission.
overtime and rates of pay. He said
nsa
in
Justice Sutherland,
the discussion today was friendly robes
the
behind
remained
tlie
to
and all indications pointed
screen at the rear of the bench,
fact that the agreement would be while tho chief Justice explained
The
tomorrow.
reached
formally
that a vacancy hud occurred durbrotherhoods committees met
ing the recess and that the. judivirtu
nnd. It was understood,
cial oath would be administered
with
ally accepted the propositions
to tho new Justice. Slipping to
the exception ot some slight the platform beside the chief
out
worked
be
to
in
rules,
changes
Justice, Justice Sutherland imtomorrow.
tho obligapressively repeated
OF COAL'
train
of
members
the
At present
tion, enunciating the clauses almen's and conductors organizations ter the chief Justice
distinctly
receive time and one half pay for and with emphasis.
The chief
overtime after the eighth hour. The justice then formally welcomed
do
to
away
roads have attempted
TO
the new comer to the honch and
with this punitive overtime and he was conducted to his seat at
have argued this dispute along with the end to the left of the chief
wage disagreements to the labor justice, where he was agiin
hoard. The two organizations also
this time by Justice
DEMAND
have sought aid from the board in
who occupies Jie next
disputes on these points. Any agree
ments reached, Mr. Lee said, win
Justice Pitney was the only
provide for withdrawal of all such absentee,- being confined to a
cases.
near his home in
sanitarium
Representatives of Union
Mr. .Tetters, while refusing to dis- His
N. J.
colleagues
and Operators Discuss a
the meeting for publication, upon the bench are apprehensive
cuh
intimated that the propositions over his condition, which is serPlan for Negotiating Fu'were mutually agreed to" and that ious, according to reports reachnew contracts were assured.
ture Wage Scales.
ing thhm.
At the White House the members of the court wore ushered
MRS. HAMMERSTEIN
Cleveland, Ohio, Oct. 2 (by the
into the blue room, where, formPress.) Tho general
MUST EARN MONEY FOR ed Into a horseshoe line, they Associated
of the United
were joined by the president, who policy committee
DOG
HERSELF AND PET
Mine Workers of America and rep
formally greeted each.
resentatives of bituminous opera
New York, Oct. 2. Declaring
tors from many parts of tho United
HAS
THE
ROCKEFELLER
must
and
funds
no
that she has
States met here today to formulate
find work at once. Mrs. Oscar
LARGEST ASSESSMENT a nlan for negotiating future wage
widow of the
Hammerstein,
scales .and after organizing, adESTATE journed until 10 o'clock tomorrow
ON PERSONAL
today inserted this advertisement in a morning newspa
and operators
Miners
morning.
per:
New York, Oct. 2. John D. said the conference Is one of the
"Must-- have work or any sou ai Rockefeller has the largest assess most representative ever held 10
once, Mrs. uscsr tiammersieiu ment on personal estate In New deal with unionized soft coal min
(widow of the late impressarlo). . York city, it is shown by tax books ing.
Mrs. Hammerstein, who is stay-- opened today. He must pay on 2,- At the Joint conference this after
Ing with friends, said she had not 000.000 personally.
T. K. Maher, president of th
a dollar in the world and must! Among those assessed for II.- - noon,
Collerles company, of Cleve
Maher
earn money for herself and her 000,000 are J. Pierpont Morgan, land, was elected temporary chair
uet doe. Since she lost the Man Dorothy Caruso, widow of the fam. man and William Green, secretary
hattan opera house recently sh ous tenor: Emily C. E. Hepburn, of the United Mine Workers, tern
said she had been dependent upon James H. Hill,
Margaret S. Hill and oorary secretary.
friends. "
The conference was characterJames N. Hill.
The Eaultable building, in tne ized by Phil H. Penna, of Terre
g
DECISION EXPECTED
heart of the financial district,
Haute, Ind., secretary ot the Indithe highest assessment of any ana Coal Operators' association, as
TODAY ON PLEA FOR
000.
$110,000,
in
the city,
"an attempt to resuscitate collect
building
INCREASE IN WAGES The New York stock exchange is lve bargaining."
Miners Sin inline Pat.
assessed for $13,800,000 and the
Woolworth building 112,500,000.
John I Lewis, president of tho
Chicago, Sept. 2 A decision on
United Mine Workers, declared in
the plea of more than 400,000 CURIOTOLLECTOR
a statement that the "miners were
IS
maintenance of way employes xor
standing pat" on tho agreement
increased rates of pay, recently arAugum,
POISONED BY A RING reached in Cleveland lastwas
gued before the United States railpracwhen the soft coal strike
road labor board by E. F. Grable,
miners'
In
settled.
quarters
Zurich, Switzerland, Oct. 2 (by tically
president ot the organlzailon, an-is
minthe
that
was
interpreted
This
tomorrow.
the Associated- Press.) What is this
expected
insist on tho appointment
nouncement was made at the labor thought to be the poison of the fif- ers would
a commission composed of opeboard late today after members teenth century Borgias, has been of
rators
and miners to Investigate the
case.
on
collector
worked
to
all
a
the
curio
had
transmitted
day
stand the operators
No statements were made on here with serious effects. The col- industry. What
take on this proposal was
what the decision might be. but it lector recently bought a ring in would
their caucus, Mr.
was generally understood that the Turin, Italy, made in the form of not discussed atTho
operators met
Penna said.
majority ot the hoard favors in-of a serpent and guaranteed to be ot Immediately
adjournment
following
wore
mlnlmums
the
The
buyer
the Borgia period.
present
creasing
the conference.
pay, ranging from 28 to 33 cents the ring and returning here found Of The
asCoal
Operators'
Illinois
an hour.
that his ring finger and forearm sociation has already announced it
was
had swelled up, A doctor
prevent any arrangecalled and declared that poisoning will seek to would
SCATTERED FIRES ARE
conflict with tho
was due to the ring. Investigation ment which of tho federal factREPORTED BY RANGERS proved that there was a small hole provisions commission
conl
bill, which
under the serpent's head, and from finding that the president appoint
St. Paul. Minn.. Oct:! S Scatter- this tho poison was emitted, but aprovides
commission outsme i e iimu"
ed fires, covering an area of some time had weakened its strength.
to make a survey of the coal situaor thirty miles, were
twenty-fiv- e
tion and report back to congress.
SIX FERSOXS KniiET.
reported by forest rangers tonightto
to be raging from Red Lake
St. Paul. Minn., Oct. 2. Six perXEWSFAPKR. MAN 1MKS.
Boundette. according to Major R sons were killed early tonight when
I.os Angeles. Oct. 2. Juan Ra
Gillespie, acting assistant in the the automobile they were riding In
mirez, who In 1853 published tho
office of Adjutant General W. F. was struck by a train on tne
St. Paul. Minneapolis and first newspnper in I.os Angeles .l
Rhonow, Black Duck. Northome
and Nishwauk are in the fire zone Omaha railway at the Atlantic Clamor Publico, died here yesterday at the ago ot 83.
but in no Immediate danger,
street crossing here,
t
2 (by the Assoc49
Approximately
roads west of the Mississippi river
embracing all the principal carriers
in this section, tonight were reported ready to sign an agreement with
the Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conthe present
ductors, continuing
rates of pay and rules with some

Chicago, Oct.

iated

STATES

Smyrna Woman Cuts Her Methodist
Would
Bishop
Throat, Jumps Into Sea.
Armed
Have America Use

I

h'

anti-branc-

BABY GIRL DIES.
Cnn.. Clot. 2. Trail Ot
San Francisco, Oct. 2. A baby
loot taken from three pouches giri born
recently to Mrs. Oliver
fegiatered mail stolon from the Morosco, wife of a theatrical proto
1 jW on May 21 last, led back to ducer, died in a hospital here
T? J
Mil day. Mrs. Morocco's condition wasium! ....tnHjflif
nut"
j.i,t
said to be serious but she is erjcnmuHj
irregted with Frank Hicks, ind pected to recover.
aceom-e22.
on
?er,
September
United States Marshal Bur- o a field near Heshoar junc- a few miles southeast ot mis
,and unearthed from a buried
inr zSl.000 in Liberty bonds
Miller is
J5.000 in currency.
to have admitted the
were
Is and money
part of the
.taken in tne rouoery.
lat Miller executed tne roDDery
mBYI
tinnr heintt HOlteht VlV
Lknf.ltloa
anM tn have, been
tied in Denver by statements
e by Frank Hicks ana MiKe
th lnttcr the Santa Fe
to Supplant the
it is stated, Attempt
Iht
... . I
. who
f. . conductor,
i
mall
Tl...
"
in the Grain
Middleman
fr"om
the
ehes
baggage
taken
i
h were placed in Miners autu- Has
Failed, the
Industry
-tVlS
SAnffL
Ula
F
n.l Hrlvon tn
Is and taken to the caboose
Told.
Dealers
Grain
r,
Ferrell was, and there
is- also declared to have
2.
Oct.
New Orleans,
Declaring
stated by hicks ana jrerren. the attempt to supplant the mide name of the man said to dleman in the grain industry had
been with Miller when he failed. Charles Qulnn ot Toledo,
the mail sacks is being wlth-a- t today told the annual convention
the sheriffs office here.
of the Grain Dealers .National as
sociation that future success of
movements will be at
P.Afin If? 'ROTTEN
talned "by evolution and not by
WILLIAMSON ASSERTS revolution.
Mr. Qulnn, secretary-treasurlleago, Oct. 2. Rev. J. IT. Wil- of the association, said relief from
son, recently dismissed at law the present ills of the producer
rcer for Chicago, a 110,000 "can only" come from a sane pol
ar position created by Mnyor icy."
"It must be apparent, even to
lam Halo Thompson, preached
sermon yesterday since he farm leaders," he declared, "that
.1 first
conlaws cannot be ignored.
economic
the city hall and assailed
s
ing In the city. He said Chicn-- It progress is made in
rotten from its center to its progress must be made by revolution. Failure of the
lmference."
said there are more than movement in grain was due not to
of the
0
holes"
"hell
operating the inherent weakness
uchout Chlcugo under the guise scheme proposed and unqualified
leadership, but also to general conoffee shops.
i.nd," ho added, "last year Chi- -, ditions. The middleman had noth
out
of
2,600
collected only
ing to do with the plight of the
of forfeited bonds
44,444
grain producer. The whole world
t of them criminal cases. The was suffering.
ilnals are protected; their
Compulsory Control.
"Canadian farmers this year tried
e ring makes them immune."
to'
compulsory wheat
control through a wheat board similar to the one employed during the
war. In the United States there Is
m

.

rift 2. The state
bank division at the
annual convention of the American
Bankers' association went on record tonight an unanimously
In the establishment of
branch banks hy nutlonal banks. This action marks the first mctorv in the campaign being con
ducted at the convention by tne
bank forces. On Wednesday morning a forum will be
held bv the convention on the question; "Shall national banks be pre
vented from establishing brancnes
cities where this privilege Is
exercised hy state banks." Leaders
h
bank' movement
of the
sbv that at the close of the forum a
introduced
be
will
along
resolution
this line, with the hope of having
it voted nnnn and thus determine
squarelv the attitude of the entire
association on what bankers regard
as a vital issue.
of Missouri
The Association
Rnnks nnrl Trust companies, op
to
branch banking and the
posed
Cook County bankers' association,
both have opened headquarters nt
the convention. Rome of the leaders say that a block of approximately 1.500 delegates has been organized to support the
banking movement,
Action Was Kxpeotcd.
On the other hand, those who
favor branch banking as a business
necessity and convenience are at
They
work among- the delegates.
nolnt out that today's definite ac
tion of the state bank division was
to be expected, but they promise an
Hirinir of the r own arguments in
favor of branch banking at the
forum on Wednesday when the sen
timents of the convention as a
whole will be determined.
resolution
The
unanimously
adopted hy the state bank division
toriav said in part;
"Branch banking is contrary to
public policy, and violates the basic
principles of our government, as it
concentrates the credits of the na
tion and the power of money in the
hands of a few."
The resolution was Introduced
following the reading of a report
from Guv V.. Bowerman of St.
Anthony, Idaho, chairman ot the
federal legislative committee of the
state bank division, who was unable
to be present.
Tssun Is Taken Vp.
The president of the state bank
division, Budolph S Hecht. president ot the Hibernian Trust and
Savings bank ot New Orleans, took
up the Issue in his a nnujl report,
in part:
,
saing
"There is all the difference in the
world between the unrestricted expansion of branch banks on the
English and Canadian principle
and the permission to operate several offices within the same municipality in which the principal office
The one really docs
is located.
carry with it the danger of too
much concentration of power in the
hands of the few. The other is usually merely a convenience to the
public the bringing ot the bank
to the people.
"We see no occasion for any undue heat and bitterness In the discussion of this subject. Nor is there
any reason why the question should
he permitted to split the American
Bankers' association into two hostile groups."
forty-eight-

IHES

Cries for Water and Food

State Bank Division of the
American Bankers' Association Voices Its Opposition to the Plan.
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Forces,

If

Necessary,

to

Protect Christians,
NO

ACTIONHAS BEEN
TAKENJBY

CONGRESS

Government Has Not Failed
to Make the Sentiment of
Our People Understood,

Says Secretary.
Washington, Aug. 2. Secretary
tonight In a cable
Hughes dechu-emessage to Dr. James Cannon, Jr..
biHhop of the Methodist Episcopal
church, south, who Is in Tarls, that
tho American government, in reference to the Near Eastern situato
tion, "has not failed in any way
make the sentiment of the American people understood and to take
very appropriate action."
"Tho executive," Mr. Hughes added has no authority to go beyond
this and there has been no action
would Justify
by congress which
by
this government in an attemptNear
armed force to. pacify the of war
East, or to engage in acts
In order to accomplish the results
the inyou desire with respect to and
to
habitants ot that territory
determine the problems whichhave vexed Europe for genera-

UThe message was In reply to one
date ot
from Bishop Cannon underdeclared
September 80, in which he"Christian
his personal belief that
America will insist the government
of the United Ktates
and actively protect Christians in
Asia Minor, not only diplomaticaland
ly, but if necessary with army
navy to securo their result."
Thousand Murdcrrd.
de"Prompt definite American
continued,

mands,'' JHshop Cannon
If necessary by A"11?
can naval units present probab y
have prevented, or certainly greatly
minimized Smyrna fires and massacres. I believe Almighty God
will hold the government responsible for inaction while thousands
and
were murdered and deported defifor failure to protect against anant, heartless, brutal Kemallst
nouncement that all refugees
not removed by today (Saturday)
which deportation
b
deported,
ifiousanK' more ddd
mean
dead ot previous Turkish deportations. Will not our government
realize its opportunity and respon
nation
sibility as a great Christian
o oemum.
politically dlstntorestea.
masthat burnings, outrages.
sacres cease nnd thus effectively
in
prevent probable repetitionof 1916,
and Thrace
Sansoun and Smyrna horrors. I
believe world wide humanity would
tremendously approve."
pro
Who would dare condemn
further sucn norri-cs- .
hibition
condemnation
Shall America have
rive, iwemyof Meroz? Judges

"supported

thrce.

In reply Secretary Hughes said:

.

influence Kjcrted.
80
"Your telegram September the
In
reached mo this
present situation which has resultdeed from tho clash of arms, the
feat of the Greek forces, the
nf the retreat and the repris
inci-,i..-

nt

als effected, not only have we done
all that Is possible for rener ana
In aid of the refugees, but we have
exerted in an appropriate manner
our influence against all acts of
cruelty and oppression.
"On September 8, before the
American
burning of Smyrna, the
high commissioner at Constantino-in
ple voiced this country's feelingTurearnestly impressing upon the
kish nationalist authorities the Imenerportance of taking the mostpopulagetic steps to insure the
tion ot the occupied territory
Instructions
against reprisals.
and
havei been sent to continue
to
urge these representations and
imemphasize the importance of the
in
mediate peaceful settlement
interest of humanity. I have stated
this government's unequivocal ap-to
proval ot the allied proposals of
insure effectively the protection
the Christian minorities nnd the
freedom of the straits. American
officials have intervened to secur
the prolongation of the time limit
evacuation of the refugees from
been
Smyrna and thousands haveAmerievacuated as the result of
can Initiative.
"You will also recall that In June,
last we agreed tn Join In an Inquiry
which we hoped would Place responsibility and prevent the recurrence of atrocities.
Alive to Intcresls Involved.
"Keenly alive to every humanitarian Interest Involved, this government has not failed in any way to
make the sentiment of the American people understood and to take
ft Is
every appropriate action,
hard'lv necessary to add that we
tho
for
measure
have taken every
protentlon of American interests.
"As you are probably aware, the
executive hnsno authority to go
n
beyond this and there has been
action by congress which wotiht
atJustify this government In an
tempt hy nrmed forces to pacify
the Near East or to engage in
acts of war in order to accomplish
the results you desire with respert
to the inhabitants of that terrltorv
the probto determine
and
Euvexed
lems wheh have
for
generations."
rope

VOLUNTARY EXILE IN
PREFERENCE TO TRIAL
IS CHOSEN BY A MAN
Chicago, Oct. 2. Voluntary exllo
In preference to trial on a charge
of threatening to kill his neigh-

bor's son was chosen by August
Huehl, a teaming contractor, it
was announced today by State's Attorney A. V. Smith of Lake county.
Smith said that after a review of
the case ho gave Huehl choice ot
the two alternatives and Huehl. a
lifelong resident of the county,
chose to tke his fnmily and start
life over elsewhere.
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KEMALIST PEACE
PROPOSALS

IRE

NOTAGCEPTilBLE
They Are Merely "Discussable," Is Decision Reached; Will Be Laid Before
Conference Today.
"

TURKS SEEK PACT
WITH BULGARIANS DEVELOPMENT
AGAINST GREEKS
.

FREE

BOOKLET ON
SCHOOL LUNCHES

Uncle Sam knows that proper
feeding Is the most important
step in making good pupils of
the millions of children in the
BChools of this vast country.
To meet the special needs Of
his great army of little citizens
he has issued a free booklet
which tells
of
The
good
importance
bread;
How to pack the basket
lunch;
What food children should
ha ve ;
How to prepare lunches at
school;
How to make the rural
school lunch;
How to prepare the noon
meal at home;
How to handle food with
cleanliness;
How to keep down the cost
of the diet.
Any reader of The Journal
can secure a free copy of
"School Lunches" by filling out
and mailing the coupon below.
Encloso two cents in stamps,
and be careful to write your
name and address
Be
sure to send your clearly.
letter to
Washington, not to Albuquerque, N. Mex.

TO ENTER
FOR

Pre)

nt

KEIL FEU
WILL

Constantinople, Oct. 2. (by the
Bey,
Press) Hamld govoru-menAssociated
t,
repiesenting the AngoraM.
accompanied by
the French envoy
for
will leave tomorrow morning Metz.
on
the cruiser
Mudania
who will
General Monibelli. conference
will
italy at the
Emmanuel:
Victor
proceed on the
General Sharpie for France onn
the Jean Bart and General
on the Iron Duke.
will
The Mudania conference
tomorrow af1 o'clock
at
begin
ternoon. Newspaper correspondfrom
ents are to be excluded
communithe meetings. IssuedDaily
on the results
ques will be
of the conference and trsnsmit-te- d
to Constantinby wireless
ople.
General Ilarlngton's consenting
to meet Jsmet Pasha, Instead of
much
Mustapha Kemal, isis acausing
vast differcomment; there
ence In their rank, General
being commander in chief
ot the allied forces, while lsmet
is only second in command of
rep-rese- nt

Har-Jngto-

Har-ingt-

the nationalist army. M. Franklin-Bouillo- n
It Is learned that
has secured Kemal's
pledge to suspend military movements during the armistice conthe allies acference, provided conditions:
the following
cept
One, formal guarantees concerning the evacuation of Thrace.
Tw", the establishment of Hilled garrisons jn the larger towns
of Thrace.
o?
the occupation
Three,
Thrace by TurkiBh nationalists
gendarmerie.
Four, transfer of the civil administration ot Thrace to Kero-alifunctionaries.
Five.
evacuation of Thrace
within eight days by the Greek
army.
Six, occupation of the western
line of the Maritz river by allied
troops.
One of the British proposals
will be the establishment of a
new neutral zone on the Asiatic
Hide of the Dardanelles.
M. Franklin-Bouillo- n
had
an
interview this afternoon with
General Harington and
alio
meetings last evening and today
with the allied high commissioners, to whom he gave an account
of his negotiations with Kemal
Pasha.
The presence of small detachments of Turks in the neutral
zone near Chanak this morning
is reported.
CONVERSION RATE ON
MONEY ORDERS CUT
Washington, Oct. 2. Reduction
of the conversion rate on money
orders payable in Great Britain
from $1.60 to $1.60 to the pound
sterling, effective October 4, was
announced today by the postoffice
ilenartmpnt. In aynlalninor tha sp.
tlAn
Aasiatnnt Prtatmaitai. flan.
eral Glover said that the department ddesired to "give its patrons
lue benefit of every material reduction in the exchange market."

PHONE

360

PAINT
PLASTER I

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.

INVESTIGATE

Fir.t Street

THE MERITS
OF

Dr.. Whittington's
TREATMENT

rws.

farmers.

e,

Opinion of the attorney general
will be asked on this question before the secretary of state decides
what course to follow. It has not
hnnn tViA fuatnm. heretofore, to cer
tify names of candidates not supported by, the action of some organized party or convention. There
does not appear to ve any aumomy
of New Mexico law to require the
to require the
secretary rofan state
in t vd nn l' naniM on
nfnH,,y
the state ticket, where such action
would be solely upon tne request
In
of the individual in question.
tha nhaonrn nf nn authoritative
opinion, and of uny statement from
the secretary ot state, it noes no',appear to be likelyHA that this candinrinted.
ilnta'. nomn will
There are elements in the repuu-llra- nparty described by themDAluaa oa "1 nrl nnon rl nn f ft " hut thpv
are made up mainly of Spanish- in tne central anu
Americans
northern part of the state. So far
as can be learned, Mrs. Mandell has
no affiliation with the othe.- - independents.
I

INJURIES ARE FATAL.
Milton, Wis., Oct. 2. Roland
Sayre, Milton college sophomore,
died yesterday of injuries received
the annual

in

freshman-sophomor- e

class rush September 22. Sayre
suffered a broken rib in a campus
battle September 21, but kept his
Injury secret. In the rush the following day the fractured bone ruptured a kidney nnd complications
ensued.

roR

Write for free booklet ana
Information about our money-bac- k
guarantee,
if. P, XAJi DEVENTER,
Special Representative.
Phone 2028-524 W. Coal.

W

L

New York, Oct. 2. The financial
policy of the nation should look no,
only toward further development
of tho federal reserve system but
also the welding Into a "cljser and
more harmonious unit," the different elements of Its banking structure, Eugene Meyer, Jr., managing
rtffaMni. nf hA wjnr finance coroor- atlon, declared in an address here
today before the state bank division of the American Bankers' association.
Expressing the opinion that the
of the counfact that
try's banks, representing SO per
t
of Its banking resources, werJ
nntaiHa nf th fprtnral reserve sys
tem was "undoubtedly responsible
in part, at least, tor ior sonie m
our recent difficulties." Mr. Meyer
w have reached a time
anM
where we must decide whether wo
snail continue me more or icon
haDhazard department of our bank
or whether our
ing machinery
n.
action shall proceea aiong
based upon a comprehensive view
of the needs of the country.
The fact that state oanKing iuyvu
nnrrvifr
nrsctices In
homicnfiir
which the national banks cannot
Mr. Mever said, has
iAirni!if onira
created a condition of competition
between the two systems wmcu
rtnnl
weakening of
both. Discussing in this connection
the agitation to permit branch
as is
banking by national bankswithout
now nermitted state banks
Mr.
restriction In some states,
-may do
Meyer said this practice
nnnH if 'nrrleit on in a limited
nnd had if nermitted on an
extensive scale," but whatever th?
opinion may be, he said, the question should be decided on Its merits
and not as the "product or competition between the two systems."
Agricultural financing, Mr. Meyer
declared, "must be based, first of

Federation

of

s,

La-

bor, which urged that all Mexi
can citizens lend support to efforts of the Obregon government
In its reconstruction program.
Mexico's future as a nation and
as a people Is yet to be carved,
the statement says, and declares
that all differences, political or
otherwise, ought to be buried
while an "unselfish
of
group"
men are working out the country's
The committee issued
salvation.
the statement, it says, because it
believes the rebellious
activities
are the work of a few

two-tlJr-

ce-.i-

Ahmed Itiza Bey.
Ahmed Riza Bey, former pregi-den- t
of the Turkish parliament, it
attempting to negotiate an' offensive and defensive alliance with
Bulgaria against the Greeks. Riza
Bey now represents Kemal Pasha.

LOS ANGELES UNION
STOCKYARDS WILL BE
OPENED NOVEMBER

1

Sperlnl to The Journal.

Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 2.
A railroad has been created In
Los Angeles to serve livestock producers
of the western
states
through the new Los Angeles union
stockyards. It is known as the Los
Angeles Junction railway and Is a
belt line around a
site
purchased last spring by execu
tives of the Chicago union Stockyards and associates. This site Is
in use for a twin develoument nro- Ject, tho Los Angeles union stockyards which will be opened November 1. a.id the Central Manu
modeled
district,
facturing
af
ter the Central
manufactur
of Chicngo.
ing district
The
belt line railway
will deliver
freight, including livestock, to and
from all main line railroads at
tne through rates.
Through traffic Agreements Just
concluded on behalf of livestock,
switching charges heretofore collected by the railroads will be abrogated effective November 1, on
livestock shipments consigned
to
the stockyards at Los Angeles. The
stockyards are also recognized as
a public market In an agreement
that the railroads shall load and
unload free of charge stock consigned to these yards. This ruling
is expected to apply to feeder cattle moving from northorn points
into the Imperial valley which
may be stopped at the yards for
feed and rest. Upwards of- 50,000
feeder cattle are moved Into the
valley every year. Through rates
from the shipping point to final
destination will alao apply on shipments of fat catile stopped In Los
Angeles to "try" the market.
300-ac-

re

-
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Great
Breakfast Dish
Stewed raiiins delicious energizing, ironizing food.
Practically predigested. Also
a fine natural laxative. Make it
regular and get the best results.
Stewed Raisins
Cover Sun Maid Seediest Riiiini with
slice of lemon or
cold water ind add
Place on Are, bring to a boil
orante.
and allow to simmer for one hour. Sugar
fnay be added but is not necessary, aa
Seedless Raisins contain 75
d
per cent natural fruit tugar.
Raiiina should cost you no
d
mora than the following prices:
Seeded (in IS n. Hut pige.') 20c
Seedless (in 15 ct. d (e.) 18c
Seeded and Seedless (7 oi.) 15c

Thousands of parentt an ankird
Ihemtelm, " Where can I find a
laxatiee that on.vorie, in M
family can usm whtn constipated'?'
I'rnsin.
I urqe yon to try Syrup
I trill gladly provide a liberal free
sample bottle, tuOicient for an adequate
test.
Write me where to etna it.
Address Vr. W. H. Caldwell, 5
Washington St., Monticello. Illinois.
Do il now!

THE

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

At the first sipn of a cold, at the
first few warning sneezes, take a
teaspoonful of Syrup Pepsin and
the congestion will be gone in a
few hours. Don't wait until the
cold has a grip on you. Mr.
Henry Dean, Jr.; of Rochester,
N. Y.. cured a stubborn cold in
inst that wav. and Mrs. Alice
Corbbroy of Haskell, OkJa., twes
it effectively for all the small ills
of her family, such as constipation,
biliousness, headaches, dizziness,
and to break up fevers and colds.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin is

a

gcientilically-balance-

Wind Shield
t. C. BAI.DKiUOB

Glass-Lumb-

421

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or tele-

Sun-Mai- d

Raisins

phone 305.

com-

d

pound of Egyptian senna with
pleasant-tastin- g
aromatics. It is
safo to give to infants, and all
children like it. Before you again
resort to cold remedies containing narcotics try a teaspoonful of
Syrup Pepsin. Any druggist wili
supply you, and the cost is less
than a cent a dose.

South First Street

I

er

LUSIBEB
I'hont)

DYE OLD SKIRT

com DRESS III
0 IDID Dies
Each package of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions so aim-pi- e
any woman can dye or tint
her worn, shabby dresses, skirts,
waists, coats, stockings, sweaters,
hangings,
draperies,
coverings,
everything, even If she has never
dyed before. Buy "Diamond Dyes"
no other kind then perfect
home dyeing Is sure because Diamond Dyes are guaranteed not to
spot, fade, streak, or run. Tell
your druggist whether the material you wish to dye is wool or
silk, or whether It Is linen, cotton or mixed goods. Adv.

Headache
INDIGESTION
SOLD EVERYWHERE

felllllllllllllWIIIllliSil

(mft--r'-
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whp are reared in a home

Fall Suits of

where Rubber Floor Varnish is used

Exceptional
Style Merit

Here's the

far

bet-

ter values than the ordinary
clothes at this price because
they combine the
essentials of good quality, good style and good tailoring to a greater degree than
other suits. They're developed in models, fabrics and
weaves to please and fit every man and young man. ,

Superior Quality Smart.
Stylish Fall Suits from
Fashion Park
$35.00-$50.0-

ERange

In the homes where floors are protected with McMurtry Rubber
Floor Varnish, children romp in boisterous play the whole day
thru without being cautioned by grownups: "Do be careful,
children, and don1 1 scratch the floors."
And grownups, ireed from the worry that floors will be ruined,

Prof. Becker

Uses in His Cooking School At
Raahe and Mauger's Store

NEW HATS
$3.00 ta (10.00

Prof. Becker, world famous chef i3 conducting
a cooking school at the store of Eaabe and
Mauger from 2 to 4 every afternoon this week.
He uses the Majestic Range. With him is a factory representative who explains the construction
of the stove and its economies.
The representa-tiv- e
is on duty ALL DA"Y every day this week.

NEW TIES

MENU

60c to $3.00

NEW HOSE
40o to $1.60

TODAY

are serene and

$1.25

SHIRTS
to $3.00

Rubber Floor Varnish.
Nor will water (hot or cold) cause it to turn splotchy white.'
Insist on Rubber Floor Varnish. Enjoy its beautiful lustre and
g
more than enjoy its
quality.
long-wearin-

Sold by

FROM 3 TO 4 P. M.

Prof. Becker explalna each Ingredient as he uses it.
He tells you his favorite recelpei. Ha answers all questions pertaining to stoves and cooking cookies, lemon,
chocolate, cocoanut and plain; jelly rolls, sponge drops,
drop cakes, Jumbles, lady fingers, etc.

0.

M. Mandell Clothiers, Inc.
FASHION PARK CLOTHIERS
116 West Central

Many people buy Majestic Ranges during these
demonstrations.. To induce more people to buy
this week we are offering free of charge with
every range purchased choice of a $15 set of
solid copper cooking utensils or $15 enamel ware
set. Either is worm while.

E?AABE
Phone 308
Firit and Copper.
"If If. Hardware. We Have It" "

d.

McMurtry Rubber Floor Varnish is compounded from the finest
gums and oils obtainable. There is cooked into it a remarkable
quality which causes it to dry out tough hard rather than brittle
hard. A blow that will dent the wood beneath will not crack

fading Tiealert

Manufactured by

THEMCMlM!KY'G.O"

$15 Set of Utensils Free
NEW

even-tempere-

DENVER

Paint and Varnish Makers

COLORADO

Rubber Floor Varnish
'

McMurtry Paints and Varnishes for Sale By

The Albuquerque Lumber Company
'

Albuquerque, N. M.

408.

SPECIALIST IN OCU1AB
REFRACTION
107 8. Fourth.
Phone 1057--

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Stomach Trouble

CO,

C. H. CARNES

Lu.cky are the Children

Phone 153

,

two ailments that people
regard as of the least
importance are in reality the cause
of most serious illnesses and of
the greatest proportion of deaths.
iney are constipation and common colds. Many
doctors now be
lieve that colds,
tonsilitis, a touch
of malaria will
4 rniisa
mnfttinn.
tion, instead of
constipation be-i-ns
their cause.
The fact remains
that vou seldom have a cold with- out constipation, due to general
lhe only way to
congestion,
avoid colds is to keep up your
vitality. You usually eaten cold
in tho winter if you are run
Therefore in cold weather
down.
exercise more; eat more fatty
foods; drink four to six glasses of
water a day; keep the head cool,
the feet warm, the bowels open.
You are also less liable to colds
if your system is free from the
intestinal poisons of constipation,
so empty the bowels regularly
with a plain vegetable laxative
like Dr. Caldwell s byrup i'epsin,

ANT FAMILY MAT TRY IT FREE

&

FOR

Tuberculosis

not

Mrs. Mandell's letter follows:
i
"Mesilla Park, N. M.,
September, 29, 1922.
"Secretary of Wate:
"Since 'we have no provisions or
law oni'ornllltf Ihn Hllhlect of regis- jtratlon of independent candidates
for united states senaiur, j.
under my constitutional rights as
a direct descendant of Colonel Eph-rlaSr., and Sargent
Martin,
Ephriam Martin, Jr., who served
n.ith ripnerni Wnstuniiton at Valley
Forge, to establish these United
States of America.
"Sincerely yours,
(Signed)
"MAUD CAS AD MANDELL."
The candidacy of Mrs. Mandell
was announced to the public
through the press several months
ago, together with her platform,
some planks
which contained
rather new to the American government. Among others, was the
declaration in favor of a federal
act to guarantee the crops ot the

Ven-izel-

You'll find these suits

LUMBER

Gom-per-

der her constitutional rights as a
direct descendant of officers who
fought in the American revolution,
to be registered as an Independent
candidate for United States Henator.

London, Oct. 2 (by the Associated Press). The utmost significance continues to be attached here
to the visit of former Premier
of Greece. It Is declared that
up to the present M. Venlzelos has
been unable to attempt any alteration in the promise given by the
British, Jointly with the other allies, in their note to Mustapha
Kemal, that they would favor the
return of Thrace, as far aa Adrla-noplto the Turks. There seems to
be some question, however, if this
promise will continue indefinitely
to hold fcood.
The Turkish r ationalists, it is understood, are to be told tomorrow
that if they wrangle too lng over
the subject of Thrace it may become impossible for the allies to
force the Greek revolutionists to
abandon Thrace; also that if th
Kemallsts make too many representations regarding the Greek atrocities in Thrace they may be reminded that the Greeks are charging
that similar alleged atrocities are
being committed at the present
time In the Smyrna district.
Unless lsmet Pasha, the nationalist representative to the conference, has orders to the contrary regarding Thrace, It Is regarded here
as an easy task to secure his consent to any reasonable arrangement
pending the peace conference. It is
understood he will ask that French
troops be allowed to occupy and
police and administer Thrace as far
as the Marietza, by advancing their
present Tchatalja lines, the French
thus partially resuming the control
they exercised in the spring and
sum: ler of 1 920.
It is declared In some quarters
that the French are known to have
long been anxious for such occupation, which they would like to
make permanent if possible.
The whole situation is considered
here to continue to be fraught with
the danger of war. despite the present easing of the tension.

Just ,a Intpoonfol el Dr. Caldwell's
Sjnip Pepsin rtmovei lbs eonesllon

j

2.
Oct.
Recent
Washington,
Elements of Na
revolutionary aalivltics in Mexico
Institution's Banking
are condemned today In a statehere by Samuel
tions Should Be Welded ment Issued
president, and the members
of the executive committee of the
Into a Closer Unit.

Mrs. Maun
or county convention,
Camd Mandell, of Mesilla Park, has
notified the office of the state secretary of state that she desires, un-

IMPfl IIS DIED

j

Different

supported by the action of any state

$30

Service.

e.

423 North

RneHiil in Thn Journal
Santa Fe. Oct. 2. Although

KILLED

IN

122.

This Will Ward Off
And Break Up Colds

MEXICO CONDEMNED

as an Independent.

RE

all, upon the fundamental facts of
American agriculture, and secoir)
upon the existing economic and
financial structure of the country,"
longer term financing to meet the
need of more gradual marketing of
has been
agriculture products
shown o be an "absolute necessisaid.
ty," he.

BK MEYER REBEL ACTIVITIES

SENATE

Offering Values Not
Excelled Anywhere

Parcel Delivery
And Messenger

OR

li

OF

SYSTEM

RACE

Mandell of Mesilla
Park Writes Secretary of
State. She Desires to Run

Mrs.

'he
Constantinople, Oct. 2.(by
The Kenialist
Associated
held
be
proposals which willMudania
con-- ,
formally before the are
als'"?- lerence tomorrow
.
1ni
sable, but not acceptable
,
was the decision of the cxtraor-th
at
met
tlinarv council, which
British embassy this afternoon,
it included the allied high com-- 1
missioners. ambassadors, general,
anu admirals.
the
Franklin-BouilloM
el-- :
French envoy, through whose
conthe
forts with Kemal Pasha
ference was made possible
his confident belief to
te Associated Press correspondan agree-meent this evening thatreached
at,
be
would
FREDERIC J. HASKIN,
Mudania.
een.
Director,
"Kemal will make anthan no The
Albuquerque Journal Infor peace
greater effort
formation
said.
ha
Bureau, Washingwar"
for
has made
ton, D. C.
important)
Two of the most
I
the
at
enclose
herewith two cents
be discussed
questions to will
in stamps for return
hfi demarcation
postage
conference
on
on
a
the
free
zone
of the School
copy
neutral
of now
Lunches booklet.
Asiatic shores of the Dardanelles
and at Ismail, and the evacuation
Name
The allies hold that Kernel's
Street
M.
demands as outlined of by
such a
are
Franklin-Bouillo- n
City .
nature that the Angora assembly
a
ne
in
would thereafter
iun.... State .
to reject the allied note. Kema
Pasha Insists on settlement of all
military questions before replying
to the allied proposals. at Ho and
Smyrna
tour of the ministers
note in prinaccepted the allied
Anof
the
attitude
ciple, but the
gora assembly la not known.
BE
TURKISH AND FRENCH TOD AIT
EN VOir IiKAVK

GLASS
CEMENT

October 3,
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'BONDSMEN CANT

BRYAN

REBEL

PRODUCE

3
WIFE MAKES JOURNEY OF 5,000 MILES
ONLY TO FIND HUSBAND'S LOVE DEAD

Tu SPEAK

San Antonio, Texas, Oct. 2.
Failure of Colonel F. A.Chapa
and William Seeger of San
hnndsmen
for General
Murguia, who is now
leading revolutionary
fj'ranclsco
the Obregon
to produce General Murto
pay the $1,000 bond
guia or
UIlOtT which liw waa tiuuwt5u
protection of this country, will be
reported to Washington tomorrow
by Immigration Inspector E. W.
Smith.
If the Immigration department
at Washington orders the collection of tho bond, Mr. Smith said,
ha will start federal court proceedings for bond forfeiture at
He said tho bondsmen
once.
claim that Murguia
"deported
himself" and that they are not
to
pay the bond.
therefore bound
General Murguia entered this
country May 11, 1921, a refugee
from Mexico and was arrested by
authorities on the
immigration
border for making an alleged ilinto
the country. He
legal entry
was allowed a bond of ?600 and
brought to San Antonio. Immigration Inspector Smith reported
n.

Three

--

Time

Presidential

Candidate Will Give Ad
dress in the High School
Auditorium.

-

hJ

'J

five-minu-

state declaring that they are
ing here to hear Mr. Bryan.

I

.

1

'

Morgan City. La. "It would be
hard for me to tell how much
benefit I have derived from the
use of Cardui," said Mrs. I. G.
Bowman, of 1319 Front Street,
this city.
n
in health
"I was so
I could hardly go.
"I was thin.
"I had no appetite.
"Could not rest or sleep well.
"I was so weak, and so very
nervous, I was no pleasure to myself or any one else.
'
"I suffered some pain, but the
worst of my trouble was from
being so weak and easy to get
tired and out of heart.
run-dow-

was
"This nervous
condition
worse than pain.
"Some one told me of Cardui,
nd I decided to use It.
"After using a few bottles, I
regained my strength. I wasn't
so nervous, and began to eat and
and grew stronger and
Bleep,
was soon well.
"I have never found anything
n
condition."
tetter for a
' If you suffer as this Louisiana
lady did, it is reasonable to suppose that you, too, will find Cardui helpful for your troubles, as
thousands of women have.
Take Cardui, the woman's tonic
"
Get a bottle from your druggist,
today. Adv.
run-dow-

There Is one simple, safe and sure
way that never falls to get rid of
blackheads, that is to dissolve them,a
19 do this ret two ounce of
powder from any drusr store
sprinkle a little on a not, wet sponge
rub over the blackheads briskly-w- ash
the parts and you will ba surprised how the blackheads have disappeared. Big blackheads,
blackheads, no matter where they
dissolve and disappear,
fire, simply
the parts without any mark
whatever. Blackheads are simply a
mixture of dust and dirt and secretions from the body that form in the
pores ot the skin. Pinching and
squeezing only cause irritation,
make large pores and do not get
thorn mif 1iarv thv hnmA haril
The calonlte powder and the water
Imply dissolve the blackheads so
they wash right out, leaving the
pores free and clean and in their
natural condition. Anyone troubled
witn
unsigntty memisnes
should inese
certainly try this simple
tnvthod.
calo-tilt-

little

j
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Left, Mrs. Bessie Brehms; upper right, William Breiims; lower right,
Edith, and (inset) Baby Irene.
Mrs. Bessie Brehms made a five thousand mile journey to the
to join her husband wht
United States from Pragu",
had come to America in 1920. When she arrived in Wheeling, W. Va.
with her two children, Edith and Irene, she found her husband living
with two women and was greeted with scorn instead of affection
Brehms now is being held to face abandonment charges.
Czecho-Slovaki-

PETITION OF CR0KER
IS GRANTED IN COURT
.

a,

BUSH AND NEHF

t

,,

Petition of
New York, Oct.
Richard Croker, Jr., for the ap
MAY
an
for
of
administrator
pointment
the estate of his father the late
Richard Croker, former leader of
Tammany hall, was granted in.
GAME
surrogate's court today.
Tho New York Trust company
was namea temporary administrator of the estate in this juris
diction ponding settlement of the Eox Office Indications Point
contest of the will, whten nas
to a Record Breaking De
been instituted by the Croker
children in the Florida courts.
mand for Seats at the
2.

BE

.

BURKE GETS DECISION.
New Orleans. Oct. 2. Martin
Burke, of New Orleans was awarded the decision over Fred Fulton
of Rochester, Minn., at the end of a
tame
bout here tonight.
Fulton weighed 211 pounds and
Burke 177.

FOR

ORKS

CHILD

Must Keep Well
Mothers in a Like Situation
Should Read This Letter
from Mrs. Enrico

mm

II

115

lo Tlie Journul

Juan Lueero. prob.i'e jt.c'They failed to nominal v
,mm
county clerk, assessor.
and commissioner district So. S.
No. 2;

Tlie doctors

Washington Post.

Golden. (Rule
AN OLD STORE

sewing-m-

Mrs. ,A1. Coleman, aged 58, a
member of one of the most promNew Mexico fam- inent early-da- y
illes, died at 7:45 o'clock last night
at her home at 422 West Tijeias
avenue, after an illness of several
'
months.
Mrs. Coleman was a daughter ol
Mrs. Anccita Garcia do Koiuero,
who survives her at the age. of STyears, and who 'was also born in Albuquerque, nnd a sister of Jesus
Komero, prominent merchant and
republican loader of in Bernalillo
Old Albucounty. She was born
querque before the present city nf
Albuquerque had more than made
a beginning. She received her edii- cation at the Loietto academy at
Santa l"e. In 1883 she was married
to Al. Coleman, of this city, who
survives her.
Mrs. Coleman was known for her
interest in the cause of charity. She
with practically
was connected
every charity drive elar held in tne
city, and was one of the most liberal contributes ot her time and
to the various war work
ability
tho Bed
including
enterprises,
Cross.
Mrs. Coleman was a member of
the church of the Immaculate Con ception and took an active interest in church attairs.
Her husband, as well as th
mother and brother and other relatives, survive.
Funeral arrangements have no!
been made.

mm
36-inc-

fi

Black

i.

SPECIAL FOR TUESDAY'

IN SAN
BOTH PARTIES
JUAN NAME' CANDIDATES
COUNTY OFFICES
FOR
to The Jonrnnt

Sprclu)
Aztec N. M.. Oct. 2. The. San
Juan county democrats have noun-- !
nated county tickets as follows:
Koh-eDemocratic
legislature,
C Woods, FarminRton; commis- 1
Archu-sioners, first district, It. D. Seit-- .
leta; seeVind district, I,.
zinger, Bloomflelo; third district,
ranch.
Clerk
W S Barnes, Farmington.
and recorder, TC. I). Deason, Aztec;
13 TK8TKOYF.nS SAIL.
Aztec;
A. B. McClure,
Va., Oct. 2. Twelve iMnwr.D. W.
Norfolk.
Stiles, I armington
sheriff.
American destroy jrs ordered to the
W. II. Harris, Iji 1 lata,
Near Kast "to protect American in- assessor.
of schools. Mrs.
on
their
superintendent
started
today
terests,"
Susie Pritchett, Farmington; pro- voyage to the
bate judge, W. D. Vestal, Farmingrt

,

With an I for the striking rich effects, Fashion has
decreed the fashionable Spanish Laces in the floral
and conventional patterns so adaptable to the
drape lines, that lend such grace to the Fall Frocks.

trans-Atlant-

a

all-Ne-

pre-serl-

lie-Gra- w

ACCREDITED HIGH
SCHOOL SOUGHT BY
PEOPLE OF VAUGHN

Good coffee lor breakfast

Speelnl to The .Tournnl

v.inirhn. N. M.. Oct. 2. An ac
credited high school this year is
the ambition of the board of edu
cation of Vaughn. The high sciiooi,
which was started three years ago,
r
now offers a complete
course and the board has decided to
seek to have the work fully accredited by the North Central association, which will mean that
graduates will be admitted to all
universities without examination.
In order to have tho high school
accredited it has neen necessary to
secure a faculty all of tho members
of which are graduates of accredit
ed colleges. A preat deal ot money
has also been spent to secure
equipment for the teaching ot
the various courses. Additional
equlnment has been purchased this
year for the commercial and science and manual training have
course.
Adv. been added to the
Prof. E. J. Beck, a graduate of
the New Mexico State Normal and
raSSS2SZSESES2SHS2SHS2S2SZ5E5E5
a man of six years'' teaching experience, has been placed in charge
as principal ana is instructor in
Makes Family Supply
manual training. C. h. Iilgler, a
of Cough Remedy
graduate of Kansas Wesleyan uni
is instructor in science and
versity,
e
thnn
better
Really
commercial subjects and is coacn
v.
coiiftn yruw, nnw five
iul
of the athletic teams. Miss Carnasiiy una qiuciuy iiruynrcu.
men Durkee, graduate of InternaB2SZ5ES2525
tional college, Barcelona. Spain, is
in Spanish and history,
If you combined the curative prop instructor
and Miss Irene Joyner, graduate of
erties of every known "ready-madMississippi university, is nt the
cough remedy, you probably could
the domestic science and
not eet as much real curative power head of work.
English
as there is in this simple
cough syrup, which is easily prepared
in a few minutes.
Get from any druggist 2y3 ounce
of Pisex, pour it into a pint bottle
Crowds Attending
and fill tho bottle with syrup, using
either plain cranulated sugar syrup,
Majestic Demonstration
clarified molasses, honey, or corn
there anything dearer to
Is
of a woman than a
syrup, as desired. The, result is a
the
heart
full pint Of really better cough syrup
fine kitchen range? To witness
for
could
than vou
buy
the crowds at Raabe & Mau-ge- r,
thre limes the money. Tastes pleasFirst and Copper, attend-in- g
ant and never spoils.
the special demonstration
This Pines and Syrup preparation
of the Majestio range, one
at rirrhf at. fhn rnusn nf a cotitm and
would think not. An expert
aves almost immediate relief. Ifc
from the Majestic factory is
loosens the phlegm, stops the nasty
here for the week, and the
thmnf. fiokln nnd heals the soro. irri
way he shows the advantages
tated membranes bo gently and easily
of the Majestic range Is very
that it is really astonishing.overcome
He shows how the
& dny's use will usually
interesting.
construction
the ordinary cough and for bronchitis,
Majestic heat-tigmakes possible the accurate
croup, Hoarseness ana nroncniui asm'
better.
is
there
nothing
control of the heat while bakma,
Vinnx U a most valuable eoncen'
ing and how fhe linings and
trsted compound of genuine Norway
are such
hidden construction
for
been
used
bus
and
pine extract,
that give long life to the range.
severe
to
break
coughs.
generations
It requires no expert to point
To avoid disappointment, ssk your
out the smooth, lustrous findruggist for "23 ounres of Pinex"
of the Majestic range
ish
with full directions, and don t accept
these speak
for themselves.
anything else. tJnaraiitecd to give
Every purchaser of a Majestio
or money
satisfaction
absolute
range Is given, free, a $15 set
promptly refunded. The Pmex Co.,
of copper cooking utensils.- Ft. Wajne, Ind.
four-yea-

makes things seem just right.
Starts your day with good

Veg-otnh- in

prospective oil devdlopment, declares that he has located an under ground stream at a comparatively shallow depth which will furnish sufficient water for the town,
and to back up his belief has made
the offer to the city wnereDy ne
will take all the risk of procuring
the water provided the city will
use it. once it is available.
Vaughn now depends to a large
extent upon the Santa Fe and the

Southwestern railroads for its
water supply, especially in dry seasons, as there are few good wells.
Most of the citizens are agreed that
an adequate water supply is now
one of the most pressing needs of
the town and civio boosters have
for some time been working on the
proposition of securing a city water

BOXER EXONERATED.
Pittsburgh, Pa., Oct.. 2. Sammy
Cimlnelli, welterweight boxer of
Youngstown, Ohio, was exonerated
by a corner's jury today which investigated the death of Billy Light
of Wllmerdlng, Pa who sustained
injuries in a bout with Cimlnelli at
McKeesport Thursday night.
Among the wild bush tribes of
tropical Africa, it is not etiquette
for the men and women, to eat together. It is more common for all
the men in ono street to feed together. Tho women do Jikewlse.
An ink known as "lovers Ink"
was once sold in Paris. It was guar
anteed to fade away in less than
a month, so that letters written
with it soon became worthless evi
dence. Later its sale was stopped
by the police.
ltullw. Dolrli. Jnywincsc: Tulips.
Daffodils. , 1 or fall
Hyacinths,
Ives, phone 733. Adv.
planting.

cheer and good feeling.
Schilling's is the

a

money-bac- k

ready-mad-

coffee in vacuum tins.

e'

home-mad-
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renny-msid-
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New York, Oct. 2. Promise tofor tho
night of fair .weather
opening day of the world's series
to the
boon
was
a
Wednesday
thousands eagerly awaiting the
first game of the second
.
York classic.
Box office Indications pointed to
a record breaking demand for seats
and officials of both clubs voiced
the belief that last year's first
game attendance of 30,203' would
be greatly exceeded.
The Giants and Yankees practiced together this afternoon at the
Polo Grounds. Managers Mciiraw
and Huggins expressed themselves
as highly satisfied with the condition of their players.
The belief pained grouna tnat
the Giant mounds staff, the team's
vulnerable spot, is likely to upset
calculations.
the
Huggins was quoted as saying
Joe Bush, premier American league
twirler, would be his choice tor tne
opener, while It was Indicated
is grooming his south-paArtie Nchf, for the initial test.

ator and have a
llittlo dirl to sup
port. I work in a tailor shop and that
Special ta Tba Journal
fineof work has been very slack this
A water
Vaughn, N. M., Oct.
and I am home part or tne time.
supply sufficient for the needs of year
the city has been offered to city 1 do not like to take any chances,
Sieves and so I consulted ray friends, and one
officials by Messrs.
Pinkham's
Harris, geologists of this place. The lady said, 'Take Lydia
have felt betproposition was presented to the medicine,' so I did.amI in
good enough
city council at a recent meeting ter rightalong and
health to go to work. I recommend
and is now under consideration.
The geologists offer to furnish the your Vegetable Compound and Sanof 5,000 gallons per ative Wash to all." Mrs. Mary Encity
459 N. Carpenter St., Chicago.
day of water within a short distance of the city for $5,000, the rico,
Often the mother is obliged to supcondiof
Bum
the
being
payment
her children and good health is
tional upon the securing of tha port
Lydia E. Pinkham's
necessary.
amount of water specified and the
dnmnonnd is iust the medi
city is to be under no obligation to cine you can depend upon. " It is a
accept a smaller amount.
ailments and
E. M. Harris, who has made ex- medicine for women's Mrs. Enrico it
tensive investigation of the county the relief it brought
around Vaughn in connection with may bring to you.
.

SPIftlT

Charity.

World's Series Contests.

oper-

achine

Siore.

H.MCX.
WITH A NEW

ALBUQUERQUE,

four-roun-

VAUGHN IS OFFERED
GOOD WATER SUPPLY

who te'.l us to

careful about eating when unhapp'should revise the restaurant prlee:-

Blf DEATH

ed Here; Gave Much to

Haton, N. M., Oct. 2. A severe
and painful injury was
by Henry George, small son of Mr.
and Mrs. G. D. Siomantel, when he
was caught under the wheel of a
loaded wagon and his feet crushed.
The, lad had hitched onto the wagon for a ride and was swung undpr
tho wlwel. Tho foot was badly
injured but no bones were broken.
He is now getting along nicely.
Mrs. Harry E. Ward was painfully burned by a bolt ot lightning
,iii.ini? :i thunder storm at her
home at tho Sanitary Dairy. A
tihvsician was called in to attend
Fe is now
getting
her injuries.
filnnrr vprv nicelv.
H.
William
as
Tuesday afternoon
Hanley and William M. Murphy
were coming in from Van Houten,
the steering wheel of their car
broke and the car turned over off
tho grade, pinning both men underneath. The accident happened
south or the city near tho Stockton

FIRST

1

Was Sister of Jesus Romero
and Was Born and Rear-

UNDER A
HURT
WAGON; WOMAN BURNED
BY
LIGHTNING BOLT

py

lar.d.
took Lydia
riilenim. Illinoi8.-- "I
In the semi-fina- l,
Young Chavez,
Vegetable Compound
fought an eight-roun- d B. Pinkham's
Albuquerque,
".',
draw with Kid Tafoya, of
,i tor a serious trouble. I had tried
Las Vegas. Tafoya seemed the better on assimilating hard punches
doctors and all
said the same an
and inflicted his greatest damage
with rabbit punches in the infightoperation. At first
I only felt the
ing.
d
The preliminary was a
left
pain on my
draw between two youngsters
later I
but
side,
"Cyclone" Paul Padllla and Red
seemed to feel it
Romero, both of Banta Fe.
on both sides. I
am a power

plant,

SIMPLE WAY TO GET
;
RID OF BLACKHEADS

PROMINENT HERE,

BOY

HllillH!

Run-Dow-

v-

-

com-

El

Louisiana Lady Says She
Has "Never Found Anything Better Than Car- -'
n
v'dui for a
hl
Condition."

9

.

the matter to Washington and received orders to deport Murguia. I 1
This was stayed for two weeks
RIVERA
while his attorney obtained permission from Washington for the
general to remain in the United
States under a $1,000 bond.
unu iut. oiboi
IS KNOCKED
tnapii
bond with real estate
to the government
Iuoionei
Murguia would
plotting against the
BY EDDIE MftGK
He agreed to this condition with
his bondsmen and Inspector Smith
and promised to live accordingly, Las
Vegas Bantamweight
Mr, Smith said.
His bondsmen were notified of
Receives His First Deciabout
'an order from Washington
sive Defeat at Hands of
'a weeK ago and were summoned
to appear in the office of the imColorado Boy.
migration inspector today, either
with the general or to pay the
Special to The Jonrnul.
bond. They told Inspector Smith
Santa Fe, Oct. 2. "Demon" Rithat they had no knowledge of vera,
bantamwight of Las Vegas,
the whereabouts of Murguia.
here
received his first knock-ou- t
tonight in the eleventh round of a
twelve-innin- g
BIOLOGICAL SURVEY
bout with Eddie
Mack, of Alamosa. It was tho best
CREW GOES GOPHER
in
Santa Fe in many
fight staged
HUNTING IN SOUTH years.
Rivera fought gamely, but hope1 A crew of
lessly after the fourth round and
eight men under the in
the eleventh staged a rally which
direction of J. R. McRllI will leave
fell far short. Ho was knocked
here tomorrow for the Mesilla val- - down
the ropes, and
ley to spend tho winter killing go- was and through
helpless, although Mack renhcr. nn tho F.lATha.nt Blltte pro
Oc- from using the opporunity
ject. -The -work will begin
... on - 1 frained
put him to sleep. The round
It toner t ana continue uniu marui i. to
1 , This is the third year of the work was almost ended, with Rivera on
and unable to make a det gopher extermination in the ir- - the ropes
his second threw the
when
fense,
or
vaney.
tlie
Mesuia
lands
rigated
The Elephant Butte Irrigation pro- - towel into the ring.
Rivera's
gameness and his
3.000
for
tAA Ar.i.hiita
nnnunllv
Only
a V.l.lrcrlnat extraordinary ability to take punl.l. TT o.
j,
wilii
wi''we
About zuu.uuu acres ui ishment prolonged the bout after
survey,
ninth.
farm land are being cleared ot the theMack
was nearly half a head
pests.
taller than his opponent and had
RiThe globe fish, an inhabitant of a slight advantage in reach.
do me vera's supposed advantage lay In
tropical waters, is nam totribe
or
more
ring
that two or three
years'
only member of the finny
nothing
experience, but availed
swims on its back.
look
not
did
Mack.
There
against
to be a chance for Rivera to win
after the fourth round, when he
was knocked through the ropes,
except by a lucky swing that might

WEAK, HERV0US,
OUT OF HEART

k-

Albuquerque is the only city in
New Mexico in which William J.
Bryan will stop on his western
lecture tour in behalf of the demcandidates.
ocratic congressional
Mr. Bryan will arrive here to
morrow afternoon on train No. 2
and will be taken for a trip to
points of interest In Albuquerque
He may be taken
and vicinity.
to the democratic county conven
tion which will be in session at
the court house, for a
address.
Tomorrow night at 7:30 o'clock
Mr. Bryan wilt give his address at
A
the high school auditorium.
musical program will be given by
an orchestra. The publio is invited by the democratic committee. The candidates to be nominated by the democratic county
convention likely will be seated
on the platform with Mr. Bryan,
if the convention has completed
Its work.
G.
Coors, democratic
Henry
county chairman, said Inst night
that he had received word from
democrats in several cities of tho

ton; surveyor, Charles H. Holly,
Jiloonifield,
George V. Bruing-ton- ,
Republican
Aztec, representative; R. Mau-pisheriff; Fred t.awson, county
treasurer; Mrs. 'Pathhun, county
superintendent; Theodore Archu- ;
leta, commissioner, district No.
C. N. Hare, commissioner,
district

MRS.AL COLEMAN,

Texas. Oct. 2. Bonds
oT $1,500 were fixed by the United States commissioners' court today in tho eases of General Manuel Reyes, General Roberto Loya
Tablo
and
Amaya.
Enriquez
charged with alleged violation t
the neutrality laws.
not
The defendants
pleaded
and waived preliminary
guilty
hearings.
They wcro held for
trial instanlcr. None of them
furnished bond.
Complaints alleging "conspiracy
to begin and set on foot and to
provide means to carry on an enpeople and
terprise against thoMexico"were
of
the republic
filed against tho three men by
agents.
department of justice in
the comThe act contained
as
was
"transportaalleged
plaint
tion and concealment on MeUone-gil- l
ranctt a quantity of military
supplies, including rifles, ammunition, saddles, bridles, canteens
and other supplies."
.Seven men were arrested Saturday by Chief Deputy Sheriff 11.
K. JJryant, Deputy Sheriffs Van
Hargus, Tony Apodaca and Juan
L'arra and department of justice
One was released upon
agents.
being questioned at tho federal
The remaining three
building.
were released today but are still
under surveillance.

DEMOCRATS

FO

They Also Are Unable to
Pay the $1,000 Bond;
Matter Will Be Reported
to Washington Today.

MEN CHARGED WITH
ALLEGED VIOLATION
OF NEUTRALITY LAWS
El i'aso.

HERE-TOMORRO-

LEftDEJJlM
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Klem, who was named today for
tho J922 series, holds the record..
This will be his eleventh series.
O'Day, once manager of the CinNew York, Oct. 2. W. J. Klem cinnati Beds, is second with eight,
and W. McCormlck, ror the Na- and Connolly and Charlie Rigler
tional league, and C. B. Owens and are tied for third with seven series.
George Hildebrand for tha American leaguo, wore announced today INSURANCE RATES FOR
as the umpires for the worlds
WOMEN ARE INCREASED
series by Commissioner K, M. Lan-dt- s.
Geneva, Oct., 2. Low necks,
Until last year fourteen umpires short sleeves, short skirts and high
had participated in the world's heels In feminine apparel, have inseries since the first was held in creased women as an insurance risk
1903, At that time only two offi- and several Swiss insurance comcials were used, one behind the panies which insured against sickcatcher and one on the bases, as in ness have announced that their pre.
all ordinary major league games mlums are now raised 15 per cent
now. The first two were Henry for women because of her curtailed
"Hank" O'Day and T. H. Connolly, garb.

UMPIRES ANNOUNCED
FOR WORLD'S SERIES

WILL INFIELD, OUTFIELD OR BOX FURNISH SERIES HERO?

Ua

tfft

'October 3, 1922.
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GOLF TROPHIES ARE
PUT ON EXHIBITION

TRIAL TUBE FREE TO MEN

New York, Oct. 2. Nineteen silver golf trophies, mounted on velvet and enclosed in glass, were put
on exhibition at the Commodore
hotel today, which offer mute tes
timony that the American Bankets'
association, whose 10,000 delegates
are In session here, are optimists.
The trophies, for which hundreds
of bankers and bankerettes will
compete on the links during their
stay here Included: Two huge
punch bowls; a silver wine goblet,
capacity one quart; several flagons
and as many loving cups; throe
cigarette cases and four beautifully engraved, form fitting pocket
flasks.

SEND COUPOr

12Q
failures
then wegot this shaving cream
We know soap

making well.

60 yean

We have spent

in iti t tudy. One of our soaps Palm-oli- ve
is the leadine toilet soap of the world.

But it took us 18 months to excel, in five
ways, in a shaving soap. We made up and
tested 130 formulas before we attained our

Mild as a May Morning and as fraprani

idea of perfection.
Now, as a reward, we ask you to test our
creation.
Fivs uew Ideals

Uncommonly

mildsnd
fragrant

We started out with five new ideals, and
eventually we met them all in Palmolive
Shaving Cream.
It multiplies itself in lather 250 times. It
softens the beard in one minute. It maintains
its creamy fullness for ten minutes on the face.
bubbles support the hairs
The extra-strowhile you cut them. Weak bubbles let the
hairs fall down.
The palm and olive oil blend acts as a
soothing lotion, so the aftereffects are idea!.

Magics

ng

mma

...

Heroes In previous series.

Above, left to right: Second Baseman Eddie Collins, Pitcher Stanley Coveleskie
and Catcher Hank Gowdy. Below: Outfielder Duffy Lewis and utility man Johnny Rawlings.
Where will Fickle Dam Fata
Will she choose an outfielder or
man as she didIast year, and
infielder because of his brilliant
go to choose her 1922 world's
place the laurel wreath on his
series herot
Will
s,
he place
brow? Last year Johnny
playing afield ? or because of his
strong-armesome
called upon to fill a gap la
Or will she seek
cunning,
hitting ability
hurler on this year's pedestal?
McGraw's infield, was the star.
out an almost unknown utility

Just compart it
We merely ask a comparison with the
shaving cream you use. Make this in fairness
to yourself and us, then use the one you like
best. Cut out the coupon now.

Raw-ling-

d

istic to the much revered umpires, and gave way to Kosers
Hornsby, of the Cardinals, for home
run honors, is expected to be somewhat of a terror to the Giant hurl-er-

'5

a.

SERIES

PITCHER

The big four of the Yankee pitching staff, Bush, Shaw-keyHoyt and
Mays, are rated by the experts to
be much better than M.Graw's
moundsmen, Nehf, Jess and Virgil
Karnes, Scott. McQuillan and ltyan.
Bush won twenty-si- x
games for the
Yankees this season, and Shawkey
and Hoyt both won a good majority
of their games. Carl Mays, the
underhanded flinging star of the
1921 season, has had an off year.
Jess Barnes, Nehf and Scott have
been the best of the Giants, while
Ryan has shown excellent form and
may get a chance
against the
Americans.
Yet, the Giants won their pennant without much trouble, while
the Yankees finished with only the
slim margin of one g,ame.
,

AIM

II. y.

"Long Jim" Baker From
Texas Is on the Ground
to Get Used to the Crowds
and "All Jhat Stuff."

New York, Oot. 2. A fast freight
train stopped in Newark, N. J., at
dusk today and from one of its car
doors Jumped a lengthy, sunburned
youth, known down in far, hot corner of Texas as "IxmR Jim" ISaker,
tar hurler of a
tsam named after a grocer for ad- FAMILIAR FIGURES
vertising purposes.
PRESENT AT SECOND
Jim came to New York on a tube
train and found a chean hotel.
DAY OF HORSE RACING
fust
the.
to
(
"Who's going
pitch
game?" he asked.
Hawthorne's
"Joe Bush for the Yankees and
Chicago. Oet. 2.
second day of horse racing today
kittle Artie Nelif, the
individual
found
an
the
old, weather beaten track
answered
Giant,1'
whose face was buried In a sport- Jammed with "bookies," "touts,"
"regulars" and other figures in
ing page.
Wa'i," drawled Jim. "I been ex- sporting life who were anxious to
of
their money on the outcome
some
wager
pecting for some time that
these hero days I'd bo a pitchin' a of theinraces.
As
bygone years, a generation
world series game myself, so I tho't
and more ago, there were little
I'd come up to see what they're
of
Individuals buzzing each
of
groups
like, get useT to the crowds
but no
folks and all that stuff. Aint other beneath the stand,
money changed hands so far as
never seed one afore."
be
could
ascertained by representa-tlve- s
Crowds J'our In.
of the state's attorneys office
At about the same tiino Jim left who were
present at tho track.
his freight, and for some hours preAny betting was "oral" and It
pasviously during the day, fast
was
to
obtain evidence. Offihard
senger trains were arriving ut their cials of the Illinois Jockey club exbringing
terminals,
New York
pressed pleasure nt the fsize of the
crowds of minor and major leagu? crowd.
They said that a continuaand
players, managers and officials
tion
of this patronage, would assure
newspaper men and a fair sized the return of horse racing.
bunch of fans.
Meanwhile the state's
It probably is true that the sec- announced that the evidenceattorney
gathtional interest is not so great when
against six alleged bookmaktwo ered
the series has for its principals
ers
at
the
track
arrested
Saturday
teams of the same city, but a base- would be presented to the
grand
ball fan i llUe a little boy when
jury.
t
can
his sister's beau is calling. He
a
forego the burning desire to take
al

:

ON LEXINGTON

Lexington, Ky., Oct. 2 (by the
Associated Press). Some of the
most spectacular racing in its
fifty years of history was witnessed at the opening day of the
Golden Jubilee meeting of the
Kentucky Trotting Horse Breeders
association here today. The feature event, tho Walnut hall cup,
went to Tho Ureat Voln.
Jane Kevere won the thirty-firrenewal of the two-yeold
division of the Kentucky Futurity.
Finvarra was an easy winner
in the 2:15 trot, which opened
tho meeting.
The closing event went to the
Comet, the finishers being close
in each heat and the time 2:03 Ij
and 2:03U- -
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OIWKCTS TO HMK'KADE.
Moscow, Oct. 2 (by the Associated
Tho soviet Itussian govPress.)
ernment has sent a noto to England, France and Italy protesting
ngalnst the bloekado of the Dardanelles and insisting upon the refree
moval of all restrictions
passage of trading chips through
the straits.
to-th-

Austria appears to have an emergency from which it can not

uncommonly mild
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TOUISES

.

Beautifully propot- tioned-f- ine
and
mellow

COMPLETE COURSES IN DAY AND
NIGHT SCHOOL
There is a good position awaitinu you If you are prepared to
hold it. If you can't attend day school, enroll in our night
classes.
MAX & nOSKING, Proprietors
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HATS and CAP
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And, too, a funny thing about the
world's series is why they call it
always
that. Tho contesting teams
are American teams and one coulu
in the
of
interest
conceive
hardly
series being manifest in the orient,
Euof
or in the far north countries
rope,
Yet, among the writers who win
newspapers
report the games for are
a squad
from other countries
from England, two from Japan, one
from France, one from Kussia, one
from Cuba, a couple from Brazil
and the Argentine, a half score from
Canada and one from Sweden. The
latter probably was auracieu u
thaGiant'ss latest pitching addition
one Mr. Cvengros. Cvengrom, However, is not i world series eligible.
Tress Kesrrvatlons.
Press reservations have been
made by men representing evel'
Urge city in the United States.
Many are from tho Pacific coast,
while tho minor league cities, a',
sent
least the larger of them, have Busi-neswriters along with the fans. clubss
managers of both the
have announced that the requests
for seat reservations are much
larger than last toyear.
seat about 40,000
It is possible
.persons in the Polo grounds, where
all the games will be played. Eacn
team will alternate in being "ths
home team" with the Giants enjoying the comforts of the nome bench
on the first day.
Whatever may be the interest
beyond the Hudson in this serieJ
between the Manhattan teams,
there are enough fans among the
6,000,000 folks of the Greater City
to keep up a lively sputter-sputtof speculative chatter on the it's
and and's and what's and why's of
the chances or tne teams.
Expect Much Trom Ruth.
"Babe" Huth, notwithstanding
the fact that ho was kept out of tha
game for more than a month for
being temperamental and antagon

PALM

SPECTACULAR RACING

Caps

THE SAME TIME AS THE ELKS' CIRCUS

Hollow Cheeks,

Starting Today, October 3, and Running Five Days Only

Thin Limbs!

You never saw such wonderful values And
The ffewesi Hats, of Latest Model,
the Caps! Well Conse
in New Hats and Caps. The latest
Latest Shapes, Latest Shades Velours the rage of the east at
and See Them
$3.50
$4.50
$5.50
$6.50

for. .
for.
for. .

.

...........$2.35

these unprecedented prices.

$2.00 New

; . . . .
Tweed Caps
.$1.45
$2,50 Caps of all colors. . .JA...Tr. v, c. .$1.85

.....$3.15
$3.85
$4.85

for..

We Bought Too Many;

Men an4 women, whether you will
rer build yoursell up to your normal,
fust-rig- ht
weifiht depends on the number of blood-cel- ls
in your blood. That's
aU there Is to It It's a acientiflo fact

If your blood-cefactory Isn't work-Iright, you wlU be
thin,
your blood will be in disorder, and
perhaps your face will be broken out
with pimples, blackheads and eruptions. B. 8. S. keeps your blood-cefactory worklnr fuU time. It helps
build new
That's why
n
8. 8. 8. builds up thin,
people, It puts firm flesh on your bones, it
rounds out your face, arms neck,
limbs, tha whole body.
It puts the
"pink" In your cheeks. It takes the
hollowness from the eyes, and It fools
Father Time by smoothing out wrinkles in men and women by "plumping"
mem up. a. b. b. la a remarkable

Hats
Hat
Hats
Hats

$3.00 Caps of distinction...--

.

...

.
tv-

We Sacrifice Them.

VALUES!

$2.35

nwn

-

CHEAP!!!

NEW!!

ns
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run-dow- n,

BRINGING UP FATHER.

Copyright, 1921, by tha International News Service.
Registered U. S. Patent Offica.
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plump, your sVin eruptions, pimples,
blackheads, acne, rheumatism, rash,
tetter, blotches ar being; removed.
The medicinal ingredients of 8. 8. i).
are guaranteed purely vegetable.
R S. E. is sold at all drug stores, in two
sixes. The larger sii U the more
economical.
Adv.
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Woman s Daily M agazine Page
SCHOOLGIRLS LIKE

A STENOGRAPHER'S
IIEIt

.NliLLIE 1JNDS

riiELrs

AVOItK

"Give hor all my time! Don't I
know what thnt means! All day
and half tlio night! Mis. Thompson's nil right, but no boarding
houses for mo! I worked too long
for Miss Carter. She must think
I inn a fool to give up my
think I am a fool to give up may
easy job, my short hours in an
office to work in her kitchen. I'd
rather be dead, honest I would. J
did it for a little While because
Cora would teaeh me. But nover

ClmpUT 13
"It's just too good to be true,"
lollla told Cora Baker that night.
There'ti a nigger in tho woodpile
omewhere, .I'm sure. It Isn't my
uck to fall into a tub of south
'Needn't tay after he dots;
nd he going at a little after lour!
To need to worry about me getting
iek. Cora I shan't die ot
1ns-yru-

oevr-rork-

!"

"Be careful you don't get luzy,"
lora answered. "I am so glad for
u, Nellie. You must do your very
est no that if anything happens he
rill give you a good reference; and
! there
doesn't, so he 'will pny you
clothes
jore. You will have to havecure
oon, and if you try I am
you
rill soon get raise."
"What time do you have to start
rorking?" Gladys asked.
"Oh, grandpa gets there between

:30andl0!"

"Goodness!" the lazy Gladys
"Trade jobs with me,
lellte! You don't mind getting up,
,nd oh, it is so hard for me!"
"Utile Nellie sticks to grandpa."
Tellle answered, "but I'm going to
mnt that woodpile" Maybe I'll find
. reason
why the place is so easy;
naybe he doesn't pay regular or
omething."
"Nonsense!"
Gladys returned.
He probably has some littlo busi-les- s
that doesn't require long
lours. Just be thankful for getting
he Job and don't go, snooping

round."
"I'm listening!" Nellie said, her

lead cocked comically on one side.
She was very gay, very" happy. No
pnger would she be a drag on
.'ora; no longer would she have to
with the
telp Mrs. Thompson
:ousework work she detested, but
rhich she had been obliged to do.
(frs. Thompson grumbled, wished
Jelllo hadn't got a job.
o
"I'll pay you most as much
room and board if you'll give
ne all your time," she said.
Nellie thanked her, but refused.
'o the girls she said:
be-Jd-

mm

n U
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THE "THREE PIECE"

ROMANCE

BY J AXE
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Safe
Milk

PECOS VALLEY
STUDENTS ARE
That the University of "New

ico Is becoming

BEAUTY CHATS

Increasingly

lar with the people

BLEACH FOIt DELICATE SKINS

dcll-cat-

i Ah

Fa

again!"

"You are so neat, Nellie, and so
quick. No wonder Mrs. Thompson
wants you. It is awful hard, I
guess, to get good servants in a
house like this. Everything is so
old and dingy."
Gladys had hit upon the truth.
It was nearly Impossible and Nellie's neatness, her good nature had
been a godsend. When slir- talked
with Cora about it, she was in
tears.
"I knew it wouldn't last, but T
kept hoping it would," she whined.
"But Nellie isn't a servant, Mrs.
Thompson, she Is a business girl.
Khe only did it for you temporarily
because while doing it she could go
on with her studies while I could
help her. Khe has a very nice position, and while the pay Is small, she
has a chance to advance, also to
learn more of tho ways of a business office."
"Oh, well! T suppose I'll set along
somehow." Mrs. Thompson replied
as she left the room. "But I wish
I might have kept her."
Acting upon Cora's advice, Nellie
was at the office promptly at nine
each morning.
But it happened
more often than not that Mr.
n
did not appear until ten or
rfffer. Nellie had thoroughly overhauled the typewriter, and while
she waited for him she either practised to Increase her speed, or stud-le- d
spelling. She was always conscious of the bookkeeper's eyes upon her.
"Anything the matter with me?"
she pertly asked him one morning.
"No, not that I know of."
"Then stop staring at me! It
makes me nervous."
"I didn't mean to stare," Smith
returned in his dull way.
Uob-Instf-

"Don't then!"
"He looks as if he wanted to tell
me something, and dasn't, or was
getting up his courage. lie's a queer
old thing, not so awful old either.
He just acts as If somebody had set
on him and squeezed all the life out

k

It is always difficult to find a
good bleach for a really sensitive
o
skin. Kverythlng affects tho
complexion apparently to its
detriment.
Its delicacy is both a.
charm and a nuisance.
Bun and wind affoct the sl;in
ensilv and the ordinary bleach is
It is easy to!
only an irritant.
find a mild cream, but the action
even
the best cucumber cream
of
is sometimes very slow. I know
of no bleach as effective for this
sort of cqmploxion as starch.
I mean by this tho ordinary
white laundry starch that comes
into every tiousenoiu in a paper
packet or a plain cardboard box,
the cost ot which is never more
than a lew cents a pound. A littlo hit, about a tablospooiiful,
should bo melted in enough cold
water to form a thin paste. The
face should bo washed with warm
water and soap and rinsed with
warm water so the pores are free
from dirt, then a thick coating of
tho pasta shuuld ho spread over
tho skin. It may be necessary to
go over it two or three times in
order to get a fairly thick coat.
This should bo left on half an
hour. The starch is fairly drying
so if the complexion is naturally
too d''.v, after it is washed off. a
little cold cream Bhould be rubbed
advise thl starch
on. I

'Hi
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By liLOlSE.
Hero li tho type of suit which la
dear to the heart of the school miss.
It is made of homespun, a fabric
which needs littlo or no care In ths
matler of pressing and sponging.
The one piece frock does away with
the need of many fresh blouses
whilo the jacket gives the effect
of tho smartest tailored Bult imaginable. It fills the need of dresa
and suit combined and doe away
with tailor and laundry bills at the
same time. What more could one
ask ?
Not only the school miss but her
mother as well ought to favor these
This one is
simple costumes.
made of tan and brown homespun
mixture . Th straight Hnoj of the
frock aro unbroken save for a nar
row cloth belt at the waist. Pockets
some kind
and a dainty collar-oare the only bits of trimming necessary. The coat may be made on
any lines to suit the wearer. This
ono is a boxy model
with wide
sleeves, no belt, and a collar that
may be worn high about the throat
or open.

Though I'm in a
tion, with diseases nine or ten,
I don't seek the learned physician in his highly ornate den. In
the dear dead days now vanished
to the doctor I would ily, and my
divers ills wero banished in the
twinkling of an eye. He'd Indulge
in in harmless banter, making
then he'd
mo forget my ills,
hand ino a decanter ot his compound juice of squills. This was
long ago, my masters, when mn
wore a liver pad, in tho days ot
porous plasters, era the saw he- -

C APT AW GUEST

SAYS 14 TO 16
DANGEROUS AGE

boss is there. Oh,
ell! I don't
have anything to do with him, o 1
The problem of the uneducated
should worry.'
from 14 to 1C years of age,
girl
Tomorrow Tickets for the Theater.
the most dangerouB age, was discussed yesterday by Capt. Dick
Guest of the Salvation Army, an
with
experienced wolfare worker,
e
members of tho
society
Chamat
the
afternoon
yesterday
ber of Commerce.
fnninin fjuest. sneaking on the
conditions in Albuquerque, deplored the failure of parents to Instruct
their children in sex matters, and
the Inability of the city to provide
for the girls who havo been
thrnneh lack of knowl
edge. The juvenile courts are also
unable to cope with trie situation,
he said.
to work
Tin urcypd fhft Ipn.crue
away a dollar's'
with other women's organizations
for legislation raising trio age ot
worth of flour, sugar, but- - v
consent to 18, and to endeavor
through personal talks and lectures
ter, eggs and so forth
to educate young girls and boys in
save 10 c6nts on a can of
tho truth or lite.
Ttimnirh n mlnn nderRtn ndin ff of
BEST
That's
what
baking powder?
the day of meeting only a small
BY TUT
crowd was in attendance. The sohanrvns whfn vnn hnv th
ciety league wilt meet again it the
call of the president.
"lots for the money"brands, k.
"
'

Nouriihint-Nocockin-

Anti-Vic-

mum
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CALOI L

SAYS

RED CROSS CHAPTER
TO PLAN ROLL CALL
The annual meeting ot the Albuquerque chapter ot lie American Red Cross chupter will be held
at the home service office In the
federal building at 4 o'clock this
afternoon for the purppso of arranging for the 1922 Koll Call.
Committees will be named to conduct the annual campaign on Armistice day and a general reorganization of the chapter will take
place.
.n.-:-

BAKING POWDER
the most dependable of all
leaveners. It is made in the
most careful and scientific
manner. The materials are
, absolutely pure,they remain
puremthcoakingandinsure i rif

wholesome healthful food.'

,
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SALIVATES

TEETH

The Very Next Dose of this
Treacherous Drug may
Start Trouble
You know what calomel is. lt's:
Calomel Is
mercury; quicksilver.
It crashes into aonri
dangerous.
bile like dynamite, cramping and:
sickening you. Calomel attacks the
bones and should never be put into
your system.
If you feol bilious, headachy.
constipated and all knocked out,
Just go to your druggist and get
a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone for
a few cents which Is a harmless
vegetable substitute for dangerous
calomel. Take a spoonful and If Hi
doesn't start your liver and straigh-- .
ten you uo better and quicker than
naety calomel and without making
you sick, you just go back and get
your money.
Don't take calomel! It makes
you sick the next day; It Iobcs you
a day's worl . Dodson'i. Liver Tone
straightens you right up and you
feel great. No salts necessary,
(live it to the children because it
is perfectly harmless and can not
salivate. Adv.
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For Senator
(Political Adv.)
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Dad

Buys

His

And wo give you (lie
samo high ouullty. the
samo unqualified guarantee Hint ho gets
when ho huTS here.
Anil stylo hoy. It's
lierp. Suits made Jusl
right with two pair ol

rind

half-sock-

in black

a,

io,
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lenjrth,
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the pair ,.
Xt)U
Children's sport ribbed socks, 3i length, in cordofTP
van, brown and silver mixture,
the pair,
Boys' sport ribbed s, length socks, in cor- - IVLn
I DC
dovan and green heather, the pair
Children's sport hose, ribbed, in green Qi A A
heather, the pair

wli )

i

vl

Iq,
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Majestic Ifange
Sale

trades here.

We offer our
plete line of

Com-

Majestic
Ranges

Suits, Shirts and Blouses
Shoes, Black Cat Stockings

at greatly

There's no us hunting fi round, when nny anil everything
you noed is right here, and when wo tell you It's right, wu
mean that It It Is not then we will absolutely mako Jt right.

Reduced Prices

REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better at

FREE This week we will give a complete set
MAJESTIC COOKING WARE, worth $10, absolutely FREE, with every range sold. Choice of
copper or aluminum sets.

Whitney Hardware Company

United States
in
iMul OrderrSbUciied

E.J.We'StSnj

Misses cotton ribbed
and cordovan, the pair

llko voui
lie
when

totd 'Flavor l jl(
Shipped amrWhere
j

FOR CHILDREN

known

well

does

K

J

New Fall
Hosiery

Shirts that aro keen,
and lints you will like.
1'llfn. fitn. vrm nrn vol.

Syiup

For Governor

silk-clock-

pants.

ttnc

"

Pmt))

Here

.brands, just

HINKLE

the pair
Women's fine wool hose, black only,
AA
the pair
Women's extra quality ribbed hose, in Jrt
A
brown heather, the pair
Women's fancy heather ribbed hose, in dark blue,
cordovan and brown,
(JQ A A
the pair
J)OaiU
cashmere
Women's smart
(JQ PA
hose, heather mixed, the pair
vOt)U
wool
Women's white ribbed hose,'
(IQ HfZ
clocked in colors, the pair
I VJ
tPO

Clothes

-t.

MORROW
For Congress

Your

spring.

That carpet on which your feet first rested is taxed 100 per cent
more under the hew tariff.
Republican protection in this case from a bare floor comes high.
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THE WORLD'S GREATEST BAKING POWDER

Good Morning!

$l.itJ
wnnl.
(PS) ff
P.UU

tP-LU-

Coast Baseball league, who was sold
this season to tho New "iork Giants
for J75.000, and Miss Esther Margaret Doran, of Casper, Wyoming,
were married here today at St.
Thomas church.
Kvery effort was made to keep
the marriage a secret, and only
members of the Immediate families
were present. O'Connell has asked
a brief leave of absence on tne
ground of illness.
Tho O'Connells will make their
home In San Francisco this winter
and will Jcave for New York next

specially!
preparedj
Malt

Wnmpn's rihhnrl snnrf-- hosp. silk and
black, white and silver,

the pair,

:

Oct. 2.

Weston's

QK

UuL
heather, the pair,
Women's ribbed sport hose, wool and cotton, in
black, white, brown, corovan and
QOff
the
silver,
pair

Boys' fancy turnover top socks,
green heather, sizes 7 to 8 Vs.

irtMifef

Ir

Athens, Oct. 2 (by the Associat
In
ed Press.) King Constantino
emtalking with friends before where
barking for Talermo, Italy, mado a
he is' to mako his home,
plea that hearty support be given
he new king ana queen. Jie aa- ded:
"I have had some unhappy days
and do not regret this revolution."

'

The sale of Calumet is
times as much as that of
any other brand.

Women's sport hose in brown and blue

(J)
$i.UU

A

LOOSENS

CONSTANTINE PLEADS
FOR SUPPORT OF THE
NEW GRECIAN RULER

s One spoonful is equal to two
of many other brands. You
y
pay less use less and get
best results without loss.

We have just opened ami will place on
sale today one of the most attractive lines
of novelty hosiery, for women and children, that we have ever had. The line is
both serviceable, and in smart style, and
as you will note from the numbers listed
here, most conservatively priced.

Sizes 9 to

Angcle. Calif.,
Jimmy O'Connell, outfielder ot the
San Francisco club of tho Pacific

The Economy

Novelty Sport

.

came a fud. Now, no matter
what my ill is, all the doctors
talk the samo; ostracised the
good old pill is, carving i the
only game. I was sick with Texas fever, and the doctor said,
"By J ini, your one hope is in
tho cleaver let me
rend you
limb from limb." If there la an
ill I catch it, every ailment I
endure:
and the doctor says,
"The hatchet Is the only certain
euro." "Drugs are but a jseleas
flrzle", says the healer, with disdain; "with my bucksaw and my
i nisei I will rid the world
of
pain. Long research has taught
better
us
than to dope away
your life; I will cure your mumps
or tetter with my ax and drawing-knife."
And tho surgeons
still pursue me, as they follow
other hicks, asking for a chance
to hew me and to pilo me up In
ricks.

SEALS' OUTFIELDER
WEDS WYOMING GIRL
Los

of

southeastern

of

to

and that's exactly what
) never happens when you use

iNew Arrivals

popu- -

throw

N

A

ht

By WALT MASON.

fierce condi-

Mex- -

New Mexico is evidenced by the
fact that this year twenty-eigstudents are registered at the university from the Pecos valley alone,
treatment without the cold cream a'greater nuttmer t'mn has ever be- for oily complexions
and en- fore attended the Institution from
the Pecos valley.
larged nose pores.
Starch is a mild bleach and can
Studontg from the Pecos valley
be used every day or so with are:
Pioswell:
Elmer Bryan, Dan
only good results. After exposure
to tho sun, or to a strong salt Burrows, Lee Klla Craig, tlllswnrth
it
is
as
wind,
a menus ot Duke, (iracoOoodart, William Hale,
splendid
llolshei- It will also Annlo L. llerron,
preventing freckles.
coo! and bleach the redness that ser ,OgIo Jones,
ana McCIane,
conies after even slight exposure Mary Lucy
McCIane, Ellaabel b
to the sun, that every girl with Shepherd, Merle Strickland
and
a delicate skin dislikes so.
Uertrudu- - Zlnk,
Artesla:
Mary noss, Shirley
Hull!
Dotty: Massage the leg that Is Feather, Chester ItusKcll,
the larger of the two until you Russell. Nila Wingfield and C.
Brown.
bring it more to the size, of the
Carlsbad:
Tearl Burns, Mollle
other one.
Hazel: As you have Increased Culpepper, Barbara Nell Thomas,
Portales. Otto Keptina, Clyde
your weight at- the expense of
your digestion you should not try Hill, Menefee Long, Marion Stinto roduce again tlirouph exer- nett.
Clovhi:
cises.
F.rvin Belts.
Correct your diet first.
Kliminate much of that starchy
food and the sweets hut do not
cut them out entirely because you s
have built up all till l'Jtt through
LARGE NUMBER OF
them and the stomach has been
BUILDING PERMITS:
taught to expect such food. Kvery
day cat leas of this kind ot fond
and add to it new foods that
Permits for the erection of 23
build up tissue. In a month or
three business build- so you will no longer have this residences, a
and large apartment house
tired feeling and will be gradual- ings,
were Issued in September by City
ly coming back to normal weight. Building Inspector Earl Bowdlch.
It will then be time to. include i mh iiuai amount invoiveu is
special exercises that will com- $141,292. as compared with ?
plete your restoration to perfect
In September, 19:11.
The per
health and the proper weight.
mits for September fell slightly!
behind August nf this year, which
has a total of $143,930.

BIPPUI1G RHYMES
Sl'RGEItY

i

T

FLOCKING TO U

By Edna Kent Forbca,

of him." She told Cora when questioned about the office.
Infant;
"Perhaps lie's hnd a hard time,"
Invalid! & Cora answered slowly. "Men do
Children sometimes. We girls are apt to
think we're the only ones who have
he Original
for All Agej. things hard, but a man who doesn't
hiickLuncTTatHome.Office&Fountains.
get ahead much often has It even
? ichMilk , Malted Grain Extract in
harder I guess, especially If he has
a family."
g.
"He's a poor fish! He doesn't
fS"AToid Imitations and Substitutes dare
say his soul's his own when the
Food-Drin-

i

Page Five
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PHONE

852-85-
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Phone 76.
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T.

F, MEAD, Manager
307 West Central Awepue.

M. C. A.

FOR QUICK RESULTS TRY A WANT

F.I

r.ige six.
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SALE-DRU-

FKDKRAI. COAI. DISTRIBUTION STARTS

G

L OSSES

SES SELLING

ALLEGED FORGER IS
GIVEN HIS LIBERTY

COMPEL

TOM LflHSOl TO
SELL TREASURES

L10UQR.CLftlMB
San Antonio Man's Charges
Are Echoed by a Number
of
Other Speakers at
Druggists' Meeting.
Colorado Springs, Colo., Oct. 2.
The real business of ninny
'wholesale Urns houses," which
sprung into existence in the last
three years is the pale of licjuor,
William Ochsie, of Mn Antonio.
Texas, told the National Wholesale
Druggists' association, In session
here today. His charges were
echoed by a number of other speakers at the afternoon session.
Ludwlg Sehiif, oi Ios Angeles,
chairman of the committeo on
salesmen and selling methods, recommended, in his report, the
adoption of what is virtually a
g
system in handling
which,
by
salesmen's accounts.
after dedueting.a percentage for Invested capital return, a portion of
the excess profits is returned In
the form of a bonus. The committee also recommended the use of
the telephone as a sales medium,
especially for proprietary preparations, and foresaw almost exclusive
use of the Automobile by salesben.
Generous terms of credit and
are not
leniency in collections
kindnesses to the retailor, B. 15.
Gilmer, of Houston, Texas, chairman of the committee on credits
and collection, declared. The committee urged tlint no extension of
time on discounts he granted and
that Interest be levied on past due
Credit losses have deaccounts.
creased in the last year, the committee reported, and sales for the
first six months of 1922 show a
large Increase over the corresponding period of 1921.
Further committee reports and
an address by Alvin C. Iiodd. manager of the domestio distribution
department of the United States
chamber of commerce are Included
In tomorrow's program.
-

Left to right, C. L. Spens, fuel administrator; R. J. Conn, assistant
'
Wadleigh, assistant.
If you have a plentiful .supply
Spens, fuel administrator, with ,
of coal this winter thank there
his staff of assistants, has start-meIf not, blame 'mi. C. L.
ed supervising distrihutit. of the
n.

GIRDS

M

RE

Answers to Questions.

J

(Any reader can get the answer
to any question by writing The
Albuquerque Journal Information
liureau, Krederic J. Ilaskin, Director. Washington, D. C. This
offer applies strictly to Information. The Bureau cannot give advice on legal, medical, and financial matters. It does not attempt
to settle domestio troubles, nor
to undertake exhaustive research
on any subject. Write your question plainly and briefly. Give full
name and address and enclose two
cents In stamps for return postage.
All replies are sent direct to the

NEGRO

to Lynch
Wanted
Is
Who
Negro,
for Shooting Game warden and JDeputy Sheriff.

Threatens

Mob

Scituate,

A

winter's supply of coal. Their aim

that sutticient

coal is dis

tributed to all narts
of the II.
'

GI5AXTK1) A DIVORCE.
Chicago, Out. 2. Mis. Claire
McKowen, sister of Marilyns Miller,
the actress and now Mrs. Jack Pick-forwas granted a divorce from
James P. McKowen, a New York
agent, in superior court today on
the grounds of desertion. They
have a daughter, Lois, 7 years old.

d,

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

Auc

Mass., Oct.

2.

The

treasures of Dreamwold, the once

J. Hepburn, counsel; F. A.

is to see

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 2. J. C.
Thompson, alleged forger and fugitive from Justice in Texas, was today released from custody here.
The former Texan was wanted on
four counts of Illicit trafficking In
finance at Dalhart, Dallam county.

Texas. His capture here ut the re
quest of the eastern authorities wai
effected only after an exciting automobile and train chase over two
counties.
Arraigned on September 22, ten
days was set as sufficient time In
wlilch tq bring about his formul
extradition.
This decision
was
communicated to Dalhart, but, apparently, no action was taken and
ho was given his liberty today.

S.

Free

showy estate of Thomas Lawson,
which he turned over to trustees
for sale to satisfy his creditors,
were being tugged today by appraisers. Tho proceeding, preliminary to disposition under the auctioneer's .hammer on October 12
and 13, marked the latest chapter
In the spectacular career of the
man who made millions In the
Dreamwold, built
stock market.
on speculative profits, is being sold
partly because of speculative

One

Tube
Send the Coupon
10-Da-

y

jjj

lofises.

ORDERED OUT TO
PROTECT

C.

I

tion to Satisfy Creditors
of Once Familiar Figure
on Stock Market.

Iff'j

profit-sharin-

PRONOUNCED LACK OF
HARMONY REPORTED IN
. RANKS OF OPERATORS

at

Be Disoosed of

.

i

October 3, 1922.

Inquirer.)
Q. What is an ticcrotlltod
ary school? W. 11. It.

Joe
Montgomery, Ala.. Oct. 2.
Terrell, negro, wanted here for
game
Wilson,
George
shooting
warden, and Joe I'artin, deputy
sheriff, Saturday night, was captured near Union Springs
Terrell was wounded in the leg by
a bullet.
He was brought to Montgomery
this afternoon, and later transferred when a crowd gathered about
the Jail.
A mob of more than a thousand
gathered about the county Jail at 8
o'clock when the report was circulated that the negro had not been
removed. The national guard was
called out and a heavy guard placed
about the Jail, ropes being stretched
across the street.
Herbert Miller, a white man, was
shot In the ip when several shots
were fired In the mob. lie Is not
seriously Injured. A negro was reported by the police to have been
shot in the back by a white man
about a Mock from the Jail.
At 10 o'clock tonight hree companies of national guardsmen had
been placed on duty. No one was
allowed to cross the line thrown out
by the guardsmen except on written order.

second-

An accredited
secondary
school is a school which is equipped
to prepure students for colleges requiring at least 14 units for unconditioned admission und which haa
been investigated or approved for
this purpose by one of tho following agencies: A state officer of edu
cation, a university or college in
spector or committee on admissions, an officer or committees of
an accrediting association. Except
in the case of certain of the Bouth
ern stutes, whose high school
courses are based upon 7 years of
elementary training, It is understood that these 14 units represent
secondary work above the standard
e
elementary school
course. It is assumed that the curriculum of an accredited school
represents four years of u6 or more
weeks each; that a', least three
teachers give their whole time to
high school work; and that the
school keeps up an adequate library
and laboratory equipment.
Q. Is the New Guinea boun edible It so, how should It be cooked?
A.

Cleveland. O., Oct. 2 (by the
Associated Tress). Developments
late tonight indicated that there
was a pronounced lack of harmony within the ranks of bituminous coal operators, in session
with miners here to formulate a
future wage
plan for negotiating
scales, when it was learned that
the operators In caucus this afternoon rejected a proposal of the
federal government that a panel
of twenty names of persons disassociated with the coal Industry
lie submitted to President Harding for use in creation of a committee provided under the
RKCIiriTING IN T1TRACE.
law, recently passed by
Constantinople, Oct. 2. All men
between the ages of 30 and 50 In
congress.
that part of Thrace which Is under
NO championship ii:cinEi. the Jurisdiction of the Constanti2.
There
nople government, are being reNashville. Tenn., Oct.
was no championship decided In cruited for the Turkish army.
the southern open tournament
France's Idea about reparations
which closed here Sunday, accordmade Is that If any nation is opposed to
ing to the announcement
V.
Smith, president 'em It doesn't have to take any.
tonight by II.
of the Southern Golf association. Dallas News.
1

eight-grad-

J.

Bnrah-yVinslo-

A.
A. The

Department of Agriculture says that the New Guinea bean
belongs to the squash or gourd
family. Among the common names
used to designate this plant are
sweet gourd, cucntza and Hercules
club. The new Guinea bean is. pre
pared In the same way as summer
3qUnsn

Mr. I.awson, It became known
today, suffered not only in the
Clash of the stock market values
In the post-wperiod but lost
heavily also in tho more recent
failure of tho Boston exchange
house of Haskell & Co., which
succeeded indirectly the firm of
I,awson, Arnold & Co., founded by
the author of "Frenzied Finance.
From the main building,
hall and its treasures of
paintings, books, rugs, furniture
and brio a brae, and from the
Rev. Charles Stewart Tells smaller buildings the extensive
farm machinery and the prized lot
Them Success Does. Not of police
dogs, the trustees expect
realize upwards or iuu,uuu. in
Draw Color Line on Hard to
nil, It Is said, Mr. Lawson spent
$3,250,000 on them. His indebted
Workers.
ness Is placed nt nbout- $225,000
from such sums as courts
aside
Itov. Charles Stewart, A. M., D.
may hold him liablo for In tho
D., of Chicago, general missionary Haskell failure.
of the National Baptist convention,
Dreamwold was built originally
colored, and one of the most noted in 1S0O, it was understood, to satmen of his race in the country, who isfy a wish of Mrs. Lawson.
has been delivering sermons and
lectures to his people here, closed LEGION POST STAGES
laa night with a lecture on "Clvll-ie- d
A HOME TALENT SHOW
World Wants a Man," before
an audience which filled the col8prrlal to Tha Jnnrnnl.
ored Baptist church.
Many were
Artesia, N. M., Oct. 2. The high
unable to get inside of the building.
was overflowHe came here at the request of school auditorium
ing on Friday evening, when the
State Missionary CJreen.
Clarence Kepple post of the AmerDr. Stewart has traveled exten
ican legion presented tho "Powder
sively through Europe and all over Box Ttevue,"
home show of unthe United Slates, ana is one or tne usual merit. a Hundreds
of tickets
best posted men on racial condi were
sold over one week ago and
tions.. Ho is conservative, and is
the entire house was
early
giving to his people good common In the evening. Beforepacked
the curtain
sense advice.
room
all
avallahle
standing
"To take his place as a man, the raised,
was taken and the door was filled
negro must realize that he will with people desiring admittance
have to work his way to civilization
crowd at this performance was
as other races have done." declared The
largest crowd ever seen in the
Stewart. "Civilization Is not a gar- the
auditorium.
ment to bo purchased at some
downtown store and worn off at
The saying "noth worth a rush"
first fitting, but, it represents years dates
back to the days before carof toil. He cannot make it by com
pets wire Invented, and the floors
plaint and waitings, but by indus- were strewn with rushes. When an
try, honesty, reliability and thrift. honored guest was expected fresh
No time to abuse any man or race, green ones were cut and apread
but build up yourself.
but people of little consequence had
"In this busy country of ours, to be
contended with rushes that
in
here
out
west,
the
and especially
had been used, while still humbler
we have no time for race hatred, folk got none
at all.
race prejudice, race antipathy, but
the white men and black men must
get in harmonious working order
with Clod and with each other and
do It right now.
"We are asking our young men
and women to prepare to take part
in helping to build up this country
out here, and there is no- time to sii
down and complain. We must be
up and doing. These hills and
mountains, this soil out here will
not draw the color line. They will
not exhibit prejudice, but will give
forth their wealth to the man of
thrift and industry. If you are a
real man, then you nre wanted;
but If you are worthless. Idle
and kicker, and God don't
want you and the devil can't us
you, and there Is no place for you
in America, then where will you

COLORED

WORKER

mnlhpliea the starch dJges-tain the saliva. That is there
to digest starch deposits on teeth
which may otherwise ferment and
form acids.

BRINGS MESSAGE

10

HIS

PEOPLE

i). How much docs it cost the
railroad to Mop a train? it,
It.
A. The Bureau of Hallway Economics say3 that it costs approximately $1 to stop and start a train.
Q. What was tho first law regulating the hours of labor? C. L. I'.
A. .Massachusetts was the first
state to undertake to limit the
hours of labor, passing a law in
1842 that made 1U hours a working
day in factories for children under
12 years of age. In 1847 the law
was extended to women.
Q. Whi'ro docs tho Moliawk trail
begin and end? 1'. M. 1.
A. It extends from Boston to Ito-- !
go?"
Chester.
Q. How long a thread world the
PREAKS nUNNIXO ItFCORT.
gold in a
gold piece
Helslngfors, Oct. 2 (by tho As
make? It. li. T.
sociated Press.) Hannes Koleh- A. Gold is so ductile that one mainen, the Finnish runner, broke
grain can be made into a wire 000 the world's record today for thirty
feet In length. As there are 116.10 kilometers, doing the distance in
grains of fine gold in a five dollar 1 hour. 47 minutes and 13 seconds.
gold piece, It would make a wire The previous record was held by
68,050 feet long.
A. Ptenroos, also or Flnlnnn, wno
Q. Have the boundary questions finished in 1 hour, 48 minutes and
between 1'eru and Chile been set- 6.2 seconds, in 1915,

li

It

ar

Fk

new U!larm

Thus Jt gives manifold power

to Nature's great

old methods, these troubles constantly increased, and beautiful
teeth were seen less often thin
today.

Two ways found
To meet this situation, dental
science searched for ways to
fight film, and two ways were
found. One acts to curdle film,
one to remove it, and without any
harmful scouring.
Able authorities proved these
methods effective. Then a new-tytooth paste was created,
based on modern research. The
name is Pepsodent These two
great film combatants are embodied in it. Then dentists the
world over began to advise its
use.

Combats the film
One purpose is to combat film
on teeth that viscous film you
feeL It clings to teeth, enters
crevices and stays. It absorbs
stains, making the teeth look
dingy. Then it forms cloudy
coats. Tartar is based on film.
Film also holds food substance
which ferments and forms acids.
It holds the acids in contact with
the teeth to cause decay. Germs
breed by millions in it They,
with tartar, are the chief cause
of pyorrhea.
No ordinary tooth paste effectively combats film. So; under

MWSMSM
KES.U S.

The

tooth-protectin- g

agents. And everywhere this
means to people a new dental
era.

Came to millions in this way
Millions of people have gained
new charm through whiter, prettier teeth. You see them everywhere. The reason lies in a new
cleaning method. Careful people
of some fifty nations are using it
today.
Test this method if you do not '
know it People all about you
have pioved its importance. See
what it means to you.

nt

pe

Other factors

Men who smoke find that
tobacco particularly stains that
film. Such men see conspicuous
results. But most people's teeth,
of every age, are clouded more or
less.
Send the coupon for a
Tube. Note how clean the teeth
feel after using. Mark the absence of the viscous film,
ee
how teeth whiten as the
ts
disappear.
That test will give you new
ideas of what clean teeth mean.
You will want your family to
always have them, we believe.
Cut out the coupon now.
Elm-coa-

But Pepsodent brings other
effects which old ways did not
bring. It multiplies the alkalinity
of the saliva. That is there to
neutralize mouth acids, the cause
of tooth decay.

.

Watch the man

TEN-DA- Y

PAT. OFF.

bmMiMnn
Dentifrice
New-Da- y

TUBE FREE

-

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY.
1104 S. VI abash Ave.. Chicago.
Dept.
Mail
y
Tube of Pepsodent to
Ten-Da-

?ow advised by dentists the world over
All druggists supply the large tubes

ONLY ONE TUBE TO

A

FAMILY

-

Drawn from actual photograph of
' 'play-in- r
John Hamilton Rosenberg
on the hauls of tht famnut
Yukon River. '
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com-plain-
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l'hc-doll-

Thousands of Miles
from a Cow
CARMACKS,

in
John Hamilton Rosenberg has spent all of his
short life there and is as splendidly healthy as
any boy could be. "His cheeks are as red as
roses" and he is "a picture of health", for
Borden's Eagle Brand Milk has always been his
food.

-

...

Eagle Brand has been the standard Infant food
for three generations. Don't experiment with
your baby by giving him foods of which you are
doubtful. "Eagle Brand Milk has certainly been
a boon to mothers in such isolated districts as
this" says Mrs. Rosenberg. And thousands of
other mothers from all over the country agree
with her, for it has brought vigor and goodhealth
to thousands of children. Doctors recommend
it in stubborn feeding cases for it is very
easily digested.
Borden's Eagle Brand Milk is not a "prepared"
food at all. It is milk just pure milk and
the natural food when mother's milk fails. sugar,

t'he"borden company
New York

Borden Building

Maker also of Borden 's Evaporated Milk, Borden 't
Chocolate Malted Milk and Borden's Confectionery
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Union says
A., The
that all boundary questions between
Peru and Chile have been settled
except the Tacna-Arie- a
question.
Q. In giving a luncheon fur a
bride-elec- t,
where should sho and
her mother no seated? rica.se suggest u toast for the occasion. T. C To Produce Great Natural Nerve
A. The bride should be seated at
Strength, Yeast Should Be Iron
the right of the hostess; the bride's
ized and Not Merely Mixed
mother at her left. A toast to a
With Iron. There is
bride may be given either at the beOnly One Ironizcd
ginning of a luncheon or at the
Yea it in the
conclusion; such a toast as "Wo
drink to the bride may her love
World
story be that of a fairy tale thej
Now. Mr.' Man, tighten your fist
married and lived happily ever and clump your Jaws. Tighter. Now
still tighter. As tight as you can.
afterwards."
Notice how weak Is the tightest you
Q. What has it cost the govern, ca.n
Vitamines and Iron in your
ment to reclaim the arid land of tiociygo?
made It possible tor you to no
the west ? V. J. L.
mc.se two tilings, li you naa still
A. The Reclamation Service says
that $130,000,000 has been invested jSI,
in irrigation and 1,700,000 acres of
land reclaimed. The maintenance
of operation costs average below
$8 per acre.

taized Yeast

"

26 ARE INDICTED
CONSPIRACY

ON

Washington, Oct. 2. Samuel A.
Carlson, mayor of Jamestown, N.
Y.; Guy F. Allen, former acting
treasurer of the United States;
James B. Manfield, engineer and
others were indicted
twenty-fou- r
today by the federal grand Jury on
of
charges
conspiracy to commit an
offense against the United States
and of using the malls to defraud.
The charges grew out of the sale of
stock of Birmingham
Motors, a
common law trust of New York
state, by which it Is claimed persons were defrauded in different
cities. Alleged misrepresentations
as to the financial and other conditions of the business are set forth
in the Indictments.
VISIBLE SUPPLY OF GRAIX
New York, Oct. 2. The visible
supply of American grain shows
tho following changes: Wheat In
creased 2.000.000 bushels; corn In
creased 1,640,000 bushels; oats
decreased 1,224,000 bushels; rye
increased 1,161,000 bushelsj barley increased 175,000 bushels.
The first name given to the
Azores was Acores, and while the
date and name of the discoverer of
these islands is uncertain, it Is conceded the name was given because
of the great number of hawks flying; about. Aaore signifying hawk
.
n Portuguese,

Although we were closed
the first business day of
the month we are determined to make October a
1 All of our experience has
taught us that there is
only one way to do this.
J That Is with special
values. We'll have them
every day of the month.
i The National Garment
is
Company
peculiarly
situated to offer special
values in women's and
1

record-breake-

misses'

CHARGE

11
TE

Will

lionize Your flerves

Yukon is a long way from home.
like to risk bringing up your

the far, frozen north with the
inevitable handicap of climate and lack of variety
foods?

'

tled?

i
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That lie Takes Ironlzed leasts
more vitamines, Ironlzed, you could
your fist and your Jaws altighten
most as tight as a vise. Ironlzed
Yeast will enable you to do It, be
cause ironlzed yeast combines concentrated vitamines with natural organic Iron, in such strength that it
gives amazing power to nerves and
organs in half the usual time. It la
the most powerful reconstructive In
the world today for tired, exhausted
men and women. It Is not a mere
mixture of yeast and Iron, but ia
yeast ironlzed, which Is a substance
all by itself. . Give your nerves tho
natural
they lack.
They do not need stimulation, they
need natural rorce. ilere it is, ironlzed Yeast! This will give you great
blood power, great nerve power, an
avalanche of energy, brain clearness.
muscle, firmer (Inch, a clear
stronger
eye ana memory, ana you II smile
the smile of health and power. Ironlzed Yeast Is sold at all drug stores.
at 11.00 a package. Kaoh packag
contains so tablets, eacn tablet Is
sealed. They never lose their power,
M'f'd bv Ironlzed Yeast Co.. Atlanta.
oa, just try iu ft will prove iueu,
th

r.

ready-to-we-

ii

we can operate on a very
close margin. This again
reduces prices.
Come down today. Take
advantage of the special
values we've arranged to

Company
Meyer Osoff, Manager
403 V. Central,
.

-
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Lowest Priced
FULLY EQUIPPED

Roadster

$

'

525

f. o.b.

Flint, Mich.

Price subject to change without advance notice

The Chevrolet Roadster is a car
that can be used purely for business, purely for personal service, or
in an ideal combination of both.

It is intensely practical as a business
car. For salesmen it will serve
splendidly to multiply earning

power, making possible the covering
ofa much larger territory and
more
v
calls in a given time.

make October a banner
month.

National Garment

Tin

clhe

ar

millinery and sundries.
The first reason for this
is that we are connected
with a nation-wid- e
buying syndicate, with great
er buying power than
any individual store in
the country, regardless
of size.
9 Therefore, things cost us
less. Then, because we
have reduced overhead

3

"

It has the fine appearance that
carries prestige, which is another
point in its favor as a business car.
And then it is the cheapest in price
of any car in America, quality and
equipment considered.

t

And because it is the car of lowest
operating cost, it becomes the
cheapest in cost per year of service
of any car in the world.

THE COOPER MOTOR COMPANY
DISTRIBUTORS
PHONE

671--

519 West Central Avenue

7
,

tt
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CONVENT OR STAGE GIRLS CHOSE VEIL

BROWN IS FOUND
GUiLTY;

HIGGIflS

fillTHIli

W
t

1

Accused of Running
Gambling House Appeals;
Others to Be Tried Friday Afternoon.

iff

it

"

&

Mv!

CONTESTS

William Brown yesterday afternoon was found guilty of operating
a gambling game In the Swltzer
club on Central avenue, and wan
afined $30 by Police Judge George
VKoddy.
Brown, through his attor-'neW. C. Heacock, appealed to
the district court ana ms appeal
bond was fixed at $100.
The castes of Santos Garcia and
Joe Napoleon, accused of gambling
in a game conducted
by Brown,
were set for Friday afternoon at
4:30 o'clock. These men wre witnesses in the hearing yesterday and
denied having gambled. They eaid
played for chips given on the
' they and
club
paid for by the two low
men in each game.
Medad Higgins, who had pleaded
guilty to a gambling charge yesterBrown
day morning, testified in the several
had played
hearing that he on
Friday evening
games of pitch
when the place was raided by Police (Utptain O' Grady. He said the
games were played for money, and
when he
chips. Higgins said thatfinished
a
entered the place, he
s- -"
hand tnat naa ueen
Brown.
Brown testified that he Is one or
club.
the proprietors of the Switier
He said that gambling IB prohibited
allowed.
there and none has been
He denied having given up his hand
to Higgins on Friday night. onHea
said he had warned Higgins
against letting
previous occasion
money cross the table.
to havtestified
Captain O'Grady
on
ing seen Higgins throw a dollar the
the table on the night he raided
place. He said that when the place
was opened a few months ago, a
room had been provided
closed-of- f
for card playing, but on orden
from the police it had been thrown

'

T

Brings Injunction Proceedings Against City to Test
Constitutionality of Paving Assessment.

v:

I
1

v

4

-.&-

JVWi"
'
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test case for the purpose of
the constitutionality
determining
of the present method of making
assessments
has been begun
paving
in the district court by the City
Klectrio company against tho city
of Albuquerque and the city commissioners. A temporary injunction
restraining them from assessing the
cost of paving around the car
tracks on Coal avenue was signed
yesterday by Judge Harry P. Owen.
The injunction will interfere in no
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Miss Ellen Heaney, left, and her sister, Miss Margaret.
theatrical producers five years '
offices, will enter a convent at
The stage holds no charms for
and have refused several stage
at least two girls. The Misses
Ossining soon and devote the rest
offers. Both girls are noted for
of their live' to the sisterhood.
Ellen and Margaret Heuney. sectheir beauty.
The girls have been with thi
retaries in the Njw York Ehubert
"1

I
I

Theaters Today

I

BOY SHOWS

ELKS PLftY

"B" Theater Adolph Zukor presents "The Siren Call," with Dor-

ANGELS

othy Dalton, --(supported by David
Powell and Mitchell Iewls; also
presenting reels of "Pathe lteview"
and "Current Events" pictures.
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"Gets-It- "

for Corns
Li

re onstipati ion

9

this

Pharmacy
Adv.

Highland

Pharmacy.'

MINISTERS TO SEEK
RELIGIOUS TRAINING
FOR PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Lovely Healthy Skin

KeptSoByCuticura
'

Dally use of the Soap keeps the
frosh and clear, while touches
of the Ointment now and then pre- vent little akin troubles becoming
serious. Do not fail to include the
exquisitely scented Cutlcura Talcum
in your toilet preparations.
r

tiln

,,

Senile tern

rata Mill. Addneei "MianUt.

entente, DeeMtf .Melfea .Mmi," Bold every- nffi. noanuui. uinnnanmuMiBfk. Taumai.
DETTuticura Soap akavw without aaaa.

.i

HE'S

I

An effort to make arrangements
with the city schools whereby
students who so elect may be excused for religious training in their
be
own churches, will probably
made by the Ministerial alliance
week-day
re
of Albuquerque. The
ligious education movement may
efto
this
the
city through
spread
forts of the alliance if plans made
at a meeting yesterday are devel-- i
oped.
The plan is In operation in many
cities and towns of the country.
The children who wish to take the
courses Offered by the several
churches are excused during Bchool
hours for the special work, losing
nothing, however, of their regular
school instruction. It is probable
that an effort will be made to obtain this concession from school offi
cials in the city.
CAR IS RECOVERED.

Raton. N. M.. Oct. J. Bob and
Catherine Kramer, sought since
August 8th for the theft of a new
$2,400 sedan, were brought In by
from
Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh
Fresno, Calif. Unremitting effort
tireless
tty the sheriff's office, and
following of the trail of the Kramers by A. M. Van Dyke, owner of
the car, Is thus ended,

Reduce Your Fat

Without Dieting
ago the formula for fat reduc

LEARNED LESS

Turns in Alarm According
to Fire Prevention

Instructions;

Week

Schools

Hold Drills.
1b
The youth of Albuquerque
learning the lessons of Fire Prevention Week, which began yesterday. Early last night an alarm
was received, and the boy who
turned It in remained at the box
until tho fire department had arrived. He had heard Fire Chief
Robert Henderson explain at his
school yesterday that persons who
turn in alarms should remain at the
box to direct the firemen to the
exact location of the fire. The fire
was a burning flue in house at 620
South Arno street, and did no damage.
Yesterday the chief and several
firemen visited the schools and
gave a demonstration with the fire
fighting apparatus. The schools
held fire drills and emptied the
buildings in record time, as follows:
Library school, 67 seconds; Sec
ond ward school, 47 seconds; First
ward school, 64 seconds; Third
ward school, 47 seconds; Fourth
ward sehOolU minute and 21 sec
onds; Ccrtral school, 1 minr.te. The
Library school made its best record
on a second visit from the firemen.
The time occupied in the first drill
was 1 minuto and 3 seconds. St.
Vincents, 47 seconds.
The firemen will visit the high
school today.
At each school a talk Is given
by the chief on fire prevention. The
chief lays stress on the danger of
boys playing with matches, throwing of burning materials or hot
ashes near fences and buildings,
and describes the harm done by
sending in false alarms. He also
tells the proper way of sending in

alarms.

WHEN

A

BOILER

PLUG BLOWS OUT

TRAIN IS WRECKED: 4
PERSONS ARE INJURED

Years
tlon waa "diet" "eierclso." Tartay It ta
Chandler, Okla., Oct. 2. Four
'Take Marmola Prescription Tablet!.
one seriously,
persons were
Friends tell frlenda these frlenda tell when St. Louis-Sa-injured,
n
Francisco pasothera. They eat substantial food, live
aa they like and atlll reduce steadily and senger train number ten. en route
easily without coins through long slegea from Oklahoma City to St. Louis,
of tiresome exercise and starvation diet. was wrecked two miles west of
Marmola Prescription Tablets are sold here iate today.
by all druggists the world over at one
The injured:
dollar for a case, or If you prefer you
Douglas Jones, druggist, Tulsa,
can order direct from the Marmola Co.,
internal injuries, serious.
4612 Woodward Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Adv.
Ray Wilkes, mall clerk, cruised.
'

Society

forever 75 years has

I

relied upon Gouraud's
Oriental Oram to keep
the skin and complex-io- n
in perfect condition
through the stress of
the season's activities.

Stnd I5e.br
Trial Sim

FERO..T.

HOPKINS

new xuraui

It SON

-

hi
'N
--

UK

.7,

1

in each jar of

Resinol

RATON HIGHS LOSE
TO TRINIDAD
IN
OPENER, 14 TO 6

Only those who have tried It can
realize the comfort that Resinol
Ointment brings to sufferers from
skin trouble. Even in severe,
cases of eciema or other
hching disorders it promptly allays
the irritation and hastens the heal-

i

A

mi

ing.
It ti easy to amIf,-h- ai
us nnptasant
edor, and makes a moat vmlutbls
hoDAehoId treatment for cats, bunts,
chafing, etc,

S4d in twf tiut t) all drvctistt.

Martin,

aged

4

years,

and his sister, vera ncoecca iiar- --

years, died on Saturtin, aged
re- day and Sunday evenings, withspeotively. Their going was
The
in 24 hours of each other.
children were the son and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Mar- tin, who came here recently from
Their parents:
Memphis. Tenn.
believe they contracted the dis- ease before leaving their old
home.
The father suffered a long ill- r,oa frntn tvnhnid in Tennessee,
and shortly afterward the family
was in an auto accident when a
street car struck their machine.
The father suffered severe internal injuries, the mother's hip was
girl got a
broken, and the little came
here
broken ankle. They
to recuperate.
The two children will be burled
after a funeral service this morning at 9:30 o'clock from the Central Avenue Methodist church.
6

'

YOUR LAST OPPORTUNITY TO BUY BARGAINS.
SALE BEGINS

Mr. and Mrs. L. O. Anderson,
200 North Edith street, have
from an automobile trip to
El Paso and various points in
California.
They were gono four
months. The tourists they met on
their trip, Mr. Anderson said,
spoke highly of Albuquerque,in saythe
city
ing it was the nicest were
coune- onri thn nenuie
Many
ous and accommodating.
ths innrlnta uncording to Mr.
Anderson, said they were going to
AiDuqueiquo.arrange to locate m roaa
was enstretch of baa
A.......
.l r.iirh nf Helen. Mr. An- derson said. The road has been
plowed up, apparently,to oy i" ;
impass-road gang, and is next

Wash Tubs

Cedar Chests

MOTOR CAR TOURISTS

PRAISEALBUQUERQUE

You can save considerably if you buy
now.
$18.00 value

$10 75
$15.50
$19.75
diOQ HK
4.0. J
$29.75

Lt"
tr::ata.e
$35.00 value

for

6

ST.

ACTIVITY
SHOWN BY IRREGULAR
TROOPS IN IRELAND;

Rugs

INCREASED

$30.00 value

com-nan-

A loan of $45,000 secured by
stock belonging to Gage was made
to him on December 23, 1321, acthis
cording to the complaint. Of viosum, 95.000 was paid. Gage
lated'' the contract on which the
note was given, by failing
his new Cattle as required and by
shipping stock out of the state, it 1b
alleged.
d

package

THREE ARRESTED FOR
Chaves and Stephen Guevera will
be given a hearing at 3 o'clock this
afternoon before Justice of the
Peace Foltcarplo Sanchca on the
charge of assault upon Feliclano
Garcia and Eduardo Archibeque in
Barelas on Sunday evening. The
two victims are reported to be seriously injured as a result of the scclubbing given' them vby the three
men.

$3.00 value
for
$2.00 value

Enjoy
dee-lido-

us

tasty

Mndwiches

TbtrtanlDehda
package meats

fl

V.:.

ff'Z
&50.:a'.a.

$2.00 value

E

D

Cengcleum Hugs
WITHOUT BORDER
6x9, value $9.00,

QQ

9x12, $16.00 value,

These prices are without doubt the
lowest anywhere.
ill
IN SOLID MAHOGANY
An extra special,

price

$19.75

....

You pay $35 for this item elsewhere

Gas and Coal Comlinatsen

Ranges
ONE-HAL- F

....... $12.95 ?f:!.v
cost.

rtfT
rjiUO

69c
89c
$1.00
rtr
JL&dO

value $12.00,

Floor Lamps

are 25

a

Windcw Shades

VtJL

for
Just figure out for yourself the saving.
We also have a guaranteed line of
QUALINO, a new Floor
HKp
I 3L
Covering for

These prices

nrO

...$ 8.95

$12.50 value

CK

$1.85
$1.39

REGULAR PRICES

$62.50
$18.75 fo"0:00.'"?...........
$75.00
75
GUARANTEED
FOR
YEARS
10
$3

$50.00 value

'

liner if are
value
Q
$ JLO

Inlaid Linoleum

f.4r:0.i:'.u.8..

SANDWICH
SPREAD

.....89c

. .

for00.:"!::...

Linoleums

for

DELICIA

.

Genuine Geld Seal

Extra special
quality for
These are worth $2.00

Most people will remember the bar
gains we offered during our
May sale.
$30.00 value

tSluestrlpc

$20.00

for

Bath Rugs

Hugh M. Gage, for-

mer stockman of Eddy county, has
left the state and left behind him
an unpaid loan of 4u,uuu, tne live- v
stock and Agricultural Loan
has brought an attachment
suit In the district court to recover
the money.

Sale Price

Ui7t

for

COUNTY SUED FOR
$40,000 ON LOAN

Alleging that

$6.95
$9.75
....$17.75
22 75

?JMr!

rxp

no. i,

Sale Price
No. 2,
Sale Price

for
tj
Don't put off buying your DINNER-WARat these prices.

able.

Dublin, Oct. 2 (by the
elated Press). Irregular troops
are showing increased activity.
Small attacks by them have been
reported from various points. They
were repulsed by the irregulars at
the barracks at Mullingar and
Cavan this morning.
In the fighting at Mullingar
two republicans art, reported to
have been Kinea. at wvmi -iuui
than 70 irregulars made up- the
The main gate
attacking party. was
destroyed by
to the barracks
the explosion of a mine and then
the irregulars opened a heavy
on mo
fire from three directions casualnationals. There were no

II

TUESDAY, (TODAY) G6TQBER 3rd, AT 9 A.

,

Ray Hesser, Chandler, bruised.
Tlllie Thomas, negro, Ardmore,
Okla., collar hone broken.
Railroad officials were unable to
account for the wreck.
FIGHTING AT BARELAS
Florenclo Rodrlguea, Fascual

it M?V,

BROTHER AND SISTER,
OF SICK
CHILDREN
PARENTS, DIE HERE

Serious Accident Occurs to
A. Leal, Laborer at the
ties.
Santa Fe Roundhouse,
STOCKMAN OF EDDY
Last Night.
When a plug blew out of an
engine boiler on which he was
working last night about 10
o'clock, A. Leal, a laborer at the
Santa Fe roundhouse, was badly
The man
burned and scalded.
was thrown about 20 feet and received a severe shaking up in adHe
dition to his other injuries.
was taken to the Santa Fe hospital, where he received treatment.
The burns covered practically hiB
entire body, and his condition is
serious.
Leal, it was stated, has
no family.

The dove won't build In the cannon's mouth until something is provided to fill the other mouths.
Springfield- State Register.

blessed relief

Ar-tu-

Special to Ibe Journal
Raton
Raton, N. M., Oct. 2.
High failed to get the breaks and
lost Saturday to Trinidad High by
tho score of 14 to 6. For Trinidad
Overton was the star. Tho first
touchdown waa made In the first
quarter by Overton. Trinidad Intercepted a pass started by Raton and
ran for a touchdown, Trinidad
kicked goal.
The second touchdown was made
car track.
In the second quarter by Creeey,
The assessment against the com- Raton, a
straight plunge through
pany for the paving in question is the Trinidad
The half ending
said to be $1.430. SO which has not 7 to 6 in favorline.
of Trinidad. In the
yet been paid. The city, it is alleged, la threatening to fix 'a lien
against the property of the company for the anount.

Asso- -'

MAN IS SCALDED

American boxing champion, from
his scheduled bout tonight with
PatUing Murray, declaring that
the champion is suffering from,
chicken pox.

mere is

way with paving proceedings, it
wan assured.
The paving In question in the
suit is that between tho tracks
from Second to Third street on Coal
avenuo and for one foot on each
side of the tracks and for any other
paving on that street. A hearing
on the temporary injunction in set
for October 9 at 9 o'clock.
The complaint states that the
levy made by the city Is unconstitutional. Tho City Electric company claims that the paving Is of
no advantage to the car company,
that it makes additional expense,
and that the property owners
should pay for the center of tho
street as they do where there is no

Samuel

FIREMEN TAUGHT

.v.

Philadelphia, Oct. 2. Physicians
barred Pancho Villa, the new

-

A

PAnother man, Filemon Martinez,
LOVERS
who is wanted on a gambling
Crystal Opera House Vaudeville
charge, could not be found by the
. stunts, with songs, dancing, etc.. by
police yesterday.
a
artists.
company of high-claWill Shower Handsome and
Attnrnpv riaude Hutto appeared ,
for the city In the hearing yester-Valuable Presents on AThe
Theater
Goldwyn
Lyrio
day.
corporation presents "Come On
lbuquerque Couple, at the
Over," by Rupert Hughes, with
MAN. SEVERELY ILL
Colleen Moore as the leading star;
'
Ceremony Thursday.
also showing the usual added atAIDED BY SPECIAL
.
tractions.
Miss Nellie Conver andVohn H.
CHARITY FUNDS
Threehoff will be married at the'
Pastime Theater Big program Elks circus Thursday night in the
Through the use of money from today and tomorrow, Norma
circus tent after the main
some of the funds provided for the
will appear as the principal big
Both of the young
care of deserving cases, the Bureau star in "By Right of Purchase;" performance.
people have lived in .Albuquerque
of Charities yesterday was ablo to also "Fox News" pictures and since
childhood.
License,
aid a man who had reached the rattling good cartoons. Besides this and parson will be furnished ring
by
followcity in a serious conditionThe
the'lteuben
Night
program,
Ray's
Numerous
Elks.
the
presents will
man
ing a recent operation. Colorado at the Circus company" featuring be given, among them being a
had come here from
Master Ray, will also appear.
a
Brothers,
bed from Strong
t Springs, where he had been obliged
,$1, 000. life insurance policy from
removed
one
itn
have . of ins Kidneys
CROWD
DANCE
IN
BIG
"
ComVia
Life
Insurance
the National
whh ii l i ins
7f ,.a wnawu nirn
HALL SCENK, "THE SIREN
pany of the Southwest, a ton of
way to Arizona, where h had been
TUJ2J "B" coal from the
CALL"
AT
American
conGallup
his
told by physicians, that
Coal company, an electric iron
dition would improve.
emwere
Three hundred persons
from Exalted Ruler Arthur Pra-ge- r,
On arriving here the man was
the first month's house rent
and ployed in the big aance hall scenu
seized with hemorrhages,
Willat's Paramount pro- by Secretary Frank Stortz of the
could go no farmer, tie ran oui for Irvln "The
Elks lodge, the first supply of
of money. The Bureau of Chari- duction, seen at Siren"B"Call," which
the
theater to- groceries from the Hawkins groties gave him a bed for several will beThese
Dobesides
cery store, the wedding ring by
nights, and yesterday by the use day. Dalton, included,
plays the fea- Frank Mindlin, and a big surprise
of special funds, was able to send rothy role of awho
in
danee
hall
tured
girl
present by Rosenwald Brothers.
him on his way to his destination.
of revelry,
of
committee
The production
palace
He has a family In Iowa. Captain the Alaskan
Edward Brady. tho circus will give a clock, a
Powell,
Kichard Guest, In charge of the David
and
Lewis
Mitchell
other principals silver set, a chocolate set and a
bureau, said these extra funds,
One beaded
bag. Tho Albuquerque
which aro raised from time to and these groups of types: gamb-lers
time By charitable persons, often hundred and eighty miners, dance Floral company and the Ives
and prospectors; forty
will
furnish the
Greenhouses
are a uousenu to wormy pen
hall girls; fifty dance hall women; flowers.
pie.
waiters,
entertainors,
musicians,
Exalted Ruler Arthur Prager
and Secretary Frank Stortz will
Of 1,500.000 homes destroyed In bartenders and other habitues.
Duo
best men.
be
Poland during the war, about
LEAUXS THE IRISH BROGUE
000 have been rebuilt.
TO PLAY PART IN THE
ACCEPTS NOMINATION.
PICTURE, "COME ON OVER"
New York, Oct. 2. Dr. Royal'
S. Copeland, health commissioner
, One of the difficulties of playing
of (New York, tonight accepted
rtoles other than that of an English-speakin- g
for
the democratic nomination
character, is learning the United States senator. The keynaof
or
another
accent,
brogue
note of his message was the entionality. Colleen Moore, who plays
of federal authority
an Irish Miss in "Come On Over," croachment
was spared thia diffulty, because upon state's rights.
she herself is as Irish as the blarney stone. To be sure Miss Moore
docs not speak with a brogue, but
it took no time at all for her to reone of her
corn "caret" havo onlf vert to the charming
If
haired grandmother, ' with
maul yuur loeb uiuie iuiq huu ivuuv.. white
whom she lives.
The result of "Come On Over,"
Relieved Without the Use
which comes to the Lyric Theater
0 Laxatives
today was that Colleen's friends
were loath to see her lose the
is a lubricant not a
Nujol
after
the
Goldwyn comedy
brogue
medicine or laxative
so
was finished,
and were forever
cannot gripe.
pleading with her to "talk for
When you are constipated,
them," while she was making it.
not enough of Nature'
lubricating liquid is proNORMA TALMADGE IN
duced in the bowel to keep
'BY RIGHT PURCHASE" ANI
the food waste soft and
RAY'S CIRCUS PASTIME
moving. Doctors prescribe
in
stars
film
One of the greatest
Nujol because
the Pastime theater is Norma Tal
u act like
madge. She Is at the Pastime to
natural
day and tomorrow, starring in "By
lubricant and
Right Purchase." assisted by a list
thus replaces
For Instant, oomplete, of screen stars. Besides this pic
don't despair.
permanent relief Is guaranteed by the new ture, there will appear Reuben Ray
re. and his company. In the laugnabie
method, A few drops of "Gets-It- "
moves any old or new, haid or soft oorn stunts of "A Night at the Circus."
from any foot. It peels off In your The papers in the cities and towns
finirors.
Costs but a trifle overywhera. Reoom where Reuben has appeared speak
mended by all druggists, E. Lawrence in high praises of the entertainers
Hold In AlBuquer& Co.. Mfr.. Chlcaeo.
of his company, and say the Master
Pharmacy,
Briggs' Ray has no equal as an acrobat.
qua by Alvarado
and

Costs

LEI!

iur. vn,i

MiYSiCTAjrs

THE'

COURT
HOUSE

FOR PAVEMENTS

IS.

Man

if1

third quarter Raton tried an onsldo
kick and Overton, Trinidad, picked
up the ball and ran down the side
line for a touchdown.
Trinidad
kicked goal. Raton made the most
of
time
the
moei
yardage,
gnlng
through Hie Trinidad line for gains.
Trinidad only made their yardage
twice. Crecy, Higgins and Cap-ai- n
made good yardage gains
The Continental Illustrating com- for Odell
Katon. Tne Raton line men
pany of New tfork has filed suit were
good. Robinson at
against Abe Goodman of this city end didworking
excellent tackling.
for the collection of $156 alleged
to be due on advertising matter delivered to him.
A suit for the collection of $2,075
damages has been started- In the
district court by O. B. Van Cleave
against the Owenwood Distributing
company, a wholesale oil and gasoline firm for failure to comply
with the contract made between
them for the do'livery of supplies.
Marriage licenses have been is
sued to Raymond
Trauth and
Helen Rolley, both of AlbuquerLouis
que;
Grlegos and Emma
Perea, both of Los Griegos;
Gutierrez
and llenedita
Munel, both of Los Grlegos; John
Calhoun Boyd and Fern Nichol,
both of Albuquerque; Thomas M.
Wilkins and N. Camilla Jackson,
both of Albuquerque.

'AROUND

CITY ELECTRIC

-
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less than actual
.

If you don't believe these Ranges are
bargains, come in and see them

American Furniture
223 South Second Street.

Co.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL1
concern?
True, there was a time when "LET US SIT UPON THE GROUND
men had more leisure than they take to
KINGS."
themselves today, but we have yet to
men
a
those
had
learn that in
days
greater abundance either in social progress or human happiness than we have
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SUBSCRIPTION RATES
One month by carrier or mail
Three months
Months
Si
One Year

.
.

..J2.6II
. .$4.75
.

light-lig- ht,
$9.70Sp
10.00; packing sows, smooth, $7.65
(fr'8.50; packing sows, roug' , $7.15
7.75; killing pigs. $8.759.75.

Sheep Receipts m.uuu. rat na
tive lambs opening around 75c low
er than Friday; setters noiaing
back; early top, $13.75 to city
butchers; few good natives, $13.50
to packers; no fat westerns sold
early; feeder demand broad: several loads Montana feeders higher
t $14.75 to Michigan finishers;
sheep around steady; choice Mon
tana feeding yearling wctners,

ROOT

j

should not be a peace loving community.
is endowed with natural advantages
such as few other cities can claim. Our
growth has been a normal and healthy
one. But who will say that that growth
has not been limited by a total lack of
on Do part
initiative and
of the men who hold the destiny of our
divided incity in their hands? We are
and divergent
to quarreling factions
interests, each with a separate aim. Yet
none is achieving a common end. We
are a house divided.
If it were possible to measure it, it
would be found that in Albuquerque
there is as much average intelligence and
ability and human nature as prevails anywhere else. But can we point to a
single purpose which has the combined
support and good will of all our peo-It
ple? The reason is not far to seek.
is to be found in public places, in meet
ing halls, in the market and even in the
home. And strangest of all, these clans
men who devote most of their time to
stirrins uo strife among their fellow
they
men, who are not happy unless
keet) the caldron of hatred seething, are
by no means the men of least ability in
ineir lmenuons may
the community.
b unquestionable, but their meth )ds
are vicious. Their avowed purpose is
to destroy any man who does not agree
with them.
Were it not far better for all if, instead of breeding hatred and discord,
these men subordinated their selfish
ends to the common good; if they united
to cast out whatever is wrong, to promote whatever is right? Honest difference of opinion there must be and can
be made productive of much that is
But a city will rise no higher
good.
than the stature of its men. If one half
the time and energy that is now given
to tearing down were given to constructive effort, most of our problems would
be solved and Albuquerque would advance by leaps and bounds.

An old lady has succeeded In raising and canning
a pickle, a foot in length. What a super stomcah
actio one of those pickles must pack.

New Brouglinm Sweeps Clean.
There was once a handsome new brougham,
Which was owned by a young anob named
Grouham.
Folks he would never greet,
Or pick up In the street,
For he said his car had no spare rougham.
The college boys are getting down to hard work.
Three expelled for a drinking party and twelve
under suspicion of hazing a freshie and putting him
in the hospital.
It's hard work getting an education.

Doc West says the skin lubricates itself And so
does the tongue, we have noticed.

nosier.

$9.35it)9.90: packing sows steady
weak; mostly $7.65 to 8.00; few at
HOBBS QUALITY, CARS
$8.25; stock pigs around 10c tower;
mostlv J9.40ffi9.60: few light na A LARGE STOCK to choose from at all
v.tua.
'
will DHUBiy 1
uciiriiiDunuii
tive. $9.75.
MOTOR CO., phone 434. I
KhBPT,
Recelnts 14.UUU. Hum 01 you. HOBBS
West
Central.
rim still back: early sales lambers
around 25c lower; westerns, liJ.it; FOR SAli3 Used PutfKe Brothers' renew K
nntivos lnxrelv Ill.i B 16.UU. sneep
ed Sod an, wire wheels, In flna condisteady; fat ewes mostly $5.506.00. tion; Dodge Brothers' touring', also a
roadster; Cadillac touring, '19 model;
Ford light truck. Ome In and see them,
phon 7S3. J. Korber & C. Dodge
Denver, Oct. 2. Cattle Receipts or
Hrothora 'Dealers.
7,200. Market steady to 10c lower;
and
beet steers. $6.25ro)7.75; cows
DRESSMAKING
3 sofffiS.OO:
calves. $6.00
,)fo,- SKkWM!
uy day, $2, or ut home,
st"cker1
t2.B0(fi3.50;
hulls
0,0c.
Studebaker Corporation ....127
and feeders, $5.00 7.40.
- Dressmaking.
WANTEDWork guarMarket
Texas Co
474
Receipts 600.
Hogs
500 North- Fifth.
anteed. S.
closed
After-DinnTricks
B8V4 opened 10 to loc higher
Tobacco Products
WiKSSMAKINO dn, prices right;
149
Union Pacific
steady; top, $10.35; bulk, $9.25
isfactlon guaranteed.
West Lead.
102
United States Steel
Market
dressmaking, wurtf guar.
66 14 1Cs2)cpRBceip1ts 27.000.
Utah Copper
anteed. 218 Sotith Walter, phi)ne1flB7-J(hi
25 to 60O lower. Lambs, $12.00
iTEM STITCHING andIeat"ing.
Phona
ewes, $4,000)5.25; feeder
13.00;
5S1-Foreign
room 9 Moilnl building. Myrtle
New York, Oct. 2. Foreign ex- - lambs, $12.0012.75.
Pie vert.
Great Britain
chanee. Irregular.
TREATING, aocordiun, side and box;
y
E
mail orders, N. Crane, 215 North
demand, $4.39 : cables, $4.39;
Seventh. Crane Apartments, phone 3U
on
$4.37. France
bills
banks,
J two Z.
Vz.
7.57
WANTED
Italy
demand, 7.57; cables,
price reasonE
Miss
7
able; satisfaction
demand. 4.26: cables, 4.26Vi. Bel
guaranteed.
ClUcago.- Paulln Vorbacb, phona 4S7. 420 West
TWO"
FPU
Chicago, Oct. 2. Butter steady. Gold.
fe. glum demand, 7.10; cables, 7.104.
'
cables, Creamery extras, 42c; nrsts,
Germany
Holland demand. 38.69; 37c; extra firsts. ?34lc; seconds, HEMSTITCHING done promptly In the
.05
111best possible manner, prices reasonable.
5
38V4C
demand
cables, 38.74.
Norway
117 Gold avenue, phune
3233c; standard,
Singer
17.15. Sweden demand, 26.35. DenMarket unchanged. Re- Sewing Machine
Company.
mark demand, 20. 3S. Switzerland ceipts 6,956 cases. Firsts. 2835c;
18.65.
CARPENTERING
demand,
Spain demand ordinary firsts, 25 26c;
15.14. Greece demand, 2.80. Poland Janeous, 27 28c; refrigerator firsts, FOil ODD JOBS and contract work, cail
F1&2.
167D-demand, .01U.
Alive. Market lower. PAINTING, paper hanging and kalsom-Inindemand, 3.12. Argentine demand, 2jpaultry
roostfree estimates. Phone 1972-Ho. 1 A Square by Moving One Matcl 35.50. Brazil demand, 11. 5. Mon
Fowls, 14 23c; springs. 1'Jc;
treal, 100
PAlNXI.NU
ers, 13c.
Paper hanging and kalbom-InlnHere Is a clevrr little puzzle which
Resteady.
Market
U W.
all work guaranteed.
Potatoes
practically unknown and wtolch will taj
United States Owens. MS South Edith,
New York Money.
plrone 1344-J- .
ceipts 117 cars; total
me brains ana mfenuity oi every om.
sand
Minnesota
2.
Oct.
Call
New
SEK US for carpenter work; remodeling
money
shipments, 1,437.
cwt :.;
Arrange fonr matches as shown ill Firm. York,
and repairing; day or contraot. Call
High, 5 per cent; low, 44 land Ohio?, bulk 75 85c bulk.
or 215 South Edith. Rot-hrig. 1, forming a cross.
4
Ohios,
phone lor,s-River
Red
cent;
rate,
cent;
Minnesota
per
per
ruling
The problem is to move one mate)
& Hatch.
round
bulk
5 to 5 4 per cent.
cwt.- Wisconsin
90c
80
closing,
sida
matches
form
the
make
the
ind
I WANT you to Investigate my low prlnes
Call loans apainst acceptances, whites, 80 90c cwt.
tf a perfect square.
on any kind of a building proposition
per cent. Time loans, 61)4 and
The solution is shown In Fig. 2. Thi i
you have In view, A. U. Palmer. Bunga4'A to 4
90
Kansas City.
per cent; and
low Builder, Bot 41, city. Phone 1758-Mariquare is quite perfect, even though lb six days,
C
2
Eggs
Kansas City. Oct.
months, 4 to per cent.
Mot
lize is smaller than expected.
KEw'wORK or alterations; alt work
Trime commercial paper, 4',i to ket lc higher. Firsts, 32c.
natch four.
guaranteed; estimates free; will maka
4 Vi per cent.
lc
higher, 4lc. very
Hutter Creamery
close figure on a Job In highlands
CopvriQhl H PvWa Ltdgir Ooeseami
22c.
E. B. John
or
unchanged.
heights. Phone 1755-Packing
Market 'unchanged. son, 6 til John.
Liberty Bonds.
Poultry
20c;
13
2.
Broilers,
New York, Oct.
Liberty
018c;
Hens,
FOR RENT Storeroom
bonds closed: ZV2s. $100.70: first springs, 16c.
4 Vis, $100.02;
fOH KE.ST Building at 412 West Copsecond 4 'is, $99.74;
per; suitable tor garage. Inquire U. E.
New York Metals.
third 4'4s. $99.82; fourth 41,4 s,
Sherman, at Kiret Savings Bank and
Copper
$100.04;
New York, Oct. 2.
Victory
(uncalled),
Trust
phone S.
$100.48;
Victory
(called), Market dull. Electrolytic, spot and WILL, Company,
arrange to suit tenant a 2DlluO
$100.14.
By the Associated I'ress.
futures, 14c.
foot brick building; good condition:
Tin Firm. Spot and futures,
Santa Fa
reasonable,
3

er

sat-4-

What a Jolt the wicked Turk most likely would
have felt, If the Greeks had only ordered out the
Alpha Damma Delt. Or if they'd only haieMed him
a Jablet In the eye, from the mailed fist of the
mighty host of Ate Abita Pie. A flank attack that
naJe him up and go, could
uli
have been delivered by the Omega Rho.

FIRST-CLAS- S
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We're out to help the Lobos
Make D. U. look like hoboes.
If cheers will do- the trick we'll win, you bet.

But thosejuieky

would-b- e

preachers.

Are football playing creatures,
So you Lobos better work their goats to get.
With the Elks circus. Bill Bryan, a vaudeville
show, a democratlo county convention, republican
primaries, a paving hearing, and a church convention going on here this week there will be no rest
either for the righteous or the wicked.
An earthquake was reported yesterday In the
west central part of New Mexico. Must have been
the beginning of the republican landslide.

V

Lee
Papo

-

A

hot

Booid

t

Fred Fetrnots 3 Ixcapes.
A Play
Fred Fcernot, I cant lxplane it,
but I have a feeling as if some
enemy was plotting agenst my lite.
I better be carefill today.
Miyterious looking man. Youre
a nice looking boy, wont you have
a peece of this candy free of
home made.
charge? Its garanteed
Fred Feernot. 1 lont mind if I
do. perviiling I see you eat a hunk
ferst.

pemp

Years

nt

f

J

;

t

lurks

rr

In the list of what may be called the
TODAY'S BIEST THOUGHT
chief characteristics' of our present era
may be found the assertion that this is
an age when nobody has any time. On
Strike with hand of fire, O weird musician, thy
this point practically all the observers harp strung with Apollo's golden hair; fill the
and critics of our social order are vast cathedral aisles with music eweet and dim, deft
toucher of the organ keys; blow, bugler, blow, until
agreed.
touch and kiss the moonlit
They draw their proof for this asser-h!- - thy silver notes do the
lovers wandering 'mid the
charm
and
waves,
of
from the
speed
hills.
But
know,
your aweetest strains
half-hoA
of transportation.
of means
all, compared with childhood'! happy
reduction in the time it takes to go are discords
the laugh that filla the eyea with light and
from Chicago to New York; a mile laugh
heart with J.oy. O rippling river of laughter,
every
added to the record of the number per thou art the blessed boundary between the beasts
hour in airplane travel; a half hour and men, and every wayward wave of thine doth
trip these drown some fretful fiend of care. O Laughter,
gained, in a
are events our hurrying age greets with
daughter of Joy. there are dimples
to
no
time
have
cheeks to catch and hold and glorify
in
We
dally..
enough
thy
joy.
Thus runs the lament of the critics. all the tears of grief.
KOBERT G. LNQEKSOLL.
But is it indeed a matter of such grave
--

ur

trans-Atlant-

OH TUADE
or 124-touring car. Phune SS8-EXI'KKT KAMATOK HEPAIRLNU.
O.
K. Sheet Metnl Works. 217 N. Tlllrfl.
DON'T Buy that car until you e mjr
roaditer. 617 :. 'est Central. C. B,
HALti

.ri

Mlsterlous looking man. Ceraes!
Fred Feernot. Ha ha I got rid
of him all rite, I gess I know poisoned candy wen I see it.
Mlsterious looking lady. Wat a
sweet little boy. 1 beleeve 111 do
A
Twcnifty
you a favor and lecve you smell
these flowrs.
WHERE DID THEY GET THE GUNS
With plezzure,
Fred Feernot.
pervlding I see you smell them
did
It snowed last night and was cold, but that
That the Turkish nationalist forces not prevent the democrats from holding a caucus ferst.
Mlsterlous looking lady. Baffled'.
under Mustapha Kemal are well armed and deciding to nominate a county ticket. Messrs. Fred Feernot. Ha ha there goes
to Hindi
to anyone who has fol- O. N. Marron, J. W. Records and Judge Trimble another one. Im not going
is
poisoned smells If I can help it.
lowed the conflict between Turkey and were appointed a committee to name 15 delegates enyMlsterlous
looking boy: Hay
The question which naturally to the territorial convention. The following dele fello, I wonder wats in thia little
Greece.
were named: I S. Trimble. P. F. McCanna, box. Open it and see, will you, I
gates
arises concerning the Greek catastrophe A. B.
McMIllen, Samuel Neustadt, Horton Moore, got a cramp in my fingers from
is how did the Turks get the equipment
E. V. Chaves, H. B. Fergusson, Summers Burkhart, playing marbles in tho rain. own
Fred Feernot. Open your
with which to fight a modern European Pat
Murphy, Leonardo Hunlck, J. W. Records, C.
machine, ynu poor simp.
army? They have been more or less E. Burg, J. II. McCutcheon,- J. "W. Adams, O. N. infernal
Misteriiius looking boy. Foiled!
cut off from world trade and their manu Marron.
cernot. Fred, come rite
Mrs.
In, eupplr's reddy.
factures are limited.
Hcers ware I
Fred Feernot.
Members of the National Wholesale Druggists axuilly eat!
Anatolia, of which Smyrna is the
The End.
outlet, had an unprecedented har association of America, 150 strong, stopped here a
vest, much more grain than the Turks half hour .last night on the way to California where
could use. Russia needed grain and has the annual convention will be held next week. The
A LITTLE LAUGHTER
the gold with which to buy it. But one druggists were met at the station by the six repreand
business
of
sentatives
the
Albuquerque,
drug
harvest, however prolific, could not have were taken
through the curio rooms, the Alvarado,
Its Way.
furnished the means with which to buy and on
to the train each was presented
"How is tho world treating you
returning
arms to tight a modern war, even a com with a basket of New
wo asked.
these
days?"
Mexico fruit. On each basket
seldom," Badly replied the
paratively small war and the bolshevists was a tiny Mexican hat and a card bearing the man"Very
the rosy huo of whose nose
need whatever war supplies they may names of the Albuquerque druggists.
waa gradually fading out. Kansas
have.
It is pertinent, therefore, to in
City Star.
Miss Laura Armijo has entered the race for
quire where the lurks found those arms.
The allies, Britain, France and Italy ali queen of the fair. When the polla closed last night
Safety First.
Pugilist "I'd rather not take
have stores of armaments.
Britain s Miss Tancey was leading Miss Walton by a
gas."
.
Eastern policy depends on upholding
Dentist "I daresay! Hut 1 won 1
risk
attending you without."
Greece.
has
herself
stric
kept
Italy
Western Christian Advocate
In
the
Fierro
been
who
has
P.
mining
Strumquist
from
Of
free
the allies, France
intrigue.
alone has an understanding with the district for over a year, has returned to his home
Crude Stuff.
Turkish nationalists, an alliance which in this city.
Dear M'S. McGowan across the
was denounced by Lord Curzon the very
on
the
Wallace Hesselden began work yesterday
hall was speaking of the troutJle
day Briand sailed from the United foundations of the handsome residence that Judge she's been having with her car.
everybody has trouble lateStates. France today is urgi. g the right Crawford is building at the corner of Eleventh and "But
ly," she said; "and it's nothing in
to a new foothold in Tijeras.
of the
the world but them using these raw
materials at the factories." Motor
Europe and intimates that, on such an
Mrs. Minnie Miller of 601 South Arno street. Is Life.
issue, she is willing to oppose
the new appointee to the office of supreme deputy
European allies.
your
SlleJohnnio, I hear that
The Greeks got their guns from the commander of the Ladies of the Maccabees of the brother
has the measles. When are
you going to get them?
British; were the Turks armed by World.
Johnnie When he's through
France: Ana is this the Leacue of Na
Pitt
M. Kent yesterday sold for Peter Brodie to 3. with them, I suppose.
F.
tions of which the Unfed States was to S.
desirable lots on 'North Second
four
Wllkerson,
become a part?
street.
First Pup Why are you run
,
ning?
THAT'S WHAT COUNTS.
Same I'm fleelnc.
Second
Washington and Jefferson Wag

ever-increasi- ng

AUTOMOBILES.
Folt

513-1- 5

So kldlets whose dads burned the midnight oil
are busily engaged In burning the 2 a. m. gasoline.

2

self-evide-

between the hick and the "hie."
Columbia Record.

FOK SALE
5
Butck. Jiiul
Light
ora touring, Ford cou pe. $4U0.
11V
vvest uolrt.
b'OH SA.LU Hudson Super Six,
speedster; excellent condition;
terms. Phone 6lfl.
$12.00.
FOU SALE Ult TKAD.E On lotTa Ma?
well loullng car. in Rood condition.
1624 South Edith, phone 3123-KaiiMts City.
Kansas City, Oct. 2 (U. S. Bureau
"Ort .SAl.t; Ford roadsteT body with
of Agriculture). Cattle Receipts
windshield, priced right If sold at
Fed steers, $10.40011.25. once. 314 East Santa, Fe, phone 1923-42,000.
Market looks steady; no trade on FOR SALE Ford ton truck. 1921, In A- -l
mechanical condition, (261); cash. 1017
other grade steers with bids lower; Ford
roadster, cheap. 407 West Copper.
nlaiii to eood vealers. $6.00?7.60;
calves mostly 50c lower; most veal- - SAVE 60 to 7C per cent on used parts,
difcrs. 19. 50010.00: few Jio.&u; an etc.; full stock tor over twenty-fiv- s
other classes slow, weak to 25c low ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., 811 West
few
er; most cows $:!.75D.Z5;
TAKE good touring car on my
above $6.00; most grass heifers, WILL
four-roonew
house, in
canners.
most
$2.8;f
$4.505.50;
University
Heights. Inquire 116 West
2.50: cutters largely S3 .00 3.25 ; Silver .
most bulls. $3.25 Sjj 4.00.
FUU HALE Ford touring,
Ford
100;
Hoes Keee nts 10,000. JlarKet
110;
Ford touring, starter,
touring.
Ford
J300;
deto
10c
terms
lower:
If
truck,
steady;
$176;
light
mostly
steady
9)7 West Mountain road,
Hun- -'
shipper top, $10.00; packer 4 top, sired.
ter
Garage.
to
$10.00 for part of a load;
160-poubutchers, $9.45rd)9.80; FOR A GOOD used ear corn and
170 to
butchers, mostly
what we have and those we have listed
$9.609.90; bulk 240 to of
for sale. Oden Bulck Company, Fifth and
sales, Qold, phone K00.
butchers, $9,200)9.80; bulk
to

i

1

Recent primaries reveal that the
country i9 still more or less ' dry"
while the cities are "wet"; or, in
other words, that the battle is still

$9.9010.35;

ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Journal reserves the right to reject any
deem improper.
advertising matter that it may cards
of thanks, res
Calls for society meetings,
,
cnurcn
sociaia.
olutions, society and
meetings (except Sunday,
tices, calls for churchconsidered
ae advertising and
DGJG OUT BY
church programs) are
rates.
will be charged for at regular advertising
MEMBER OF THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
eni ea 10
The Associated Press is ofexclusively
This fellow "Battling Psyche" seems to be knockall news credited to
the use. for
and also ing them cold about si fast as the ancient Greek
in
It or not otherwise creditedherein.this paper
lady, but he's a long way from being a goddess of
the local news published
beauty.
1922
ctber 3.
TUESDAY
The man who walks and wears blisters on his
HOLD UP THE MIRROR
heels is not going to waste much sympathy on the
fellow suffering from the slight pain In the second
There is no reason why Albuquerque toe, known as "motor foot."
i.-iun-

exit
variety and Is demanding an
cellont price. Local buyers ani'.w
representatives or outer couon
buyers are bidding Hgainst each
other for the possession of tho
crop which is being ginned.

300-pou-

It is a serious question whether these
widely advertised courses for increasing
the vocabulary are not just as expensive
in the end as taking up golf.

.$11.1111

to killers at $6.50; better grades
beef cows and heifers and canners
about rteady; bulls, stockers and
feeders steady to weak; bidding unevenly lower on veal calves; bulk
bulk
bologna bulls, $4.00(9)4.25;
butcher she stock, $4.25 7.00.
deFew
35.000.
Hogs Receipts
sirable kind around steady with
Saturday's average; others weak to
avlower; bulk 180 to
erages, $10.2510.35; top, $10.45
one load; bulk 140 to
averages $9.9010.20;
good and
choice 250 to
butchers.
bulk
packing bows,
$10.0010.25;
$7.758.50; piBS mostly $8.50
9.50; few, $9.75; heavy, $8. 90
10.20; medium, $9.9010.40; light,
240-pou-

BY THE WAY

85C
.

Sc. 2.

can not deny we are in a hurry,
compared to more leisurely perhistory it is not to be denied that
things done. And after all that
is what counts.

879.

3

Richard II, Act ill,

We
but as
iods in
we get

matter at the nosloffice
and entry in Santa Fe, N.

of Albuquerque, N. M.,
M.( pending under act of Congress

TELL SAD STORIES OF THE DEATH OF

today.

.310 West Gold Ave.
66 and m

Office
Telephones

Entered aa

TCditor

Managing

AND

October 3, 1922

N

vine-cla- d

ic

rose-lippe-

d

Jag.

Native Constable llieks caught
a desperato criminal last night.
Stranger How do you know he
was desperate?
Native V. all, he wouldn'ta been
ramsackin' around in ol' maid
Hanson's house if he hadn'ta been.

Judge.

-

Friend What Is your buby going
to be when he grows up?
Financier A blackmailer, I'm
g
afraid. We have to Rive him
every little while to keep him
quiet. BoBton Transcript.
nome-thln-

"Where in your manner?"
"She had to etny in bed'."
"Why, is she ill?"
'No, she must keep to her bed;
because, If she leaven it. father will
occupy it." Der nrummer

PRODUCE

Lr

S,

.05:

7S7--

Czecho-Slovak-

The Markets

ia

4s
4s

FINANCIAL

GRAIN

Wall Street.
New York, Oct. 2. A sharp advance in prices took place in today's stock market on receipt of
news that the British and Turkis'-- i
commanders in the Near East had
agreed to meet at a truce conference tomorrow. Professional short
interests who had sold stock freely
lost week on the disquieting foreign
dispRtches has tended to cover and
their demands, coupled with those
of traders who had kept out of the
market until the war clouds apparently had passed, resulted In most
active Issues registering gains of
from one to nearly four points.
Tho advances were spread over
most of the list, hut the largest
yains wef"e recorded in the stee'i,
and oils. Railroad
equipments
stocks appeared to have shaken off
the dampening Influence of poor
August earning statements, Canadian Pacific heading the list with a
gain of 2
points. SeveraJ others
moved up a point or more. Sugar
shares made a good response to the
advance in prices for the refined
product, American climbing
with smaller gains being noted in
n
and Cuba. Cane.
The Jewish holiday accounted
in part for the lighter volume of
business, total sales aggregating
725,000 shares.
Call money opened ut 3
per
cent and advanced to five, where it
held until closing. Foreign ex
change rates strengthened In tone
in response to the more favorable
Near Eastern news.
Closihg prices:
American Beet Sugar
,. 4 4
American Can
58?;
American Smelting & Ref'g..
American StmiRtra Tobacco. . 3
American T. & T
K'l's
19
American Zinc
Anaconda Copper
B2',i
nicmson
im 74
i
oc
ii i ii vi c
JIIIU
r1
73
tipinienem Hieei "ts
Hutte and Superior
83 H
BU
i:aiirornJa retroieum

Chicago Board of Trade.
Wheat prices
Chicago, uct. 2.
fell today as a result of stoppage ot
warlike moves at the Dardanelles.
The market closet easy, 1 to 114c
net lower, with December $1.04Vj
to 1.04; and May $1.07 1.07 .
Corn gained
to Tic, oats finished
VAc off to
to He up, and provisions unchanged to 7c higher.
There wns something of a selling stampede in the wheat market
as soon as business began, news at
hand from Constantinople showing
a nearly complete reversal from the
threatening outlook f'aturday as to
peace. After values had dropped
about two cents a bushel, however,
it became apparent that good sized
buying orders were Waiting around
$1.04 for the December delivery.
As this was the third time 'within
a wek that similar support for the
market had unfolded at the same
level, the rush to sell was soon
curbed, and a moderate reaction
ensued. Throughout the remainder
of tho day, there was an evident
tendency to go slow pending furih-- r
developments regarding possibilities of war. Bullish estimates of
the 1922 yield of corn were chiefly
responsible for the strength displayed by corn nnd oats.
Scarcity of offerings gave an upward slant to the provision mnrket.
Closing prices:
Wheat
Dec, $1.0414; May,
$1.07.
Corn Dec, K9c; Mav, 62c.
Oats Dec, 3714c; May,
Dard Oct., $11.17; Jan., $9.16.
Itlbs Oct., $10.37.

$33.0033.12.
Iron Steady; No.
No.
$34.0035.00;
33.00;
$32.00
$25.0018)27.00.

No.

1
2

2

northern,
northern,

shops;
opposite
terms. See or write L. Heym&n, 10'J
North First, Albuquerque. N. M.

WELL CONTRACTOR

southern,

DKU.Lb. driven and repaired;
Kirm. Spot. $6.35 6.50.
Wolking.
pumps, tanks, towers. J. F,
.
St. Louis spot 4?3 West Marble, phone
and nearby delivery. $6.80 6.80.
FOR RENTOffice Koom
Antimony Spot, $7.00.
suit ltKNr Otic rooms, Central ave
Foreign bar silver, 6 9 lie
nue, above Matsnn's Book 6tore,
Mexican dollars, 62 Tfec.
anu Company, Auto Department.
Cotton.
York
New
RLN I
FOR
Miscel!neou
New York, Oct. 2. Cotton fu- .NlEVV K'EMtNUTON
and Winchester
tures closed easy. Dec, -,$20.31;
120 West
to rent. The
WblLLti

j.ead

ZincFirm. East

1452-W-

sliot-gu-

$20.33; Tarch,
20 35: Julv. J20.22.

Jan.,

Snot

eoton

$20.49-

quiet.

May,

Middling,

$20.45.

REPUBLICANS HOLD
A RALLY AT ARTESIA
to The Journal
Artesia, N. M Oct. 2. The reSpecial

Exchange,

r.oid.

tD

WAN I
House
WANTED Small house, with enclosed
for
yard,
day nursery: best of care assured ; references furnished. P. O. box 36.
FOR

SALE

FOR
SALE
fryers. J.

Poultry-Egg- s

Milk-fe-

V.

d

Swift, phone

PROFESSIONAL

1920--

CARDS

publican rally and speaking at the
Elrose auditorium last week was WILSON AMDAllllKMilB.
WILSON.
attended by several hundred perAttorneys.
sons, Including many wdmen. The Rooms It, 17 and 19 Cromwell Building.
Phone 11f3-interest In the meeting was nign,
of
on account of the presence
PIIYMICIANS
AM) hi KtiKONSJ.
candi
.ludire Stephen B. Davis, Jr..
UB. 8. L. H IK TON,
date for United States senator. He
Diseases of the Btomneh
addressed the audience concerning
Suite 9, Bnrnett Bulldlnf
the national issues, which ore of 1IH. MR(.AKBT f AltTU lilGHT,
unusual value and interest to the
itesmence 1133 East central
New Mexico people. Judire Davis
Phone 671.
has entered the race, having A. A. UK. S. MADLR HT'.EKl.S.
Ostennuthlo l'hvslclan.
Jones, present senator from New
or J02S-- J ,
Cltliens Bank Bldg. Ph.- 881-Mexico, as his political rival.
UK.
8.
unnea
V.
etates
Nestor ftionioya,
CLARKE,
Ear, Note and Throat.
from New Mexico,
congressman
Phone Iff.
Barnett Building.
xpoke In behalf of Mrs. Adellna
Office Houre
candidate for United
to 11 a. m. and I to f n. ta.
t
States representative.
Omaha.
Dr. Austin D. Crile, of Roswell,
W. M. SHERIDAN, M. D.
Omaha, Oet. 2. Wheat No.
and personal friend of C. I Hill,
Practice limited to
8
2
1.05
No.
;
$1.00
rehard,
candidate for governor on the
mixed,
URINAHI DISEASE
GEN1TO
1.04.
ticket,
concerning
publican
spoke
SKIM
ANU
DISEASES
Corn No. 2 white, 68er No.
the gubernatorial candidate. The tVaasemian LaboratoryOF InTHE
Connection.
mixed, 574 4?' 58c.
stated the qualifications of Citizens Bank Bldg. Phono 88.
speaker
Oats No. 2 white 38c; No.
the man for this office.
white, 3737!4c.
Attorney S. E. Ferree. local
F. C. BAKES, M. D.
chairman, presided at the meeting Disease of the Ere. Glasses Fitted
Kansas City.
Introduced the speakers. The
and
Office removed to 114 N. SecKansas City, Oct. 2. Cash wheat Artesia band gave a concert on the
ond st. Ground floor. Phone Hi,
No. 2 hard, $1.031.11; No. 3 red, street,
145
fanadlnn Pacific
preceding tho rally.
1.121.13.
41
Central
nther
CHIROPRACTORS
Corn No. 3 white, CO ',4c; No.
72 '4
Chesapeake & Ohio
ARTESIA COTTON GIN
V. CABMEN.
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul.... .11 14, yellow, 62e.
1'hlroprnetlr.
Hay Mnrket tlcndy t. $1.50
Chlno Copper
28
IS NOW ENGAGED IN
19 and SO ArmUo Bulldlne.
higher; No. 1 timothy, $U.00
Colorado Fuel & Iron
,3
a
1
Albgqoeniue-BanrCROP
No.
r T e
HANDLING 1922
prnlrio, $12.0012.50;
Crucible Steel
84 hi 16.50;
' DAILY arAtiD
choice alfalfa, $22.60 23.00; clovCuba Cane Sugar
J4
To
Taos
(Read Down)
Krie
Speelal to The Journal
154 er, mixed light, $14.50 15.60.
Leave
:0 a. as.
Artesia. N. M.. Oct. 2. The Ar
11:10 am.
Great Northern pfd
92
Arrive
In
1J:S0 u. m.
Lease
tesia ginnery is actively engaged
39 ii
Inspiration Copper
13:10 n. m.
Leare
. B8
Int. Mer. Marine pfd
handling the 1922 cotton crop in
11:0 J
Arrive
p.m.
Kennecott Copper
. 34
this section of the Pecos valley. An
To
AUonsjoerqne
(Head
Dp)
re
'will
be
Mexican Petroleum
179
crop
unusually
large
Arrive. . 7:o p. m.
(liicngo.
Albuquerque
Miami Copper
.ueave... 4:00 p. ra.
Santa Fe...
28
Chicago, Oct. 2 (U. S. Depart ceivert in all portions of the val
Bante Pe ...
Arrive.. .11:46 p. in.
22 'A ment of Agriculture).
Missouri Pacific
Cattle Re ley and record runs are expected
Arrive. .rll:lB a. ra.
Rspsnola .
New York Central
96
ceipts 31,000; strictly good and at Carlsbad, Loving, Malaga, Arte.
Taoi
Leave... 1:10 a. m.
choice native beef steers strong to sla. Roswell. Otis and other places.
Northern Pacific
SANTA FE, f4JW.
FARETO
j. 85
48
TO TAOn, (11.110.
higher; other grades slow, steady The farmers are Just beginning to
Pennsylvania
to weak; spots lower; early top ma pick their fields in earnest. The
ftlnftlnt
Albuquerque Usadqunrtere
Hay Consolidated Copper... 14
77
tured beef steers $12.46; others at gin has been operated only a few Brothers' Clajar Store. 310 West Centre;
Reading
Fnune 600.
Aval
run
to
&
66
but
finished
welt
Iron
expects
each
Steel
week,
$12.40;
days
Hep.
long yearlings
Santa Fe Headquarters Bank Cnnfee
33 X', lll.vti;
bulk native beef steers. continually during the next few itnnery
Sinclair OH & Refining
Pltnne X?t.
93
$9.50 M l.oo; supply of western weeks.
Southern Pacific ,,
Is
.want Ads tiring Heauiu,
the
Journal
of
collon
kinds
some
TJie
long staple
Southern Hallway
t
plain
frasacrs liberal;

2,

Ctthan-Ameriea-

.

-

38c

Otcro-warre-

n,

......
.......

111.

LIVESTOCK

.........,

.......

1
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1
COLUMN

KINGSBURY'S

IN I'MVEKSITT
HEIGHTS
Five rooms, modern, furnished,
porches,
fireplace,
basement,
full size 'ot, chicken yard. Can
cash.
$S,950
for
only
be bought
LOCATED

We Btill havs a tew lota left
for sale In tho Lincoln addition on North Fourth street;
large lots, alfalfa and shade;
$20 down and $10 per month.
D.

T, KINGSBURY

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and Insurance.
rhono 007-210 W. Gold.

PRICED

TO

SELL

house,
bath, sleeping
porch, large front porch,
eolonades, bookcases, built,
in buffet, hardwood floors, basement, walks, stoves
go with
house. Spa
ACKEKSON & GRIFFITH

tire-plac- e,

Realtors

120 S. 4th St.

rhone

414.

FOR SALE
stucco bungalow,
mod'
nurd wood floors, good basement, furnace, Knrafte, sidewalk, lawn;
Luna Boulevard.
$4,000
brick cottage, modern.
North Fourth St.
7 room,
?5,GO0
pebble dash dwell
in if, bath, etc., corner lot 100x142, one
block fruin Central, Highlands, close In,
$4,500
frame, modern, fine shade,
good location. S. Walter St.. close in.
Some good buys In business property.
Lots and bousea In all parts of the city.
3,500

white

.,

A. FLEISCHE1, Realtor
Accident, Automobile Insurance,
Surety Honds, Loans.

Fire,

Ill

No.

8.

lourlli street,

rhone

671..

with
brick
porch, garago
In a
and other
good location and In good condition for $3,650.
four rooms, bath, and two
porches is renting for $30 and
is a buy at $2,100 with good

A four-rooBiassed sleeping

terms.
If you are looking for a
home see mo. I probably have

Just what you want.

FIVE-ROO-

m

$3,900,

terms.

CLASST NEW FOUR-ROOmodern, select, east side location, only $3,250. Easy term."0
IF IT'S A HOME, LET US
show you.
Selling homes Is
our business. We've been at it
for years. No deal too small
to get our personal attention.

TURNER CO,
Phone 407.
218 W. Gold.
New Mexico State
Members:
Realty Association.
ROBERTS

--

HELP WANTED
Mule.
V ANTED
Milker. I'hune 2413-KWANTED Delivery boy. Palace Drug
Company.
WANTED Buy with wheel. Conruy'fl
616 West Central.
Grocery,
WANTED Experienced real estate nale
man with car, by real estate firm, in
the city. Apply Postofflce bnx 427, city.
CONCRETE form carpenters, toamsurn,
laborers; good wages; transportation to
jb. Employment Affency, 110 8. Third.
WANTED Young married man, 23 to 35,
for salei position; must be a hard
worker, nearby territory; willing to work
for f 40 per week ; references required.
Write Box E. L. O., rare Journal.
WANTED A competent etenuprapher who
can write EnglUli and Hpanlsh, for
mercantile concern, out of town; must
be efficient and have good references;
Address
$100 a month to start with.
J. M. B., care Journal.

Female.
WANTED

A wuinuu for housework.

Norm ruin
WANTED Experienced

waitress.

12Z

Ap

sandwich girl,
WANTED Experienced
at 211 East Central.
WANTED Girl for general housewirk.
Apply 1224 South Walter.
WANTED Woman for household" work.
Apply AOS Went Marquette.
WANTED
Maid for general housework.
Apply mornings. 823 West Copper.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
Call in person. Hanna & Hanna, Inc.
WANTED Girl to assist with housework and care of two children, 302
Norih Eighth.
WANTED Girl to wash tlislus and do
511
housework; must speak Englith.
Sou t h B ros d way.
WANTED Woman to taue charge vt
house; reasonable wages; small family.
Apply 610 West Fruit.
$2.60 I'jSU DAY paid one lady In earn
town to distrlhiitn free clrrulare for
Flavoring. Per
Economy
manent posiliuu. 1 E. llarr Co., Chi
cago.'
Male nnd I'emule.
WANTED Bookkeeper, young man or
woman; state age, experience and sal
ary. E. F, care Journal, t.lty.
rural schools, In New Mexico . nd An
Ex
Educational
Southwestern
Bona.
change, 317 West Cnpppr, city.

LOST AND FOUND
LOS-- 1

reward.

Two small ke.e, number 147;
to United Cigar Store and receive

One email bicycle, by paying
expenses owner can have tame. 1010
Forrester.
BTRAYEU
from J. U Philips ranch,
south of town, dark bay horse, brand
.T. J. on left IiId: blind in right eye; last
nan it Hubbies ranch: ti for return lo
J. I Phlllpe ranch.
FOUND

BUSINESS CHANCES
lOR SALE Hotel, Fourth and Central,
629--

phone
FOR SALE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool
hall and bars good lease. 813 South
First.
FOR SALE Complete shoe shop, cheap,
ana gooa terms. Aauress xjox a, cuie
Journal.
brick building,
KOH SALE Two-stor- y
215 South First; location good for any
kind of business.
house and
FOR SALE A five-roomall grocery; close In; good business.
Call at 816 South Seventh.
FOR SALE Hotel Woodard, of twenty-tw- o
rooms, doing good business; good
reason for selling. Address Mrs. O. S.
Woodard, Box 6, Ornnts, N. M.
FOR SALE Stores, holds. rooming
houses, garages, restaurants and other
high-cla- ss
propositions not advertised
Co., 218 West
locally. P.oberta-TurnGold.

FOR BALE One ot the finest cafes in
northern Arizona, long lease, excellent
trade, good location; two of the partner
are to leave for Europe; act quick. Address postotflca bo 814, Flagstaff, Art- -,
ion
sale Profitable business, estab
Halted five years; owner wishes to dispose acoount of having other Interests;
Inprice very low and a bargain. For Alterview, address postofflce box 696,
N.
M.
buquerque,
90 PER MONTH
rents a good building
with five hundred loaf oven; this build-ha- s
plate glass front, Is suitable for
small bread factory; good opening In
man. Address Geo.
Gallup for first-claMiksch, Gallup, N. M.

W ANTED

Salesmen

WANTED .Salesmen to sell hosiery dl- -'
rect to consumer, save the middleman's
profit; all merchandise Is guaranteed and
sells Itself; attractive 'proposition. Write
Dependable Hosiery Co., 47 West 42nd
street. New York.
IV .' NTEIJ Two men of Integrity, clean-cu- t
and aggrenlva, who are real salesmen. Men who are In this class can earn
care Jour-rt- f
1100 per week. Address
and an Interview will be arranged.

MONEY TO LOAN
.lo:. KV

TO LOAN On watches, diamonds, guna and everything valuable.

Mr. B. Marcus, 218 South First.
'
MONRY TO LOAN,
on first-clas- s
real
Mo- 12.000.
11,000.
at.tOO,
estate;
Million and Wood 20 West Gold.
MONET TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
nd good Jewelry! liberal, reliable, confidential, uutlleb Jsnclrv- - Cu., 10
(, Jet,

j

Foil

216

.V.

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of. Insurance.
112

REAL
South

ESTATE.

Third

New

modern furnished
114 North Maple,
l)OK KENT
Housekeeping
apartment,
complete. 216 North Seventh.
t'Ol! PENT Four-roofurnished modern house; no sick. Inquire 208 Bouth
Edith.
Three-rooFoit hunt
furnished
apartment; cheap.
Apply S10 Bouth
Walter.
I'UU HUNT Three rooms and bath, unfurnished, new and cheap. Apply 724

J'ahed

14

PHONAL

Phono

V. Gold.

223

158

HOMES-BARGA-

INS

modern frame stucco,
lot B0 feet, hardwood floors,
porches, shade, lawn, good location, a bargain, terms like

frame on Forrester,
garden, chicken Tiouse, garage,
lot 1S5 feet; $1,800 on easy
terms.
This is a real snap.
BUILDING XOTS
We have some choice building lots in the Fourth ward,
priced right.
218

Oestreich,
'J V. Gold.

A REAL BUY
real nice four-roo-

A

house,
porches, for

with two sleeping
only $3,800; good terms.
I have the following amounts
of money to loan: $1,000, $1,500,
and $3,000,
R. McClughan, Realtor
201 W. Gold.
Phono 412-.-

Realtor
Phono

See Gonce
Phone

116 IV. Silver.

471

ves

Franklin & Company
Realtors
Insurance

Loans,
221

Kentals

Subdivisions.
I'hono 657.
(iold.

V.

DO YOU WANT

rrompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
havo your insurance.
Over Stqtb Nntlonol Bank,
Telephone 598.

FOR SALE
LEAVING TOWN
houso and sleeping
V,'o aro offering
for sale a
porch, lot r0xl56, good location,
home, splendid
$1,150; $300 down, balance $30 modern
in
location
Fourth
ward, fbur
per month. We handle all kimls
blocks of Central avenue, fine
o city and ranch property.
shade, convenient terms.
J, L, Phillips
.J. I'. (ilLL REAL ESTATE
Real Estate and Uentals.
770.
riiono
323 W. Central
110 S. Third.
Phono 354-five-roo-

909

FOR RENT
FOR RENT
Second.

Rooms

Lead.
F OR

HliST Will furnish, front room.
steara heat, reasonable,
216 North
Ninth.
FOR RENT Nice,
clean apartments,
reasonable. Imperial Hotel, 211 ii West
Central.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished modern
roomi and aleeplng porch. 222 North
High.
FOR RENT Rooms, furnished for housekeeping; no sick and no children. 70S
West Coal.
FOR RENT Two rooms for IlKht house1624
keeping, $20. Phone 1450-North Second.
FOR RENT Nice room, close in, for
gentleman employed; no sick wanted,
310 North Fifth.
FOR RENT Fine large front room, ele
gant locution, for rent to lady; no sick.
Inquire at 724 North Fourth.
FOR KENT Ruoma, newly furnished,
cool, clean, quiet, modern; one block
from car. 823 Kouth Fourth.
FOR liKNT One larKe
housekeeping
room and sleeping porch; hot and cold
water; garaue. Phone 1511-IMl'KRIAL ROOMS Nice, cleun rooms;
ratea by day or week. Over Pastime
West Central.
Theater. 211
LINCOLN Al'AKTMKNTB.
newly furnish-e- d
rooms; hot water, cool and close In.
312 South Third, phone 914-FOR HUNT Nicely furnished bed luoni,
adjoining bath; steam heat; In private
home; no sick. 619 North Third.
ELGIN HOTEL Bleeping, rooms and
housekeeping apartments', by the day.
week or month. 602
West Central.
FOR RENT Front room, well furnished,
adjoining bath, un vt phone, close In;
one or two gentlemen. 703 West Silver.
FOR HUNT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeplrg; electric light and
1006
South Arno, phoue
ctly water.
2068--

FOR RFINT tilitlng room bed room
combined; prlvare entrance; private
bath. 818 North Sixth, phone 1166-- J.
even nits.

FOR RENT Nicely furnished front bedroom In ew home; furnace heat;
gentleman preferred; no sick,
215 North Ninth.
FOR RENT One
largu housekeeping
ruom with porch, ground floor, close
;
nu children; reasonable rent. 4106
West Iron.
FOR RENT Two large rooms, furnished
for light housekeeping; porch, trees,
702
yard, first floor, private entrance.
North Third.
FOR RENT Large, modern room, fur
nished tor light housekeeping, ana
glassed sleeping porch, clean and neat.
1223 Pouth Edith.
FOR RENT Close in, newly furnished
room, In modern home, with private
entrance to bath, sleeping porch If desired. 415 South Third.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room
with glassed-l- n
sleeping porcn; steam
heat; convenient for three or. four peo603
ple; other sleeping rooms, also,
West Copper.

FOR SALE
FOUsXle
Forrester.

Very Desirable

Furnished room. 612 North

FOR RENT Cool front room. 609 West
Fruit. Phone 2042-FOR RENT Several rooms, unfurnished,
124 Bouth Edith.
FOR RENT Lovely room; six windows.
120 Bouth Waller.
FOR RENT Furnished room and garage.
Apply 414 West Roma.
FOR KENT Furnished rooms. 218 Bouth
Walter. Phone 1067-J- .
FOR RENT Furnisher; room. 123 South
Seventh, phone 729-FUKNrtiilED modern rooms; no alck; do
children. 414 West Silver.
FOR KENT Convenient sleeping room,
reasonable. 416 East Sliver.
ORAVSTONE
rooms. 21Sli West Gold,
Mrs. E. Guldl.
pnono zio-FOR RENT Furnished room; private
entrance. 6"2 youth Broadway.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully furnished.
private nam. 1211 west Roma.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
rooms. 420 South Edith, phone 1541-FOR RENT Nicely furnished sleeping
rooms. 420 South Edlih, phone 1541-FOR RENT Nice, clesu sleeping and
nouseKeeping rooms. 121 ii North Third.
FOR RENT Furnished room, bath, fur
nace heat; private entrance. 719 West

Fresh

HOME SITES
Urightwooil
down

$20.00

WANTED

month

per

For

table board. Phone 1337-Fouth Arno.
FOil RENT Hoard, room and glassed-l- n
1818
Bleeping porch, In new house.
KaM Ocnlrnl.
FOH RENT LarKe front room and sleep
ing porch and board; suitable for two.
110 North Maple.
iiOAHO
Good home cooking, rates by
the meal or week. Mrs. Knight, corner
Broadway and Oold.
FOR RENT Have lovely vacancy for two
convalescents. Mrs. VV. 11. Reed, phone
32C-409 Bouth Waller.
WANTED
Cenlleinun to take small
room with board; rates very reasonable.
M3 South Walter, phone a303-FOR RENT Front bearoom and board for
gentleman only, 111 private home; no
slrk. Phone 1102-J- , or call 611 West Coal.
ROOM
AND
BOARD, In private
lod
home; nurse care, tray service,
meals. 207 North High, phone 1748-FOR RENT Nicely furnished front room,
suitable for one or two, with board, on
main floor. Phone 1472-618 West
.
fruit.
TAliLE BOARD Can accommodate two
or three persons for n.eals by the
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs.
Fleming. 105 South Ced ar, phone 1578-WHS. MARSHALL'S
private hiyne for
convalescents, excellent meals, table
and tray service; reasonable rates. 1107
North; Twelth, phone llfil-- J.
HOME SANATORIUM for T.' ll.'s; ex- collent (ablo, rooms or cottages; no
smoke or duet; the riKlit placo to get well,
$40 per month.
Tularopa, New Mexico,
SPECIAL sumnu-- rates, SC5 per month;
excellent board, private room with
sleeping porcll and tray service. St.
.John's Episcopal Sanatorium, phone 4:il.
JAMESON'S RANCH
The place to get
well; two miles from town; free from
dust and smoke; free transportation to
and from town; good home cooking
meals served family etyle. Phone 2238-MRS. IiEHOLUND'S Private Tubercular
Sanatorium for winter; steam heated
rooms; plenty new blankets; good meals;
milk and eggs; home-canne- d
fruits and
our own chickens served; special diet;
1.1H5-Phone
general nursing.
Furnished
FOR, HEALTH SEEKERS
rooms with sleeping porches, hot and
cold water In each room; steam heat; ex
cellent board; tray service; graduate
nurse In attendance; prices reasonable.
Coca de Oro, 609 and 613 West Gold.
first-cla-

110

WANTED
WANTED

Miscellaneous

MONEi

Commercial
commercial

Return
postage pal un
Hanna & Hanna, Ino.,
Fox Newa.
Photographers,
pnotograpnera, rox .gwa.

"FOR SALE

Ranches.

Investment; new building In
location that will Increase in
value; rents for $135 per ri.orfth;
$7,000; easy terms.
An

T.

KKLEIIEH. RRU.TOi.
.11 W. (.old.

1).

& WOOD

McMILLION
Keaitots

Insurance
Loans.

206 W. Gold.

I'hono 410.

Pay

S

IN FOURTH

six-roo-

JS.-o-

WARD

frame, one glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, full size lot,
lawn
and shade trees.
pood
This place is only four blocks
from Central avenue, suitable
for two apartments.
We can
'
arrange somo tetms.
MUST SKLL
We have a dandy house In Uniwhich
must
versity Heights
sell. This in one of the best
constructed places in the city.
Consists of five rooms, good
basement. Areola heat. In fact
the house is strictly modern
throughout. Let ua tell you
the price and terms.
BRICK
In tho Third ward, close In,
floors
maple
throughout, sidewalks, lawn, shad trees, good
garage, large sizo lot, etc.
, SKCOND WAUD
Five-roobrick.
hardwood
floors, good sleeping porch, garage, sidewalks, young shade
trees and a large size lot. This
house is in first class condition
and the price and terms ara
Five-roo-

FIVE-ROO-

BIG
Five

For Sale on Easy Terms

BARGAINS
rooms;

tho

only modern

features aro electric light;
plenty of outside window, and
doors; beaurtrully lurnlMhcd;
lot

in 300 block on
Priced low,
Ilroadway.
on
to suit.
terms
$2,400
Brick bungalow, near the Konrth
ward school, five large, well
arranged rooms, bath, cement
basement,
largo corner lot,
beautiful shade, worth more
money but owner says nell for
$4,200, if taken immediately.
Terms arranged at convenience of responsible party.
Hcautiful bungalow home, five
rooms, bath, nice open firebookcases, liplace, built-i- n
brary cases, etc. Kqual distance from Santa Fo shops.
Santa, Fe railway station, and
postoffiee. Price only J3.60O,
terms like rent. Seo this now.
bungaNew modern
fealow,
fireplace, built-i- n
tures, oak flooring, breakfast
steam heat,
room.
price
$5,250; $500 down, balance
less than rent.
Down town business corner parearning
tially Improved but
$3,700 per year, which we
are authorized to offer for

5xM;

five-roo-

Investigate these
convenience.

New concrete block bungalow.
4
rooms, bath and closets,
select oak floors,
and all the built In features;
largo front nnd black porch,
Don't fail to
good basement.
see this beauty before you buy.
Phono Owner, 412-or rail lit 110 Columbia St.
fire-plac-

at your early

West Gold Avenue.

Real estate service that builds
estates.

Miscellaneous

ROOFING
EXPERT guaranteed work. Phone 1834-Winchester
SALE
FOR
repeating shotgun; reasonable. 1124 South Walter.
MANZANO GINGER ALE
HELPS digestion and a nerve tonic.
FOR SALE Five ten-rodry goods
counters.
Apply Kahn'a Store, 109
North First.
FOR SALE Second-han- d
furnace, uheap,
with six registers. 1804 East Ccntrul,
phone 1922-REAL Silk Fashioned Hosiery; guaranteed; now four palra for 15. rhone
2252--

FOR SALE Water spaniel puppies, make
great hunters and retrievers. Phone
2409-J-

FOR SALE Garland rango, golf clabs,
and bag; Xlrenlln Duplex sha.ca. Phone
230S--

Foil RE.NT New Remington and Winchester shotguns. Tho Exchange, 120
West Gold.
FOR SALE Pears for canning and pickling. Lynrh's orchard, 121& Forrester,
phone 1474-FOR SALE Largo slse buoy bed with
mattress both sides adjustable; pilca
JU. Phone lbT-FOR SALE Typewriters priced right
for quick sale. Wm. Wilcox, Stil
West Central, phono 900.
TYPEWRITERS, all makes, 15 and up;
(3 per month. Albuquerque Typewriter
Exchange, 122 South Fourth
FOR SALE Stark Delicious apples andother varieties.
Wiley's Farm. Postoffice box 135; phone 2411-KFOR SALE Man'a muskrat overcoat.
size 38, 1100 If taken at once; never
used by sick. 208 South Arno,
FOR SALE Player piano, used, excellent
cash
Investigating
condition; first
buyer sure to take It. Phone lo.
HICKS' DAIRY
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream Una;
pints, 8c; quarts. 15c. phone 738.
FOR SALE Two coal heating stoves, one
oil heater, wringer, library table, stove
bord, pipe, etc, 317 North Thirteenth.
FOR SALETwo
counters,
mahogany
size two feet six Inches by six feet.
Apply Manager F. W. Woolworth'a,
FOR" SALE Used tractors,
and
Hardware
with gang
plows.
Department, J. Korber A Company.
SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
new or used; private or class Instructions on above. Fred K. Ellis. Ph. 302-FOR SALE A few highly bred and
Airedale
puppies; both
pedigreed
Ad
malo and female. Phone llti'l-J- .
dress Box 4114.
ureKanred
FOH
SALE Acctmated
winter aeed wheat, yidd 70 bushels to
the acre. Phone 2414-RJohn A. Ja- cobsen, Box 412, city,
FOR SALE 7,600 board foet of UxO timbers, 22 feet long, of native pine. In
A- -l
condition. Apply at New First
National Bank building.
FOR SALE Good cooking and eating
apples, 2u and so a pound; also sweet
elder, 60c a gallon, delivered If desired.
Floyd Miller, pnon 2402-JSOFT SPOTS
Heel und arch cushions
prevent fallen Inateps; cures all foot
troubles, f). Planter Arch Supports. Thos,
F. Keleher leather Co., 408 West Central.
FOR SALE Piano, player piauos, elec- trio orcbestian pianos, with slot at
tachments, ponograptis; pre-wvalues,
for quick s.rllon, phone 106 or write
P. Learnard Piano Co., 214 South
Qeorg
Walter.
USE KFFECTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
dressing, Effecto Auto Enamel, Vals- par.
Valspar Enamel on automobiles.
Homestead
Paint.
Cottage
Plymouth
Floor Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat
F.
isfaction assured. Thoa.
Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central. Phone 1C57-ASBESTOS
ROOF AIN'T
THIS high-grad- e
paint contains no tar.
and will
pitch or asphalt, la fire-prostand the hot, dry climate of the west.
Wa also havs a red, maroon and green
All kinds, (1 per gallon.
Our
paint.
ronfa with pebble flnlsn
new, built-u- p
1834-Phone
will last twenty-fiv- e
years.
The Mnnsano Co.. 110- South Valnut.
We are not tryFIREI FlREll WOOO
ing to arouse the fire department, but
we ara warning you to buy your winter
supply ot firewood early. An old adage
says dry summer severe winter. Let
us make It hot for you. Cedur and Pinion
wood, sawed and split, any desired slse,
fireplace logs, furnace chunks. Cedro
Canyon Flrewoad Co., phone S401R1.
Prompt delivery; full weight.

right.

H, Chas, Roehl
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans
and .Rentals.

$500,00

1

XJhone 640

Balance like rent buys from ownhouse In heights,
er a new
bath, sleeping porch, fireplace,
hardwood floors.

Corner of Second and Gold.

H. A. TIIOM
212 N.

nigh St.

Phone

1227--

Cfeup

RENTALS
We have a special rental department withs an exclusive
rent man in charge.

m

Joseph Collier
207

with Board FOR SALE

Rent-Room- s

hwbiv.iu,i

Real Estate

--

Phone 1C08-.T- .
ROOM AND BOARD
No sick. 612 South QUINCES.
l.irnnrtway.
FOR SALK Hard coat heater, large size.
l'hone 314.
ROOM AND HOARD,
IS a week. 611
Eouth Broadway.
FOR FA LE Three new rabbit hutches.
710 West Trad,
H' OMS AND UI.ASS Bieeplng porch with
no pick.
1027
l'orrester.
FOR SALE Hlcycle, for sale, cheap.
41(1 South Edith.
i;uNCLMAI. gul to share sleeping porch,
1436-Mrone
nlre home; lionrd.
TR ' KODDrS MILK; BEST IN TOWN.
FOH KliM Nicely furnlsned rooms with
Hhnne 2413-R-

2416-R-

1925--

house in Fourth
New
built-i- n
ward, strictly modern,
features, hardwood floors, gitrugd,
largo lot, easy terms.

STAKES & PFElFFER
Real Eslate and Insurance
Rentals and Loans
321 W. Gold
Phone ICS

Full SALE One cow and calf; cash or llshed firm.
mall orders.
trade on Ford truck. Phone

FOR SALE OR TRADE For Ford car,
team of heavy work horses; also two
choice Jersey heifers, fourteen months
old.
.17 North Third.
FOR SALE Four milk cows, 150 takes
all; one team mares, wagon and harness for 1175; also saddle pontes. Apply 8107 South Broadway.
FOR SALE Thirty head of milk cows;
Holstelns, Jerseys, Guernseys; for sale
cheap on good terms. See ownoo, 106
West Granite, phone 1270--

OPPORTUNITIES

Anyone would be pleased to
be ablo to call this beautiful
own
liltlo
their
bungalow
home. Four rooms with bath,
everything new and all ready
for occupancy. Terms can bo
arranged for a very small cash
and the balance
payment,
would call for no larger payment than the rpnt you aro
paying. Ask to seo it
We
ha,ve
clients
several
wanting to borrow money on
well secured first mortgages,
n
bearing 8 per cent.

$30,000.

Addition
$10.00

On
first
good
mortgages. McM'lllon & Wood.
or
A
wlthoui
WANTED
with
Ford
starter. Address lfox 824, City.
WANTED Lady or girl to share batchtwo other glrla.
ing quarters with
tiione oj.
TRANSFER and scaveiiKor work done
E. A, urllllto, 72:
reasonable rates.
East Jron, phone 19.0-MAX BARGAIN STORK, at 315 South
First, will pay the highest prices for
your second-han- d
clothing, shoes and
1 iiono
lurnmire.
6a.
CLEANERS
RUli
9x12 Rugs Cleaned, 81.25.
MATTRESSES renovated, 13.50 and up;
furnitur v repaired and packed. Ervln
or 896-Redding Ce Phones 613-WANTbD Your piaiiu lo apply oo purused player ptanu.
chase of new
Phone 106 and we will call and quote
valuea that will make conservative buyer sit up and take notice. George 6.
i.eanara.
Livestock.
A DAY
1137 KODAK FINISHING 3 TIMES
cow.
Jersey

FOR SALE Flemish
giant does and
bucks, 208 North Arno, phone 1680-FOR SALE Thoroughbred rabbits i.nd
fryers, ona Flemish Otant buck. 320
Stanford.
FOR SALE One fresh Jersey cow. one
yearling Jersey belter. J. P. Wilson,
phone S404-RFOR SALE Flemish
Itufus
Giants,
Reds. Blacks. Belgians, bucks, does and
710
West
rabbits.
Lead, phone
frying site

YOUR OWN HOME

.South

Two-roo-

IF YOU have business property tor sale,
one or two rooms In good
WANTED Agent
list It with MeMllllun A Wood.
location; prefer being near Library
school, with small family; housekeeping AGENTS
Wonderful seller, aiiu profit FOR SALE 67x14
lot, fenced: two
to pay foe room and board for self and
for healthaeekers; poultry
cottages
every dollar salts. Deliver on spot
nelce, age 14: southerners: would like License unnecessary. Enmple free. Mis- houses; city, water, garage; or will sell
twent.v-flve-folot: terms, or will make
my extra time to sew. Address Box 88, sion, Factory 8, 23:8 W, Pico. 'oa
care Journal,
Calif,
.,
special offer for cash, 1921 South High.
WANTKD

best-r-ll-

Talk About Your Bargains

Look at 1415
North Bixth
bunstreet, niftiest new
galow, city water, lights, garage,
and fenced.
Immediate possession. For price and terma

i'UU 14KNT Desirable apartment; largt
1114 West Central
sleeping porch.
phone 10'.).
FOR HUNT Furnished apartment;
FOR RENT Houses.
no
children, rhone 1778-309 Bouth FOK KENT Five-roomodem house,
i .in u . uy.
unfurnished. 228 North Walter.
FOil IlENT Two furnished rooms, for
Two-rooFOR
rurmalied
RENT
bouse,
Km nouseKeeping; adults;
no sick
with porch. 1022 Bouth Walter.
724 South
Second.
FOR
600
KENT
nousc,
South
FOH KENT Dig front room, bedroom,
Walter. Phone 2068-Clyde Tlngley.
kitchen and sleeping porch; sink and
F'Oll RENT Four-roohouse, with
ciose in.
Boutn Uroad way.
porches. 1117 Bouth Waller, phone 45.
Foil ItENT One four-rooapartment, F'OR KENT Three-roocompletely furnished.
parlly furAlpha Apart- nished; (30, Inquire 410 North Sixth,
bi, ,m central, pnone 1S11-1142-ItENT Three pleasant rooms, bath phone
ioit
and front porch, completely furnished; Foit RENT Modern five-roohouse on
no sick; no children.
27.
rear ot lot; range furnlsheii,
112 Bouth Ninth.
319 Vs North Fifth.
FOU KENT Three
end hath
cotnew
KENT
FOR
furnished
Several
furnished for light noi
housekeeping. 6(ia
South First.
tages, very reasonable. Room 7, First
Apply at the Bavoy Hotel
office. t.5,01) per month.
National Rank building.
FOil KENT Three rooms, furnished, FOR RENT Houses, all Kinds, turnished
and unfurnlsned.
flcMlllln A Wood,
highlands, cl se in. private entrances
and bath, 33. Phone 19SS-after 7:30 Realtors. 2on West Oold.
p. m.
FOR KENT Furnished new two-roohouse, with Bleeping porch, front porch
Foil KENT Furnished apartment, four
and garage. Phone 1611-rooms, modern; also two-rooment with sleeping porch. 1104 apartNorth FOR RENT Clean and well furnished,
Second.
four large rooms and sunny enclosed
Foil KENT Furnished apartment of sleeping porch. 212 Bouth High.
two rooms and bath steam heated. FOR RENT Furnished, half of double
Please call mornings. 303 Bouth Fourth,
three
rooms, bath and
cottage,
phone 117.
screened porch. 919 North Third, phone
FOil KENT Modern furnished apart- D08-ment, two rooms-annew brick bunsleeping porch, FOR RENT
close in, ground floor and private
galow, modern, choice location, fur
614 West Iron, phone 630-nlshed or unfurnished. Phone liMU-Foil KENT Two large airy rooms, nicely L1HT your vacunt houses with the City
furnished for housekeeping;
modern
Realty Co., for prompt und efficient
618 service.
location.
conveniences; desirable
207 West Oold, phone
i7.
Wost C'ouL
FOR RENT Furnished and unfurnished
FOil Kent Two and three-roofurnishhomes In alt parts of the city. Roberts.
ed apartments;
hot and cold water. Turner Co., 218 WeBt Oold, phone 407,
lights and phone paid; rent reasonable. FOR RENT
Uandy little new three'
8outh Broadway.
water and
room house, close to
SEPTEMBER 30;nlcely furnished, new electric lights; no bath. shops;
Phone 1035-W- .
three-roobath. FOR KENT Two five-roowith
apartment,
furnished
screened porches, 1S.02 East Central; no
bungalows, 214 and 220 North Maple,
children. Apply at 724 Bust Central.
845 per month. Apply T24 East Central.
Foil KENT Furnished apartments, con- FOR RENT Modern seven-roobrick
venient to sanatorlums;
four rooms,
house, furnished; two glassed-i- n rooms.
irlased-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Call
118 North Maple.
Central car line. Call 1321 East Central, Areola heat.
or see MrMlllln ft Wood.
Phone S48.
RENT Fine five-roohome, with
PA UK VIEW
COL HT One
npartment, FOR
glaased-l- n
porch, basement and fur- three rooms and bath, disappearing
411
West Ceunace.
Art
Btudlo,
n
Inquire
built-ibed and other
furfeatures,
nished or unfurnished; heat, hot and cold tral.
three-roohouse
water furnished. 902 East Silver, phone FOR KENT Furnished
1U17-In highlands; water, light, phone; reaCall
Mass
avenue.
sonable, to. adults, ilj
Hill. 2123-JFOR RENT Furnished front apartment,
ttin ro,int ami let eiionel l hnlh ail- - FOR RENT OR SALE Elegantly furbrick house,
nished modern five-rooJolnlng; large front porch; garage If de- garage, close in.
sirea; tnorougniy clean ana sanitary; two sleeping 208J--porch and
no
adults only and
sick. 124 Bouth Arno, Phone
phone 632-FOlf KENT Nice, modern four-roocottage, screened Bleeping porch, on
carline, $30 a month, water and lights
WANTED Position
paid. Inquire 1207 North Twelfth.
cottage, with
IfOR
WAN 'J Kit Uuy wurk. I'hono MM-sleeping porch, garage, electric lights,
WANTED Howie work ly tli day. iJhun City
water in house, JIG per month, 1907
South High. Inquire 1921 South High.
ISXl-'EKEXCED
Phono FOR RENT Five-roofurnished huuse;
aLcnogruyber.
1744-large front and back porch, garage;
the rear; rent
bouse
lu
WANTED Washing and Ironing. Phone also
t,0
J31U-Inquire at 322 South Arno, or
1340-I'AND LAUNDHT
tiilka
apecialty. phone
Vlione lU27-I- t.
FOR RENT Furnished cottage, newly
decorated, Inside and out, modern and
CLEAMNU I'APEit Kttlsomining. Julin
gas. rhone or call between 10 and 12
Guodson, phono 634-a. m. Phone 381-keys at 15Z4 East
WANTED Nursing by competent practi- Central.
cal nurse. Phone 1909-furnished house,
Modern
RENT
FOR
WANTED
Work by the hour. Call after
seven room, and sleeping porch; clean
6:30 p. m. Phone 1343-first-clas- s
In
condition, $ii5 per
and
WANTED
Will take montn; water paiu. oio oouiu aiuu v.,.
Eauuury work.
1420-home or by the day. Phone 2101-HnPRtri. Well fllT
WANTED
laundry work; can nvSn TJT.7KT
nlshed fine modern homu, with glassed
give bent of references. Phone U400-JYOUNG MAN and wife want to work on and screoned sleeping porches; fire place
ranch in mountain during winter. Ad- - and furnace heat; best location In highlands. 1420 East Silver.
aress itancn, cure journal.
bungalow, well
LADY would care or children In your FOR RENT Five-roo- n
sleeping porch,
furnished, glassed-lhome, afternoons or evenings; refcr-encgarage; no
and
screened
porches; piano
furnished. Poatoflce box 85. city.
In
two blocks from
YOUNG MAKIUED MAN, with best of sick; 703 West Silver. postofflce.
references, would like position as clerk quire
furnished
comfortable
Two
KENT
FOH
or manager in apartment bouae or hotel.
cottages, In beautiful Tejano canyon;
Phone 1 y 5 - J.
Adtelephone service.
YOUNG MAN, bookkeeper, desires any climateH. Ideal;
B, Hammond, phone 297, post-offidress
kind ot work where part time can be
box 658, Albuquerque, N.
spent outdoors; In good health. Address
FOR RENT October 3, new
Box 65, care Journal.
homo, two
furnished
beautifully
WANTED Dy young man, experienced screened
porches, garage, modern In all
bookkeeper, married, In good health; respects; would lease six, nine or twelve
familiar with1 Income tax matters. Ad- months to responsible party. 718 East
dress Box 200, care Journal.
Central. Call at 724 East Central.
CALL HUTCHINSON
for bouse cleaning
and wall cleaning, floor waxing, paintFOR SALE Furniture
ing, kaisomtnlng, and chimney sweeping;
Odd Job Man. phone 2083-FOR SALE Furniture; also chlckent.
601 East Orand.
WANTED By young man, of aobex
habits, work In some New Mexico city, FOR SALE Sectional buokcase and base
an air
first lieutenant, graduburner. Phone S386-ate of law, with degree bachelor of ora- FURNITURE REPAIRING. Called for
tory degree; also first-clas- s
typist, capaand dellevered. Phonelii72-R- .
ble of doing any kind of office work;
and upholalso newspaper worX from mechanical FURNITURE REPAIRING 804-Er- or
stering. Phone 613-best of references
part to reporting,
given. Address Box 111, care Journal. Tin Bedding Company.
FOR SALE Dining room table and four
chairs; also rocker and mattress; very
.
hVJcloca?Jan3 Chen p. 411 West Banta
FOR SALE Leather trunk, tent, dining
Jewelry work. 118 Bouth Second.
beds.
dressers,
chairs, chiffoniers,
furnl-tur- e
1N1J1AM
silversmith makes rings, brace- Morria
chair; largest stock of used
lets, ladles new style belts, eta 413
our prices. S25 South
Uet
la
city.
South Second.
First.
MRS. FRED OILMAN
8 to
Mllliueryj l.als
20; bod davenDRKSSERS,
made to order; remodeling a specialty. SIX
port, 82D; round extension dining table,
Room 1, Superior llutel, 31UV4 West Cen
82.75;
drop head sow114; chairs, II to
tra i.
ing machine, 87.60; Wm. Moore'a double
A wunderful pile cure, by Mrs. barrel shotgun. 810; some good values
FOUND
C. J. 1'. Blttner,
for many year, a In xia rugs, beds,, springs, mattresses,
nurse here; will refund money it not coal range, gas range, i ll cook stove;
cured. Address 819
Bouth First, phone entire stock at similar valuea. C. B.
221-Bynum. 826 North Third.
WANTED private pupils; teacher la experienced and specially trained for MATTRESS RENOVATING
primary grades; good certificates and
ATTRESS .rENOVATlNai 8S.60 and up.
references on application, I'houe 1888-Muff ninnnino'. furnUure renalrfng, fur
1I
North Elm.
or 8S6-niture packing. Phone 613-Ervln Bedding company.
WANTED Rooms

fVJRABLtrwatc

Loans.

I.

Street.

rent,

ltKNT
nparlinent..

Martin Co,, Realtors
Ileal Estate, Fire and Auto Insurance,

Is he who

docs his best,
he In cast
very
or west
ager to be of use In his own
state.
emomborlnff the true alone
are great,
nrturins disappointments when
thiy come
nd, 'spite of ,loss, preserving
his nplomb.
ife lioltlM for him no pleasure
more worth while
han giving
honest service
with a smile.
n his (rood works the country's weal detiends,
cgcu'd him, then, as one of
joi.r best friends.
ia

A, L.

Real Estate Loans
Phono 210.
Gold.

216 North Third,
Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.
PHONE
201.

ho mnn ot"

modern house, two
porches, in Fourth ward, for
A very attractive
only $3,850.
home for the money. Let us
show lb. to you.

Insurance

PAT, THE PLUMBER,

m

REALTOR
worth

NEW AND, NIFTY

Jas. M. Johnson

Phono
FIVE-ROOSWELL
NEW
highly modern adobe, p. dash,
W. side, 15,250.
Kasy terms.
EXCELLENT
NEW FIVE-roomodern pressed brick, W.
side, $5,000.
Easy terms.
SPLENDID NEW
CHOICE NEW FOUR-ROOmodern adobe, W. side, $4,000.
highly modern adobe plastered
Jn Highlands, $4,250, terms.
SURE GOOD NEW F1VE-roomodern with hardwood
floors, garage, etc., elevation,

'

LOOK AT THESE

.yivarlliis&imiei--

KOBKRTS-TTRNE-

218

YV.

Goltl.

ILiissifcir
As Long As It Lasts

CO.
Tliona 407

$10.00 Per Load
A

FOR SALE

Houses

FOR MALE Three-roohouse, sleeping
porcn, iwo cneap lots, rhone 1014-FOR SALE Two-roonouse, furnished,
cheap It taken, at once. 1216 Virginia
boulevard.
tOU SALE Modern funnelled five-roobrick and sleeping
close In;
Fourth ward. Phone 1801--porch,
I' OR SALE Small
modern, furnish, d
cottage, on South Walter; easy terms.
Apply 701 East Santa Fe.
lOR SALE Three-roostucco house
100x142, on corner; bargain for quick
sale.
1100
South
Walter.
Apply
FOR SALE New
modern home. $000
down and monthly payments Ilka rent.
J.AJjainmond, 824 East Silver.
FOR
SALE
brick
pressed
house; modern; hot water heat; garage.
209 North Killt li.
I. J. Kllliurn, phono 40,
FOR SALE New three-roocottuge, on
south High; very
small payment.
Phune69a. First National bank building.
FOR SALE By ownei, suburban homeT
four rooms and aleeplng porch, city
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. Postof-flc- e
box 213, city.
FOR SALE Three-roohouse with
chicken house for two hundred chickens
garage, lights and water.
1205 West
.
iron, phone 490-F'OR SALE A bargain; five-roomodern houso, close In, completely furnished; Immediate possession. See owner,
1006
South Edith.
F'OR SALE Hy owner, new
house lu Fourth ward, modern In
every respect; Imllt-l- n features; lurge lot;
terms
Call 13S0-VFOR SALE Three-roohouse, front
and back porches;
dandy orchard
started; on a large corner lot; terms.
I224 Virginia boulevard.
FOR
SALE Furnished
house, three
rooms, bath, eiectrlo lights, city water,
garage; 60 foot lot, 1500 down and 830
per month. 1306 South Arno.
FOR SALE OR RENT By owner, new
modern
furnished
five
bungalow;
rooms and sleeping porch; Areola heat.
208 Yale avenue, plume 102H-FOR SAl.K Four practically now
for cost of construction; furniture and lots thrown In for good measure. Room 7, First National Bank building.

FOR SALE
seven-roo-

real bargain, 84. 500;
modern brick; very cl"s!

A

In; owner- in Los Angetes; must be sold
at once; part cash, Itiiiulre Sol South

Hdith.
FOR SALE

Better Grade

(15.00.

(Of about

1,000 feet),
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McKinley Land

&

Lumber Co.
Albuquerque,

BUY

New Mexico.

A

LOT

IN THE NEW

Addition

Dreyfuss

And Own Tour Home.
Kee Them Today.

McMillion & Wood
206

W.

Gold.

Shelfey-Brau-

Realtor!

n

Realtor

Company

228 West Gold Avenue

FOR SALE
new frame, modern,
good location, $3.800 ; terms, J500
cash.
Four-roomodern
stucco,
sleeping porch, bath, close in.
Fourth ward, $4,000; terms.
Five-roomodern stucco, hard
wood floors,
new; worth the
money; easy terms.
Four-roo-

National

Investment Co.;

,'
Realtor
Insurance All Kinds.
Real Estate
List Tour Property With L
V. Gold.
iOUJi
rhone 633

New homes by owner; one
824 West Ould; one
mo
North Maple, one four-rooNorth Maple; terms. Call 821 West SilSALESMAN WANTED
ver, phone 1949-Wa are having mora calls by peoFOR SALE Homes. It will be to your
want real estate service than
who
ple
Interest to see us before purchasing a
wo aro able to take i:ara of, aa people
list
home, as we hava a large
be taken care of who ara
should
to select from.
Co., 218
selecting homes In a strange city, so
West Oold, phone 407.
we want a man who cither la qualiFOR SALE Beautiful
brick
fied to, or can qualify himself lu a,
pressed
reasonable length of time, to help ua
bungalow, five rooms, sleeping porch
and double pressed brick garage; ideal
conduct our business aa we want It
For particulars Inhome near shops.
conducted. Applicant must ba abla
700
South
Third,
bond If so required. He must
to gl
quire
furnish
his own car and bo In posiFOR SALE Well-buby
practical
wutt tho necessary time reto
tion
builder, 8676 cash, ur best otter, buys
to
quired
begin getting In good and
and glassed-l- n
sleeping porch.
Eiectrlo and city water. The best in
satisfactory business for all partiei
concerned. Call between twelve and
town for bealthseekers.
Palmer, 18:i
one.
Sixteen people served In thai
South High, phona 1768-last two weeks. Joseph Collier, 407
FOR SALE Modern bungalow, Fourth
Gold.
West
ward; partly furilshed; good garage;
furnace and laundry
good basement,
room; l.irge porch. Prica 16,750; terms.
Phone 1248-J- .
Will make sacrifice price on alFOR SALE 1423 West Central, sixty-nin- e
toot frontage; pavement all paid most new home; five rooma and a
five-roohouse and garage; pries bath, two nice porches, hardwood,
fur;
;5100. Inquire 1419 Weat Central, phont doors, best oak flooring, steam
110

72S--

heat, on a choice corner lot, west
postofflce; will make a prte
of $4,300 if you can make good
first payment. It Is an unusually
substantial and pleasant home.
Address me In care ot box lOil.
owner; Journal office.

Irame
FOR SALE OR RENT Three-roowater, porcn.
house, electric lights.
bath room, garage and chicken Lit; bargain, by owner, $1,700; $500 cash, oalince
easy terms. Address Box 50, cars Jour-

nal.
brick, by
FOR SALE
423 South Seventh, corner lot, sidewalks, garage, chicken house, basement,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets,
large front back and sleeping porches.
Phon 618, or any real estate dealer In
town.
FOR SALE By owner new California
type bungalow, east front. In University
Heights. Five large modern rooma Including glassed sleeping room. Large
front and back screened porches. Fence,
walk, trees and shrubbery. Oarage 14 by
24.
$3,900.;
ft, 50 cash, balance $36
month. Including Interest. You can t beat
See J. E. Manton, 205
terms.
or
price
Cornell.
FOR SALE By owner, modern, frame
stucco house; five rooms, large bath
and sleeping porch; screened in frontn
porch; hardwood floors throughout; built-ifeatures; basement; Areola heat; garage; large lot; priced to aell; terms If
desired; house Just completed; locatedlt
m Alhrlght-Moor- e
addition; one and one-hablocks off pavement. For appointment call 1542--

j

Insurance

of

FOR SALE
Furnished or unfurnished
shingle bungalow at a
bargain price. Located1405--onJ South
for
Fhone
Walter.
appointment.
FOR

SALE

RANCH

acres, half alfalfa,
house, all kinds of fruit, on
boulevard, also 9 acres; selling oo
account health falling; make ofor
Phone owner, 2417-R- 1
fer.
348.
P. O. Box 192, Old AlbuM.
querque, N.
20

FOR SALE We have some splendid
nronoaitlnna In suburban rancbea. Rob- Company.
FOR SALE-6ra- all
ranch, new pebble-das- h
three-fourtmllo
bungalow;
west river bridge: terms.. Inquire Ranch.
FOR RENT Office Rooms
FOR SALE Ten acres of good laud.
FO It RENT Of flea space, ordeik room!
on
mostly in alfalfa, four miles out
207 West Gold,
Rio Grande boulevard, on main ditch
and main road. Address Box 114, old
Albuquerque, or phone 2409-J- S
FOR SALE OH TRADE Who haa
bouse and lot .0 trade for a nice twen
rallea
ty- - acre ranch; ona and one-ha- lf
from Bare., brtge. Sea Broad Bicycle
Co., 220 South Second, phone 736.
RANCH
of four acres, entirely fencedFOR SALE Real Estate
threeHas four rooms and sleeping porch and Is well located
wire,
with five-fopoultry
fourths mile west of Barelaa bridge; six- - SE liAiSirER TS- - 'i ii RnToRCOV21 8 Weal
In Fourth ward, 5 blocks from Central avenue and
In
homes,
for
real
Oold,
bargains
room house,
screened porches;
three
Fourth street. Construction, frame stucco; has lawn,
water In house, new garage and chicken FOR SALE Choice lot, on Vassur avetrees and sidewalks. We can arrange terms.
cash. Phone
$350
nue, east front,
houses; full blooded chickens and turkeys; also furniture; tLrms. Call owner. 1792-24H-JFOR SALE Lot, east front, Virginia
boulevard; one block from Mountain
TYPEWRITERS
road. Phone 1248-- J
S1J West Gold.
Phono 110.
SALE By owner, desirable lot in
FOR
overhauled
TYPEWRITERS All makes
Third ward, close In; good neighborand renslred.
Rthhnne far every ma
City Office University Heights Development Co,
chine.
Typewrit r Ex hood; suitable for duplex or single resiAlbuquerque
121 Soutb Fourth. dence. Address W, ill, II., care Journal.
change, phone 903--

Journal Want 'Ads
Bring Results.

THIS HOME

.WILLIAM J. LEVERETT, Realtor
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Tage Ten.

to replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co.
Phone. 421. 423 North first.

past

Albuquerque's
Finest

LOST

Cranberrie

Tietween

1524

West

Fruit
and university a pair or glasses
in green case, marked Weiss,
Montgomery, Ala. A. B.
8J34 Went Central.

Theatre

.Mii-nr- r,

TODAY AND TOMORROW

Cut Flowers

WARD'S .CASH

Phone 28

STORE,;

508 WW fVntral

Orders Delivered fcr 10c

LOCAL ITEMS

The Sunshine
barber shop
lias moved from
306 South
Second
to PI 3 .South Second.
Across from Santa IV shon of-

I

Webb of Cleveland has
arrived in the city tu seu ills son,
Frederick Webb, who ljus been ill
l.
with typhoid lever at a lueal
A. (J.

hoa-l'ita-

li

1

n,

Dr. D. H. Murray, Osteopathic and
y
treatments. Phone 741.

Violet-ra-

Factory wood, full truck load,
Hahn Coal company.
Phone 91. Adv.
five dollars.

ANNOUNCEMENTS
The De Molays will meet tonight at the Masonic temple.
Adv.
The Women's Benefit association of Maccabees meets at 11:30
today. Adv.
W. C. O. F. meets Tuesday evening 7:30, St. Mary's hall. Adv.
'

P. O. Sanchez has left the De
Luxe barber shop and is now
manager of the Sturges Hotel
barber shop. Adv.

LAWYERS CLUB WILL
REASSEMBLE TODAY
"

The first

meeting

post-vacati-

of the Albuquerque Lawyers' club
will bo held today after a luncheon
t noon at the Y. M. C. A. II. B.

FOR RENT

"THE SIREN CALL"

it

Revival of

with

Dorothy Dalton

her most brilliant Triumph

Supported by

furnished a nun i,n.tii
rooms, 2 large porches, cheap
rent to party willing to carp
tor mree rooms upstairs, which
are rented.
830 North Fifth. Phone IUM--

Also "Fox Hews"

and
MITCHELL LEWIS
Added Attractions:
PATHE REVIEW
CURRENT EVENTS
Regular Prices.

"Cartoons"

,

iimrr

Admission

Polite

Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices
Opposite Postofflce.
118 South Fourth.

tfUD.3-lc.CA-

i Mi

COME

ItAYMOM)
Phone

OVER"

ON

AoqtOWYN PICTURE
At the Lyric Theater. Adv.

That the bicycle ridden by Paul
Roren, I t, ran into the automobile
driven by Dr. Charles 70. Ltikens at
Kim street n ml Central avenue, was
proven in the Jury verdict given for
the defendant in the district court
yesterday afternoon. Suit had been
0
brought against Dr. Lukens for
damages by Charles M. Poten,
the boy's father, for negligence in
the collision which occurred on
September 24. J 3 2
Thn boy on his wheel crashed
Into Dr. Ltikens' ear full of children from the Children's Home and
Hospital, at the street intersection
when the motorist was making the
turn into Central avenue. The boy
was coasting down hill without a
light at night and was not seen by
the people In the car until the crash
had taken place, according: to evidence.
Tho plaintiff charged negligence
on the part of Dr. Lukens but
failed to offer evidence to prove It.
Contributory negligence on the part
of the bicyclist was found In his.
riding In dark places at night with
out a light as is required by ordi
nance.
$5.-00-

BLOOM.

i

.iMill.i

IJ

BITTNER

HOUSE ROOMS

SANCHES Short services will S10H South First.
Phone I'l-ke held over the body of Polinario
lanches, at the San Ignacio church
Publie stenographer.
It 3 o'clock this afternoon.
Burial Rm. 8, Mcllnl EldK. I'll. 31)3. Adv.
HI1 be at Santa Barbara cemetery.
Trollott is in charge.
Henutlfnl
ferns. Ives
Phono 7:12. Adv.
SANDOVAL The
funeral
of
ttrs. Dolores Sandoval, who died DR. FRANK f,.
tundny evening at her residence on DR. DAISY 13. MacCRACKE.J.
torth First street, will be held
Osteopathic Physicians.
morning at 9 o'clock from
Phone Office
he family residence. Burial will K. 1. Building.
Adv.
Rcsidcnco 89-- J
e at San Carlos cemetery. Crol-oIs in charge.
C. II. CONNER, M. 1. 1). O.
Socialist.
CHAVEZ
Chavez, Stern Osteopathic
Toyita
lildg. Tel. "01 J. 325-laughter of Mr. and Mrs. Onesimo
Adv.
o
Shaves, died last night at their
at Kanchos de Atrisco. She
Corsaws,
Wedding
bouquets.
survived by two sisters besides Ives.
Phone 132. Adv.
ter parents. Funeral arrangements
lave not been made. Crollott is in
Fresh Milk gallon lots, also
lharge.
Butter piilk and Cottage cheese.
Dairy Phone 1015-Chavez Jose Antonio Chavez Swayncs'
Adv.
Hed yesterday afternoon
at his
psidence, 140S South Third street,
iftor a lingering
illness. He is
SPECIAL TRIP
urvlved by his widow and two
Rito de los Frijoles
Cliff
ons. Tho body was taken to
tarda & Sons' funeral parlors Dwellings October 7 and 8.
Isleta:
Regular trips Tuesday,
ending; funeral arrangements.
Thursday, Saturday, at 9:30.
KOSMARE TOIRS
t'lTf 667--El.PCTBlO SHOE 81101'
21.1 South Second.
l'bime
311 W. Gold
Phono 1 5M.
fireen-bouse-

HD--

tt

will hold over twenty thousand
of tho smallest watch screws.
Bring your watch to us. Wo are
experts in our line.
WISF.MAV
Watch Maker. Jeweler, Kn graver
Corner Second and Gold.

flight at the
Si

V

T'ffW-

foot lots, two rooms each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good locaUon. See S
Kahn, 109 North First, cash or
terms.

WTonder

Child,"
Five Years.
Clin

SALE

1

Ly ric

JtiLMMMMMMMMMMM

m9
Oil

SPECIAL TRIP
Taos Fiesta: three days, leaving September 29.
Isleta: Regular trips Tuesday,
Thursday, Saturday, nt 9:20.
KOSHARE TOl'KS
Phone JoOO.
311 W. Gold.

COAL

Guy's Transfer is prepared to fill
your Din with either Gallup lump
or Hagan coal. Leave your orders now and avoid tne rush.
323 South Second.
Phone 371
N. Phono 2122--

AT THE

HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM

Wednesday, the 4th day of October, 1922, from .1 p. m. to 6
p. m.; No. 12 at Boat right
Rubber company and No. 26
at office of J. E. Elder.
All Republicans, are urged to
attend the said primaries.
FRANK A. IIUBF.ELL,
Chairman.
V. M. CHACON,
Secretary.
(Adv.)

....

;
'

j

'

, Orders Over $5.00 Delivered Free,
Smaller Orders Delivered for 10c.

SKINNER'S

another job he'd
lost, so she came
unbidden. .

1

That was enough to
get her "Irish" up.
It'll cause you
more laughs than
ypu ever laughed
before.

It

Rupert Hughes
Moore
'wot Colleen
Onujir Alfred E.Creene

4

:

; WILLY-NILL- Y
L Phone 60.
205 South First Street.

Phone 251
L.

Joe Miller, Prop.

L
L
N

It's human homely
and a howl.

M

O

o
R
E

Omera Lump
Omera Nut

COMPANY

LAST APPEARANCE OF THIS CITICI IT ACCOUNT
INABILITY TO MAKE PROPER ARRANGEMENTS

lift

FOSTER

"IN EVERYTHING"

BOB

USUAL ADDED ATTRACTIONS
Prices:
Matinee: Adults, 25c; Children, 10c.
Night: Adults, 35c; Children, 15c.
(Tax Included)

FOSTER

WESTERN NOVELTY
TRIO

MILLIKEN

"MUSICAL

&

SINGING, TALKING
AND PIANO

FANCY ACROBATIC ROPING, KNOT TYING AND
DANCING

COMEDY

A LA CARTE"

MATINEE WEDNESDAY AT 2:30
.Adults .').".
Children
Wednesday Matinee Adults 35c Childrcu 10c

2)C.

Crystal Opera House
PURE MILK
Whole

milk

or

cream,

better than city health

RIPIRE Cleaners
quality

require-- !

Delivered daily In nny
city.
quantity to any port of tho
Holler's Dairy.
Phone 2105-R3- .
nicnts.

DYERS AND HATTERS
Rl'O CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. tttb and Gold

BRICK

DANCE TONIGHT

Fire Brick
Face Crick
Common Hrlclc Fire Clay
Fireplace Tilo Floor Tile
Mortar Colors
Flue Lining
Sewer Pipe
Metal Lath
Wall Hoard
Carey Roofing
Beds
Murphy
Cement
Plaster
Lime
1253-Tel.

HEIGHTS
AUDITORIUM

P. O. Sorenson Co.

Corner North First Street and
Marble Avenue.

E

Lump

AZTEC FUEL

I

Music by the
SYNCOPATORS

Gallup Lump

I

.1.

STARRING

O

'

Superior

fl Illl.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

THE LOVES OF LETTY

c

But every letter HE
wrote told of

First thing she found
was that her sweetheart has promised to
meet another girl at
the priest's.

HO DANCE

Republican primaries will be
hold in Precincts Nos, 12 and
26, City of Albuquerque,
on

V

PEACHES

j

fl I III

Ms--4

og

VAUDEVILLE

Theater

Goldwyn

resl-lenc-

Fancy Yellow Elberta Peaches due today or to-- 1
morrow.
Place your order early as these will be the last
this year.
i
f
Michigan Concords basket
55c
i'- Cranberries quart
..19c
Swift's Premium Hams, lb
31c

II

ANOTHER RUPERT HUGHES TRIUMPH!

I.

Republican
Primaries

td your home.

THREE DAYS STARTING TODAY

Shades made to order.
(Victor Luxor Hand-Mad- e
Cloths)
KlrRh Curtain
Rods
I'hone 161U-.415 North Sixth

Notice

Let our uo to the minute truck bring comfort

5.

DU ROCHER DUO

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop

TONIGHT

--

President mid Manager

Age

FURNITURE

Dining table, four chairs to
match; rockers, parlor chair,
rug, 9x12; hall runner, clock,
brass bed. curtains, drapes,
rods and gas plate.
514 NOItTll FIFTH STISEET

COAL

4-i-

MASTER
Featuring
RAY, " The Vorld's

twenty-fiv- e

FOR

Phones

Circus Co.

FOR
SALE
nice houses,

Two

--

Adv.

V

THIMBLE

A

v mm

Coal Supply and Lumber Company

ay s

J.

1 .

l

Reuben

a

t

WOO

4

V.

2167--

t3fcli

BICYCLE RAN
INTO AUTO IS
JURY VERDICT

Ill

""

--

Dry and solid sawed and split to stove size, also klinding
A
and fireplace logs. Any quantity, delivered anywhere.
cheery wood Are is a blessing these cool mornings.

culture.

GRAVES

RALPH

"i

Darwin Tulips, Hyacinths, Daffodils. Karelssl for water

.

Win. It. Walton,

Vaudeville:

Dutch Bulbs

'

DAVID POWELL

urchase"

FOGG, The Jeweler

.ntK.
nrilll?.

PEACHES

pt

3

PADILLA Funeral of Onofre Young Arnold of 1'hoenix outpointed Johnny Cordova of San Diego,
Padilla, who died Sunday morning in
a six round bout.
it his residence at Pajarito will be
eld tomorrow
at 9
morning
CARD OF THANKS.
'clock from tho family residence.
We wish to thank our friends
Burial will be in Pajarito cemetery.
for their help and assistance in
Crollott is in charge.
behalf of our dear mother. Mrs.
SAAVEDRA The funeral of
Julia A. Albert, and Dr. Harris
Saavcdra, who died Sunday for his untiring efforts in her be
tvening at her residence at Atrisco, half.
rill be held this morning at 10 MR. and MRS. O. B. SHEARS.
'clock from the family residence. adv.
1515 South Elm.
Purial will be at Atrisco cemetery.
Crollott is In charge.

j

At last a big, human picture of the great Northacwest! A tender love story, with thrill-swetion every minute. And the most daring climax
ever filmed.

BIG DOUBLE BILL

.Modern

'A

will have
Jamison,
president,
hargo of the meeting which will be
riven over to business discussion.
The program of papers for winter
meetings has not yet been made LAYMAN DEFEATS PAItKEK.
2.
Phoenix.
Joe
Ariz., Oct.
The club is composts
of
put.
t Jivmnn of T.nn Anpplnn won (ill
tbout DO members.
the way In a ten round bout with
Ari
Siimmv p.'irkrr nf ftntip
DEATHS AND FUNERALS here tonight. The men are light- r..
uA

I'ree Call and Deliver'.

While

J. Selznick Presents

"Bv Right

3

ias.

Uib-bu-

In

'4

Three Days Starting Today
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAY

fice,

Mr. and Mr. 11. PicUIc, .Miss
Anna Moore, William Wein and
May ut' Maryville,
Montgomery
Tfiin., are new residents ui tlie
.Mr.
M.iy will attend the
city.
slate university here.
Airs. Maude Duty has gune tu
Clayton to attend the grand ludgc
cif the Rebckahs.
.Mr.
and .Mrs. U. 11. McKce
liavu gone for a two weeks' visit at
ilr. AlcKee's iiomo at Jackson,
'Hie Rev. C. C. lligbee, pastor
of tile Central Avenue Methodist
church, and C. V. iieeler, who will
enter the ministry, left last night
lor Pecos, Tex., ' where they will
attend the New .Mexico conference
of the church.
Jliss Ethel Downer of Denver
is the guest o Mr. and Airs.
George Downer.
Miss Marian Johnson, former
secretary of the Y. W, C. A., left
jesterday fur her home at
Neb.
li. F. Robinson of the Indian
Irrigation service has returned
from a 1,100 mile automobile trip
through Mew Mexico, Colorado
and Arizona.

Worth

Norma Talmadge

NOTICE

L

JU

Lewis

Raymond F. Bloom
Phone 2167-- J

MTH EATRE

Always

AIR COOLED

4

HI

WPi,ill)M,IHlHI

Let Us Send a Man

i ,

'J

ANNOUNCEMENT
We have opened our city office for the convenience of
our customers at 108 SOUTH SECOND STREET. This office
is in charge of MRS. MARGARET BARNES, who will be
pleased to take your orders or give you any information desired regarding our high quality COAL or WOOD.

i

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY

"'

Phone 35

ELECTRIC IRONS

SURE TO PLEASE AND FULLY GUARANTEED
Brypt Appliance Switch Plug Fits Moat Electric
Heating Devices.

J.

KORDER & CO.
BIO HARDWARE

ALBUQUERQUE'S

Just Across From the City Hall.

STORE.
Phono 787.

For Your Fireplace
CERRILLOS LUMP COAL "!
'

;

:

or.

-

CLEAN PINON WOOD
'SAWED IN ANY LENGTHS DESIRED.

HAHN COAL CO.

,

PHONE 91

.

li

